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Beat The Block 
When it comes to creating your own music, you can own all 
the gear, understand all the terminology and be well versed 
in all the latest production techniques but it will count for 
nothing if you can’t find inspiration when you need it. It’s a 
problem even the most talented musicians face from time 
to time – hitting the wall of writer’s block and losing all 
direction and drive.

This issue we’re turning our attention in the direction of 
inspiration. While we can’t stock you up with unique ideas, 
we can help you explore new approaches and find fresh 
ways to get inspired. On page 24 we’re tackling 
inspirational approaches and arrangement ideas, while on 
page 53, in The Producer’s Guide To Finishing Tracks, we 
take a look at surefire ways to nudge your great ideas over 
the finishing line.

Also this issue, we’re excited to debut our new look 
reviews section. We’re going more in-depth than ever 
before on all the latest gear with more photography, honest 
and informed opinions and extra detail with every review. 
Head for the reviews section now to take a look.

Si Truss, Editor
simon.truss@futurenet.com 
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With latest album Moderat III proving 
they are a band at the top of their 
electronic game, Moderat meet up with 
FM ahead of their Brighton gig and give 
us the lowdown on their live rig
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On the

FMVault

SAMPLEPACKS GEAR

vault.futuremusic.co.uk 

Future Music has outgrown its covermount DVD! 
We wanted to bring you more samples, sounds 
and high-quality video than ever before, so we’re 
putting it up online for you to download. Simply 
head to the FM ‘Vault’ at the link above, login/
register, then hit ‘add a magazine’ to register this 
issue and get all the video, audio and samples.
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of. All the samples you need to create great music!
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Output on 
the Move

Following a trio of impressive and sonically unique 
instruments – Rev, Signal and Exhale – developers 
Output have unveiled their first effects plug-in, 
Movement. Based around four rhythmic engines, 
Movement is designed to add interest to sounds in 
real time in both studio and live environments. These 
four engines comprise sidechains, LFOs, step 
sequencers and Output’s proprietary Flux mode, and 
all four can be blended together. Effects can be 
adjusted via a XY macro pad, which gives you control 
of up to 152 parameters at once. There are also 
additional analogue-modelled effects that are 
optimised for modulation. 

Movement has apparently been designed with ease 
of use in mind – over 300 presets come supplied – 
but you can also build your own effects from scratch. 
It’s available for PC and Mac in VST/AU/AAX formats 
and can be purchased now for $179.
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FM | CLASSIC ALBUM

R
ewind back to the mid-’90s and Drum ’n’ Bass is at 

an all-time creative high. Producers shun 

mainstream sounds, and sharpen each other’s steel 

as they compete on each new release to see who can 

chop up the fiercest drum breaks. Amongst this new 

wave of precision beatmakers are the duo of Blame 

and Justice. Under the wonderfully self-assured moniker of Icons 

they stand on this knife edge, fusing genres, slicing drums, and 

creating music for an album they would go on to simply call 

Emotions With Intellect.  

Made in 1994, but not released until 1996, the album still 

managed to sound five years ahead of the pack. Tracks like Electric 

Soul, with its mix of sampled pads and tricky drums, oozed with 

forward-thinking programming and production. While tracks like 

Vertigo, Repro House and Salsa Flavour bubbled with ideas that the 

rest of the scene would only pick up on many years later. 

“We just kept pushing ourselves in the studio,” says Justice. 

“We were learning from the records we were sampling. We started to 

get really deep into ’70s Jazz Fusion records, Classical Spanish 

guitar, Detroit Techno and vintage UK Hip-Hop drums. We just 

wanted to combine everything we learned there, and try and 

out-program the competition in our own music.”

On release, their experimental results would be categorised as 

Intelligent Drum ’n’ Bass, or Jazz-Step. Although the Icons had 

loftier aspirations.

“At the time we were making the album there was a lot of 

Jazz-Step going on in Drum ’n’ Bass,” says Justice. “We didn’t want 

to be Jazz-Step, though. We actually wanted to be Jazz.”

Like Jazz, especially the Hard Bop free association pioneers of 

the studious 1950s, the music across Emotions With Intellect is 

free, introspective, edgy, and, well… self indulgent?

“It’s funny,” says Justice. “Me and Blame had a think back, and 

we both agreed that back then we were both very musically 

self-indulgent when we wrote this album [laughs].

“But Blame said, ‘When you’re doing it, and hitting it right, and 

people are following you, you can be self-indulgent’. I think that’s 

very true. We were pleasing ourselves with this album, but it also 

pleased a lot of other people. We were lucky in that respect.”

Icons

Emotions With 

Intellect
Modern Urban Jazz, 1996
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Track by track 
with Blame & 

Justice

Future Aspects
Blame: “It was all about new and 

exciting ways to trigger breakbeats. 

We got thinking, ‘What would happen 

if we sampled the grace notes, or the 

shuffle?’ It was about the ghost notes. 

You’d start re-triggering them from all 

these different start points. 

“It was a case of, ‘How can I out- 

edit the competition?’… Photek, Wax 

Doctor, Danny Breaks. We wanted to 

make them wonder how we put the 

drums together. That was it. Chopping 

breaks in interesting places. 

“A lot of these breaks were 

inspired by Hip-Hop, and especially 

UK Hip-Hop. People like Hijack and 

Caveman. There was a lot of cool old 

links to that. They knew – the crazier 

the break, the better. That’s what I 

get from this first track.”

Salsa Flavour
Blame: “This was about five years 

before DJ Marky came over with his 

Brazilian D ’n’ B… maybe more. It 

was ahead of that. It was inspired by 

sampling. We’d find records with that 

Salsa flavour and Latin drum sound 

on and try and work them into what 

we were doing. We’d be looping these 

catchy things up and just be tapping 

our feet, going, ‘Hold on. This is at a 

Drum ’n’ Bass tempo…’ 

“We wanted to be as authentic as 

possible with the Salsa basslines over 

the top of, again, the craziest drums 

we could manage. Listening back now 

I can hear all the crazy whistles and 

Latin sound effects that we added 

over the top… Clapping in the 

background like it was some kind of 

cocktail bar [laughs].”

Repro House
Blame: “There’s a drum pattern style 

in here that we loved. I think it was 

the first time it had ever been used in 

Drum ’n’ Bass. It’s that shuffle that 

people like Andy C would later use on 

tracks like Body Rock. 

“We started getting into this 

function in Cubase where you could 

quantise to a swing. It opened our 

eyes a lot. A lot of the guys in the 

New York Garage scene like Masters 

At Work and M.K were doing it. Their 

snares were getting swung all over the 

place. We really started to experiment 

with what it would sound like applied 

to a breakbeat. 

“I was also really into drawing 

these 16-note machine gun snare 

rolls in-between notes at the time. 

You end up drawing a bit of a velocity 

curve and it gives it a bit of feeling 

and movement. I think you can get a 

bit carried away with it, which we 

probably did [laughs].”

Urban Radio
Justice: “This track is based around a 

sample of someone like [legendary 

Jazz saxophonist] Charlie Parker. 

Then there’s a bit of Public Enemy in 

there, too. That was the way we went 

about it back then. We were very 

sample heavy. 

“We’d always find the break first, 

then build off that. We came from 

Hip-Hop, so it made sense. The drum 

beat was everything. 

“I also like the bass on this one. I 

was a big fan of the Juno-106 and 

the Oberheim OB-X. Up to this point 

on the album we had more of the 

[LTJ] Bukem 808 bassline thing 

going on, so this made a nice change. 

At that time that sound was starting 

to get rinsed a bit. We were looking 

for something different.” 

Third Eye Visions
Justice: “This is based around a Roy 

Ayers sample. When I started this one 

I had an idea in my head of what I 

wanted. I wanted the arrangement of 

the track to take on a kind of song 

structure. It almost has that verse/

chorus/verse with a bridge in the 

middle with the strings coming in. 

“This was probably the first thing 

we’d written where we thought it 

actually resembled a proper song. 

Drum ’n’ Bass didn’t have much of a 

structure back then; you just rolled 

with it. Nothing was mapped out. We 

were mapping out the formula as we 

went. That was a lot of the fun. 

“It’s harder to be experimental 

now, because it’s all been done. 

When we were doing it, it was all  

new ground.” 

Lost In Music
Blame: “The bassline was taken from 

the Roland R-8 drum machine and 

spread across the keyboard. That was 

it. One sample played up and down. I 

imagine a little bit of saturation would 

have been added, not that I knew 

what it was back then. 

“I had no idea about mixing or 

frequencies. All I knew was, ‘If you 

turn that, it sounds a bit more in your 

face, like you hear in the clubs’. In a 

way, having no knowledge helped. We 

were breaking the rules without 

knowing them. 

“You go on a weird journey as a 

producer, from breaking all the rules, 

then being cautious of not breaking 

them, to wanting to break them all 

over again. Back then we really were 

Lost in Music. I think I needed a  

sat nav [laughs].”

Stratosphere
Justice: “This is one of my favourites. 

It was good to have a full album so 

we could explore grooves like this 

one. It almost wrote itself. 

Blame and Justice are currently working hard

on their own solo ventures. Blame, having

learned music theory, piano and guitar, has

taken a step back from DJing and now

readies unsigned singer/songwriter acts for

major label success. Justice, also resting

from Drum ’n’ Bass, continues to operate his 

Modern Urban Jazz label, rebranded MJAZZ, 

as well as the offshoot, Muj, through which 

he releases crate-dug Hip-Hop wickedness on 

vinyl, and super fresh limited edition 

cassette. Peep at mujbeats.bandcamp.com 

for such treats.

Blame: “The album was actually recorded
in 1994, but it doesn’t sound like a
1994 album. We didn’t get around to
releasing it until 1996. We tried to punt
it around to labels. People just didn’t get
it. They thought it was too forward-
thinking, if you can even be that.”
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In The Studio With… Blame

“The studio was at our engineer Simon Donohue’s house. His main

workhorse was the Casio FZ-1 sampler. He had Cubase on the Atari ST; a

Roland Juno-106, which I ended up buying; then there were Yamaha

NS10 monitors, an Ensoniq DP/4 FX unit, and a Soundcraft desk and a

Roland R-8 drum machine. The FZ-1 was everything. Every single sound

on that album went through that. You’d have to sample things in at a really

high speed, but it gave you a real vintage sound. Everything had to be 

saved to floppy disks, too, which was a nightmare. Any time you came to 

mix a track down it would be like, ‘Oh. Disk error.’ I do not miss muting 

desks live, either. It separated the boys from the men, though. The DP/4 

FX unit was something Simon loved, but not very many people knew about 

it back then. Most people just had their delay and reverb. We had all kind 

of phasers and flangers. We were flossing! [laughs].”

“The break is from one of [Soul 

singer] Mickey Murray’s tunes. We 

loved that break. I’ve used it a few 

times since, actually. 

“The bass is long and held, but 

almost quite snappy as well. We just 

let everything ride over that pattern. 

The bass is almost the melody in that 

tune. It’s the bass that is doing most 

of the work here, even though it’s 

quite simple. Then you’ve got the 

higher, I don’t know, whimsical bits 

over the top that are the icing on  

the cake.”

Fluid Dynamics
Justice: “This was inspired by a lot of 

Jazz and Funk. I was just talking to 

Blame about this the other day about 

how it was all built around Earth, 

Wind & Fire samples. We found that 

to be quite poignant because of the 

recent passing of [bandleader] 

Maurice White. 

“There’s a great call and  

response on this tune. That’s an 

important element to our tracks. Then 

the little piano and guitar parts 

weaving in. Some of it is sampled 

from a Majorcan guitarist called Joan 

Bibiloni. He’s quite a famous 

producer on the island who was  

quite futuristic. We used some of the 

great classical guitar he had. It really 

made the tune. It was just this  

weird amalgamation of Spanish  

guitar music and Earth, Wind &  

Fire samples.” 

Vertigo
Blame: “This has that [Jazz/Funk 

legend] Bob James Westchester Lady 

sample in. I would have sampled it 

from its use in the Jazzy Jeff & The 

Fresh Prince track, A Touch of Jazz. 

Adam F would go on to use it in 

Circles a few years after us. Where 

Adam F had the edge on us though is 

that he wasn’t indulging himself in 

these crazy breakbeats [laughs]. 

“There was a lot of reversing up to 

samples in this. It gave you a whoosh

leading up to it. We also discovered

reverse reverb and delay as well. We

ended up doing it on every single

thing we could get our hands on after

that [laughs]. A few years later people

were going on about it like it was this

new technique.”

Electric Soul
Justice: “Ah, more Joan Bibiloni on

this, but his pad sounds. He was

ahead of his time. I do like this one.

The beat rattles along on it. It’s a

polished track, this one.

“I have to mention our engineer,

Simon ‘Sparky’ Donohue. Sparky was

the guy who tied everything together.

It was his studio, and he was a very

technical guy. He would take care of 

the – let’s call it this – the ‘donkey 

work’. It freed us up to be creative. 

That’s what you want your engineer to 

be in the studio. 

“We could say, ‘We want this 

sample chopped up and spanned 

across the keys’ and then that’s when 

we’d take over – triggering stuff, and 

playing stuff that was ready to be

played with.

He was

phenomenal.

There was an

understanding

between

us three.”

Planet
Fusion
Justice: “Planet

Fusion was never

meant to be on

the album.

Neither was Nostalgia. They’re not on

the vinyl version. The distributor

needed two more tracks to make

up the CD.

“Planet Fusion isn’t like anything

else on the album, especially in

tempo. I think it was us trying to do a

more House-y tune, without being

House, you know what I mean? It had

that Detroit influence.

“It was all about the fusion. We

were drawing from so many different

styles of music from our collective

record collections. It was all about

being creative with those samples. We

did everything we could to not sound

like everybody else. That was our

number one priority – to stand out.”

Nostalgia
Blame: “We had a sense of sadness

at the time for music lost. I like that,

and the sadness you find in music

made in minor keys. Now I know a lot

of it was in minor seven and minor

nine chords.

“Listening back to the track,

that nostalgia comes full circle to me.

I’d not heard this album for 15 years.

It’s like looking back through an old

photo album, but in 3D. Now I know

so much about music theory I can

listen back to the DNA of these

tracks and see all the mistakes and

how they shouldn’t work. But they

kinda did.” 

Joan Bibiloni 
Born
Sundrenched Mediterranean 

futureboogie from Blame’s favourite 

Spanish guitarist. Just one of the

unusual artists the Icons liked

to sample.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
El Sur, Born, Ballad For An Empty Street|

Caveman
Positive Reaction
This early ’90s UK Rap pioneer loved

his breaks. His chopping and choices

had a real influence on Blame and

Justices’ own arrangements.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Fry You Like Fish (Jazz Remix),|
Positive Reaction, I’m Ready|

Bob James
Three
Cracking third album from the iconic

Jazz pianist, and sample source. Hit

play on Westchester Lady and loop up

heavy chunks of it. The Icons did.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Westchester Lady, Storm King,|
Jamaica Farewell|

Various
Supa Rock Down
This is what Justice is up to now:

putting out limited edition bboy

documents from UK Rap’s past.

Stoopid fresh.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Side A, Side B|

Blame
The Music
The DNA of the Icons ghosts 

throughout Blame’s solo LP from 

2010, but with the added sheen many 

more years of experience brings.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
 On My Own (Part 1), Set Me Free, Hypnotised|

We did everything 
to not sound like 

everybody else. Our 
number one priority 

was to stand out

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

For more forward-thinking Drum ’n’ Bass, 
check in with Justice’s ever experimental 
label: modernurbanjazz.bandcamp.com

LIKE IT?  
TRY THESE…
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F
our years after The Haunted Man, British singer, songwriter 

and multi-instrumentalist Natasha Khan drops her most 

ambitious Bat For Lashes record yet. Her fourth solo studio 

album, The Bride, follows an imaginative and enigmatic 

narrative where a bride is left alone at the altar following the groom’s 

fatal car crash on the way to the church. She takes away in the 

honeymoon car and sets off on a journey of self-discovery. 

Channelling the haunting, magic realism soundscapes that have 

marked her out as such an immersive artist since she first arrived in 

2006, Bat For Lashes once again manages to create an intense and 

visceral world of her own. The record is a dark meditation on love, 

loss, grief and celebration, and explores a wonderful collection of 

textures, layers and melodies. Melancholic Electronica, dark Pop 

and spine-tingling vocals combine to conjure up a brooding, 

heartfelt aesthetic that fills The Bride with an overwhelming sense of 

honesty and vulnerability. Achingly open and intimate, the album 

touches on Bat For Lashes’ expression of feminism and cultural 

expectations with dashing colour and personality. 

Full of theatrical drama and passion, The Bride is another 

reminder of the unique and singular artist who continues to push 

the envelope for forward-thinking Pop. With her film that inspired 

the album set for release soon too, Bat For Lashes remains one of 

the most distinctive and inspiring musicians around. Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

 I Do, Never Forgive The Angels, Widow’s Peak|

8/10

Bat For Lashes

The Bride
Parlophone
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L
ondon-based producer FunkinEven delivers a succinct 

snapshot of his timeless approach and infectious 

personality with his debut album, Fallen. The distinctive 

producer, real name Steven Julien, first appeared in 2009 

and has released a succession of laidback, analogue-driven 

12-inches since, working alongside the likes of Kyle Hall, Jay 

Daniel, Roisin Murphy and Fatima. Releasing his debut record on 

his own Apron Records, the Londoner takes us on an immersive 

journey that combines Detroit Techno with Jazz-Fusion, Soul, 

Chicago House, Acid and Breakbeat. Projected through his 

idiosyncratic, machine-spun woozy and vintage sheen, the entire 

record crackles with a warm and natural flow.

Split into two distinct parts, the first half of the record is infused 

with a laidback sincerity, conjured through warm pads, dusty Soul 

and Jazz-flecked House. The descent takes over in the second half 

as we fall into darker, more twisted Techno territory. The synths are 

sharpened, the 4/4s more direct and the rhythm structures more 

jagged. Testament to Julien’s production skills, both sides of the 

album retain a sense of warmth and intimacy. A wonderfully 

distinctive and varied debut album, Fallen has set a marker for a 

producer who promises such an exciting future. Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

Chantel, Marie, Disciple|

8/10

Having released his

debut album in 2013,

Space Dimension

Controller now unveils

the first album he ever

made, Orange

Melamine. Made in his

Belfast bedroom aged

18 in 2008, the record

is a lovingly produced

and deeply personal

work from the now

acclaimed producer,

real name, Jack Hamill.

Delightfully

lo-definition, the entire

album has a crunchy

and tattered aesthetic

that creates intimate

and engaging warmth

throughout. Drenched

in reverb, hiss and

distorted synths,

Orange Melamine is a

wonderfully creative

slice of retro-futurist

Electronica. Hamill’s

hazy, ambient

explorations are at once

vivid and grainy,

conjuring a nostalgic

feeling. Warm, fuzzy

and spacey, the record

is rich in textures and

densely layered.

Built out of batch of

battered cassette tapes,

Orange Melamine has

that captivating

atmosphere of

experimentation of IDM

artists in the ’90s and

early ’00s. Awash with

harmony but pulled

through complex

rhythm structures and

scattered bass parts, it

reveals a fascinating

soundscape that

intrigues with every tug

into its many new

directions. Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

Multicoloured Evolving Sky,|

West G Cafeteria, Multipass|

7/10

Now in their tenth year,

Will Saul and Fink’s

discerning imprint Aus

Music continue to push

standout, left of centre

House. As they near

their 100th release,

they now unveil the

wonderfully offbeat

debut album from UK

stalwart, Cassy. Donna

finds Cassy delving into

deep and moody

atmospheres. There is a

brooding, melancholic

aesthetic throughout,

giving the album an

open, honest and

personal feel. Laying

her vulnerabilities bare,

she settles into a

stripped-back approach

where individual

sounds are given space

to breathe and then roll

out and evolve into

surging song structures.

Merging minimal

Techno with Soul-

speckled House and

deep, driving bass, the

album finds a tight and

focused palette. With

plenty of vocals and

tingling melodies

wafting in throughout,

the LP creates a heady

soundscape that mixes

light and airy moments 

with darker, dancefloor-

aimed cuts. Highly 

nuanced and rich in 

complexity, on Donna 

Cassy finds a sound all 

of her own. 

An inventive debut 

from an immensely 

talented producer; we 

just hope she doesn’t 

keep us waiting as long 

for the next album. 

Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

 This Is How We Know, Back,|

 Without You|

7/10

FunkinEven
Fallen
Apron Records

Space Dimension Controller
Orange Melamine
Ninja Tune

Cassy
Donna
Aus Music
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T
here’s a line in Coldplay’s 

Speed Of Sound which 

says: “Some get made 

and some get sent”. 

Whether you’re a 

Coldplay fan or not, it 

quite neatly sums up the creative 

process. Some ideas need careful 

nurturing and building with thought 

and critical decisions, while others 

appear seemingly from nowhere, fully 

formed and truly inspired. 

Through the following pages, 

we’re going to address what 

‘inspiration’ really means and try to 

steer your own work so that, more 

often than not, ideas within your 

tracks have a chance to feature a 

sprinkling of that magic dust which 

can elevate them to the next level. 

We’ll look at where inspiration comes 

from and encourage you to think 

about how to get ideas flowing when 

you’re stuck. Some of this will require 

a ‘lateral thinking’ approach, where 

you step outside the business of 

making music and consider other 

artistic processes. Some of it will 

directly relate to music and how you 

can take parts you’ve recorded and 

move them on to something more 

fully formed and sophisticated. 

We’ll separate music making from 

the technology we use sometimes 

too, so that we keep thinking 

carefully about the choices we make. 

In short, we’ll do everything we can 

to make great ideas flow.
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with each iteration of the same idea. 

Music is the same. So it stands to 

reason that inspiration is something 

we need to keep reaching for, looking 

to widen the gene pool of our ideas 

as often as we can, so that each time 

we seek to make music, we look to 

make something better, something 

wilder, something calmer, 

something… different. 

So, let’s address the question 

‘where does inspiration come from’ in 

a practical way, as we can’t rely on a 

blinding flash of an idea to be at the 

root of every track we make. Even 

more importantly, expanding on the 

‘gene pool’ idea, great ideas can’t 

only come from bathing yourself in 

other music, in the expectation that 

this will lead to great tracks of your 

own. Of course, all of us respond to 

other people’s music, often reaching 

for our instruments of choice 

immediately after hearing something 

which inspires us. But be careful. If 

your inspiration is something along 

the lines of, ‘I want to make 

something just like that!’, the world 

doesn’t become a richer, more 

interesting place. Instead, it runs the 

risk of merely gaining another track 

which may be a pale imitation of 

something better. If, however, your 

inspiration is something along the 

lines of, ‘I like the feel of that track 

and I wonder how something like it 

might work mashed up with 

something else and then recorded 

entirely with live instruments…’,  

you might end up with something 

truly ground-breaking. Dare to be 

different and your ideas will truly  

be inspirational.

Where does inspiration come from? 

In one way, of course, that’s an 

unanswerable question, as we’re all 

different, so it stands to reason that 

sources of inspiration – the ‘bright 

light ideas’ which prompt us to make 

music – will stem from different 

sources. That said, as it’s music 

which has proved our calling, as 

opposed to photography, film-making, 

animation or any of the other artistic 

pursuits to which we could devote 

our time, there’s more than a 

reasonable chance that music itself 

provided that initial spark of 

creativity. It’s rare to find anyone who 

doesn’t like listening to music of one 

kind or another but of course the 

number of people who, inspired by 

what they’ve heard, pick up 

instruments or technology to start 

making something of their own, is a 

considerably smaller group. 

So what was it about music which 

initially sparked that desire in you? 

It’s a question worth thinking about 

because our relationship with music 

is constantly evolving and, without 

enough nurturing, it’s easy for that 

initial spark to falter and fade without 

care. In other words, the music which 

inspired us to get started may not 

prove enough to sustain our 

development as musicians in the 

longer term. Our tastes change, 

musical styles come and go and, of 

course, the repetition of producing 

the same kinds of tracks over and 

over again can become stale. Imagine 

taking photos of just one subject, or 

making multiple films with an 

identical plot; of course, the thrill of 

doing this would be less and less 

The DNA of 
inspiration
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Have you ever heard the inspiration/

perspiration saying? It suggests that 

for a successful result you need a 

great idea but that, in order to do it 

justice, you need a whole lot more 

hard graft. The way this concept 

translates to music making is open to 

interpretation but, as this feature 

the biggest one is music itself. Notes, 

chords, melodies, harmonies, 

instruments, arrangements, meter, 

time signature, key signature and lots 

more besides. Music history is 

littered with highly successful music 

makers who would have described 

themselves as precisely the opposite; 

artists who happen to have been able 

to express themselves through music,

despite not knowing how to read it or 

play an instrument. So you can 

succeed and write interesting ideas 

without formal musical training. But, 

for many, that’s an excuse for a lack 

of hard work, rather than a creative or 

fertile idea in its own right. 

If you don’t agree, let’s ask a 

different question instead: ‘Why don’t 

you want to learn the rudiments of 

music?’ Or: ‘In what way will your 

musical ideas be damaged or diluted 

suggests a whole range of ways in

which you can develop your ideas to 

produce something new and 

innovate, let’s focus here on the 

concept of perspiration… 

What might need hard graft in 

order to turn good ideas into better 

sounding ones? Well, by far and away 

by learning more music?’. Imagine 

you’re a novelist, trying to describe a 

particular scene. Let’s suppose your 

vocabulary is limited to half the 

number of words of another author. 

Whose idea is likely to be richer, 

more articulately described and more 

able to form a compelling image? 

If you have any fear that learning 

more ‘music’ will 

in any way lessen 

the potency of 

your musical 

ideas, worry not; 

it simply won’t. 

Musicians who 

have learned an 

instrument and 

studied music 

theory are 

developing key 

skills as they do so; they’re learning 

ear training, honing their sense of 

chord recognition and rhythm, while 

being able to assess and critique 

music they hear more intuitively and 

rapidly. They can often sort the good 

ideas from the weaker ones in a piece 

too, feeding their own imaginations 

with increasingly strong and inspired 

ideas in the process. 

But this doesn’t only apply to 

‘music’ itself; indeed, the technology 

we use for capturing our ideas is just 

as central. Do you know how to bring 

musical ideas to life with MIDI 

Expression data or lines of 

automation? Do you know how to 

capture a great-sounding vocal with a 

microphone matched to the tone of 

your singer’s voice, or how much the 

acoustic of your control room is 

impacting into your recordings? Are 

you sure you need to buy that new 

synth plug-in when you’ve not yet 

delved beyond the presets of the one 

you bought last month? 

This might all read as harsh and 

very much the voice of ‘tough love’ 

but in reality it’s not a chore to get 

better and to learn more about a 

subject you love. Writing an inspired 

musical phrase is a wonderful thing, 

but so is shaping it carefully in 

post-production to make it shine and 

sing and create an even greater level 

of emotional depth. The good news is 

that for those keen to further their 

musical knowledge, we’ve never had 

it so good. Aside from ‘traditional’ 

music lessons, the resources 

available for free online are limitless. 

Musical and technical knowledge will 

never hold you back; rather, both will 

unlock and expand your creativity.

10% Inspiration, 
90% Perspiration

> 
We’re starting with a basic synth-string 

chord progression where each chord moves 

up or down with roughly the same shape. 

The result is pleasing enough but there’s no sense 

of melody here, or of the harmony being in any 

way unusual or rich. It sounds pretty standard. 

> 
Using the Scissors tool in any DAW, you can 

cut holes into the top line of your chord 

progression and fill in the gaps between 

note steps, leave a note hanging over from one 

chord to the next, or add extra notes to enrich 

your harmony. We’re trying both ideas here. 

> 
Next, in the bass, we add some passing 

notes between chords. Using the Scissors 

tool we chop a couple of low notes a beat 

early, filling in the hole with a step between the 

two original notes. We add a sub bass to help hear 

these moves, as the string sound lacks definition. 

Passing Notes And Enriched Chords
It’s easier than you think to extend and enrich the harmonic language of a 
track. Sometimes you just need notes ‘outside’ a chord

Recording a chord progression is often a great way to start a track but we’re not all the most nimble keyboard players and, in our desire to 

make sure we hit the right notes in the right places, we often end up recording ‘block chords’ where the flow from one note to the next 

isn’t our first priority. That’s no problem, particularly if we go back to our recording and take a pair of scissors to it, chopping notes to 

create melodies and looking for ‘passing notes’, which help our chords blend more sinuously from one to the next. In the following 

walkthrough, we’re going to look at how to build a melody and extend the interest in the bass end of a chord progression we’ve recorded in 

real time. You can also see an extended version of this idea in video form this month…

To learn music, the 
resources available 

for free online  
are limitless
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> 
We’re going to start building a creative drum 

pattern from the humblest of roots. We’ve 

programmed kick and snare parts and split 

them to separate tracks. The pattern we’re looking 

to build is going to feature a combination of MIDI 

programming, audio manipulation and sample 

playback, all of which are possible in any DAW, so 

don’t be put off that we’re using Logic Pro. The 

next step is to render the two files together as an 

audio file.

> 
This creates an alternative rhythm and 

throws in some glitchy sounds towards the 

end of the file, which add a pleasing new 

sonic quality. We can run the original MIDI 

programmed beats alongside the audio file. This 

will give us a more complex rhythm of course, but 

will also add the pristine sounds to their 

processed equivalents. To make things more 

interesting still, we’re adding a 3/16ths delay to 

the snare part of the original MIDI file.

> 
We’re going to process this audio file in due 

course but, first, we also need to use it to 

create a new sampler instrument. Rather 

than creating a REX-style file with each kick and 

snare hit assigned to a different key, we want to 

trigger the entire loop. So we’re converting the 

whole region to play back on C3, with its key 

range extended down to C2 an octave below and 

up to C5 two octaves above.

> 
We can now add the sample instrument 

version of our loop but, if we simply do this 

at the original pitch and speed, we’ll just 

add another version of the original MIDI parts. So 

instead, we’re going to raise the playback key of 

the sample loop by an octave, which will double 

the speed of the loop. This means we can trigger 

it twice as it only lasts half the length of the 

original part.

> 
Now that we’ve converted a ‘straight’ 

version of the audio to a new sampler 

instrument, we can go back to the audio file 

of our kick and snare pattern. We’re muting the 

original programmed MIDI parts and the sampler 

instrument. Like many DAWs, Logic features an 

audio editor which allows you to place transient 

markers around the hits and move them, 

offsetting the positions where they play. We pull 

some of the beats around with Logic’s Flex Editor.

> 
We want to separate the sonic quality of our 

layers. We add SoundToys’ Tremolator to the 

sampler instrument, giving it a jittery 

quality, before UAD’s Moog Filter adds stereo 

tone-shaping movement. Finally, we compress this 

part quite hard with FabFilter’s Pro-C 2. We also 

add a bit of Transient shaping to the audio file, 

upping the Sustain level to add length. Want to go 

further? Bounce down your whole loop and start 

again, from Step 2 above onwards.

MIDI, Audio And Sampling Beat Combinations
From humble beat roots, grow something complex and unique. Here, MIDI 
programming, audio processing and sampling combine to do just that… 



Moving Beyond Pastiche

Most of us gain our first musical inspiration by learning to play a track we 
like. There’s nothing wrong with familiarising yourself with the creative 
process by copying something else, as it helps us understand many of the 
rudiments of music: chord progressions, melody, meter, tempo, groove and 
much more. However, copying or even pastiche-ing music (writing 
something which sounds like something else) doesn’t bring much that’s 
new to the creative process or to the world of music in general. 

Avoiding copying something relies on the fact that your musical 
understanding goes beyond the framework set by the track which inspired 
you. So, once you’ve got the chords for a specific track under your fingers, 
go and learn another song. And another, and another. And then try mixing 
up the chords from the first song with those of the second and the third 
and the fourth. Similarly, don’t feel you need to copy the groove of that first 
track into your piece. How might your track sound with a groove subtly 
similar – but fundamentally different – to the fifth song you’ve learned? 
Once you’ve begun to fill your brain with a number of different chord 
shapes and progressions, you’ll start to feel that the language of music is 

one you can play with. 
Another, more fertile, 

way to explore this idea is 
to ask yourself: ‘How does 
this piece of music I find 
inspiring, make me feel?’. 
The mood of a track is 
crucial and requires a step 
back from specific chords, 
melody and tempo, 
tapping into something 
more innate – emotion. Do 
you want to write 
something sad, uplifting, 
celebratory, driving…? If 
you can identify the way a 
track feels, then writing 
something in the same 
mood has little to do with 
copying chords, melodies 
or even sounds and 
instrument choices. 
Instead, you’re framing a 
concept genuinely worth 
copying. It’s a subtle 
distinction but, taking this 
route, you’re far more 
likely to write something 
genuinely new.

Listen and absorb  

as much as you can 

– your ideas will be 

richer for a deep  

gene pool of ideas
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Learning a musical instrument and

how to write and produce music is a

time-consuming process and, of

course, we all start from a position of

no experience or knowledge, which

we gain slowly and steadily until our

tracks and productions become more

sophisticated. However, with each

step in the direction of this

‘academic’ approach to musical

improvement, it’s easy to forget that

when we’re inexperienced we tend to

make some interesting musical

discoveries. If you can’t play the

guitar, for instance, but you’re asked

to strum a chord, it’s unlikely to be E

Slow down  
and hurry up

major or G minor, but instead a 

mismatch of notes which might just 

sound interesting. Similarly, not 

knowing the ‘tried and tested’ order 

of insert plug-ins required for a vocal 

chain means that, by experimenting, 

you might end up with an even more 

interesting musical result. 

The only ‘problem’ with 

becoming masters of our DAWs and 

the musical instruments we practise 

regularly is that we load our brains 

with what we might call ‘muscle 

memory’, with our fingers reaching 

for known, familiar patterns which 

have worked before. It can be hard to

rally against this sometimes, which 

is why we’ve all had moments of 

sighing deeply, bored by our own 

lack of inspiration. Watch how a 

child delights at picking up an object

they can pluck, bash or otherwise 

extract a noise from and you’ll realise

that sometimes all we need is to tap 

into our inner child. It’s easier to 

make interesting, inspiring 

discoveries when you’re in uncharted 

territory. Slow yourself down by 

grabbing any instrument – one you 

can’t play – or by downloading a free 

DAW which you don’t know how to 

use. Slowing yourself down might 

well hurry up the part of your brain 

craving inspiration.

> 
Here, we’ve got a little track formed of three 

instruments – synth chords, bass and a 

shuffling drum pattern. As the chords all 

fall on the down-beat of their respective bars, the 

overall effect is quite ‘block-like’ and rigid. It  

also becomes easy to predict where each chord 

will fall.

> 
Let’s make things less predictable by 

pushing the position of some chords. Even 

a push of 1/8th note either early or late can 

make a big difference and we’re trying both 

approaches here, moving some chords before the 

down-beat and some after it. We’re making the 

‘pushes’ a little different second time around.

> 
This works well but the bass now sounds 

strange, as it continues to fall on the 

down-beat each time. By shifting the 

position of each note to match the pushed chords, 

things feel more complete. Pushing chords 

doesn’t only work with downtempo music; try it 

with tracks operating at faster bpms too.

Using ‘Pushed’ Chords
Rhythm isn’t only defined by your beat patterns. It’s also defined by where 
chords, stabs and harmonic elements fall

There’s no doubt that any drums or percussion in your projects will do most to define the ‘rhythm’ of your tracks but the position of chords 

and even melodic notes will play a crucial role too. As such, if your chord parts only fall on the down-beats of each bar, you may well find 

that the overall sense of rhythm your track has is diluted or made predictable. ‘Pushing’ chords so that they fall a little early or late can 

make a big difference, by keeping your listeners on their toes. Better still, as soon as you’re freed from the ‘curse of the bar line’, you have 

an opportunity to add something much more unique to your tracks.

DOs & 

DON’Ts
of Inspiration

DO: 

> 
Take regular breaks. 
We all suffer from 
mental blocks when 

producing music and 
towards the end of a 
long day whether or not 
to include that new 
synth line can feel like a 
huge decision. Go for a 
walk, give it 30 mins, 
and go back. Suddenly, 
that decision will be 
easy. A fresh perspective 
is always helpful. 

DON’T: 

> 
Only write the starts 
of tracks. We’ve all 
been there, with 

100 great track starts in 
our computers with no 
idea how to get a track 
finished. Developing an 
idea is harder than 
starting one and is a skill 
in itself. Don’t give up. 

DO: 

> 
Collaborate. Tired of 
your own ideas? 
Spend time with 

someone with alternative 
ones. It’s amazing how 
someone with a different 
approach and different 
skills can bring out the 
best in your own ideas.

DON’T: 

> 
Let anyone telling 
you your tracks are 
weird or unusual  

get you down. That’s  
the aim! Be proud of 
your originality.



You’ll be familiar with the story of the tortoise and 
the hare. The two animals set out for a race and 
the hare zooms off into the distance. He’s so 
confident of victory, he stops for a snooze and 
wakes hours later to discover, to his horror, he’s 
lost. There’s something useful to remember in 
this story when comparing the dizzy, heady rush 
of an inspired idea and the slow process of 
developing this into something truly musically 
worthwhile. More often than not, the best tracks 
aren’t written in a blur of one brilliant idea after 
another with the whole thing done in a few hours 
flat. Instead, often the best ideas are teased out, 
allowed to develop slowly, with good ideas 
supported and weaker ones slowly removed as a 
track develops, with layers of sophistication and 
good choices making their presence felt in a more 
gradual way. Remember this; it’s fun to be a hare 
but often being a tortoise is even more rewarding.

The tortoise  

and the hare

Inspiration can even come from children’s bedtime stories…

How to…

Avoid The
Blank Canvas

>
Imagine your artistic pursuit is

drawing. There you are, pencil

in hand, a sheet of white paper

in front of you. That first mark will

appear stark (and easy to reject as

wrong), as the contrast between the

pencil and paper is at its most

extreme. If the paper is a different

colour, the first line won’t seem quite

so exposed, as the paper already has 

a texture, something tangible before 

you’ve begun drawing. Your empty 

DAW project is the blank sheet of 

paper. Rather than expose your new 

idea in a stark, unprotected form, 

why not fill the musical canvas with 

some gentle sound first? Apps like 

Brian Eno’s Bloom are great for this.

>
Would you be disappointed if

you were only allowed to write

in C minor from now on? Of

course you would. The limitations of

everything playing back in the same

key – to say nothing of the further

rules about which chords readily

associate with C minor – would start

to feel stale. And yet nearly every

piece of commercial music you’ve 

ever heard is in 4/4. It’s a de facto 

choice for most people; almost 

always the default choice in every 

DAW. Break out! Switch the time 

signature in your project to 3/4 or 

12/8 or even 5/4 and see what 

happens. You’ll feel much freer to 

program innovative beats, for a start.

Why not…

Write In  
An Unusual 
Time Signature

>
We’ve all been inspired by 

something on Spotify/the radio, 

only to suffer the deflation of 

firing up an empty project in our 

DAW and feeling like our own 

musical beginnings lack the weight 

and power of that inspirational track. 

Remember that the track you heard 

started in exactly the same place that 

you’re in right now. Someone fired up 

a synth, or hummed something into 

their phone and, through the 

following days, weeks or months, 

their idea was nurtured, developed, 

rejected, re-booted and slowly teased 

into life. Don’t rush – and remember 

that any good idea is more like a 

marathon than a sprint. 

Take a breath…

Stop Rushing> 
The standardisation of MIDI 

drum mapping is a huge help, 

as switching kits still allows 

you to hear a kick on C1, a snare on 

D1, and so on. However, sometimes 

a little randomisation is good. In a 

number of drum plug-ins, the sounds 

assigned in the upper octaves 

(C2-B2, C3-B3, and so on) are less 

predictable, so copying your beats to 

a second instrument and MIDI 

transposing them to double your 

‘regular’ drum sounds with a 

smattering of unpredictability can 

help. Suddenly, your kick might be 

doubled by a weird sound-designed 

glitch, or your snare might pick up 

something sustained and unusual. 

Try to…

Add Inspiration 
To Your Beats
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The job of a soundtrack composer is, 

of course, to write music which 

responds to the action onscreen. So, 

while there’s plenty of room for 

musical creativity in this role, it’s 

equally true that there is a structure, 

a framework and a foundation for the 

music itself. Not only that but a 

be quite alike and there’s something 

for us all to learn from this when 

we’re making music of our own. 

It’s a great idea, if you’re 

struggling for new ideas, to bring a 

movie file into your project. Any 

screen capture software will allow you 

to grab a video from YouTube or 

Vimeo. Following the dynamic 

undulations of a film, making

intuitive decisions about sounds you 

want to use and how you’re going to 

build up and then decrease the sense 

of drama in your music will provide a 

framework for your work which will 

help get you up and running. When 

you have a track which is operating 

under its own steam, there’s nothing 

to stop you abandoning the film itself 

and just concentrating on your 

production in its own right. But try to 

avoid doing this too soon, as the 

soundtrack composer has to take key 

musical elements from the picture. If 

there’s a scene set in the Middle 

East, or Paris, or Mexico, it’s not 

unlikely that sounds from these 

regions will be incorporated into the 

mix. As a result, for soundtrack 

composers, no two projects will ever 

longer you work to picture, the more 

your ideas are likely to come from 

‘outside’ your existing musical 

experience and you therefore produce 

something innovative and new. 

Film isn’t the only ‘external’ 

media you might find inspiring. Have 

you ever tried writing a track in 

response to a photograph or a 

compelling 

novel? While this 

might seem 

unusual, it’s 

actually no 

different to 

writing a track 

because you’ve 

been inspired by 

another piece of 

music. And it’s 

far less likely 

that you’ll be too directly inspired 

(and therefore wander into the murky 

world of pastiche and copying) if your 

source material is non-musical. 

Another advantage of letting 

another media type influence your 

project is that you’re likely to write 

‘less’. If you’re working on a music 

project, the feeling that every single 

moment needs micro-managing and 

filling with content can often be 

overwhelming. Yet music’s history is 

full of gaps, musical rests and pauses 

and moments where everything gets 

stripped right back to make the 

bigger moments seem even more 

dramatic. There’s no light without 

shade, no loud without soft…

And there’s another advantage… 

Some of the most interesting 

conversations you’ll have about 

music will be with creative people 

who work in other media. Film 

makers, photographers, animators, 

even writers are all dabbling with the 

same concepts – how to tell a story, 

how to structure it, frame it, highlight 

it, soften it, darken it… all the things 

we musicians do with the music we 

write. Whereas the conversations you 

have with like-minded musicians will 

always be underpinned by a specific 

sense of technical and musical 

knowledge, working with creative 

types outside of music will force you 

to find other ways of expressing your 

interests and musical exploits. And in 

reaching for the right words, you’ll 

think about what you do in a different 

way and that, in turn, will feed back 

into your music making. Plus, those 

conversations might lead to 

collaboration, another regular source 

of inspiration for many of us.

Work with film 

and other media

> 
Download Sineqube’s Sapling. Prepare a 

folder of AIFF files of any audio you like. We 

suggest a minimum of four separate sounds 

as you can work with up to four sound sources at 

once. Drag and drop your folder of sounds onto 

the space in the top right-hand corner.

> 
Use the drop-down menus for each sound 

slot (1-4) to assign one of these sounds to 

each number. Press the space bar to hear 

sound playback begin, looping around the entire 

duration of each file. Each sound slot provides an 

Aux send to the in-built reverb and a pan dial. 

> 
Check all boxes to Randomize Loop Size, 

Speed and Volume. Set a millisecond length 

for how often these parameters will change. 

Set an Audio record path in the bottom right, then 

click Start Recording. You’ll have a ready-made 

soundscape to bounce other ideas off.

Embracing The Concept Of Random
There are lots of musical benefits to unexpected things happening during 
the production process. Here’s just one approach to working with random

Sometimes, we just want something unexpected to happen. And it’s not easy to manufacture such moments when we’re sitting in a studio 

all by ourselves; how can we create the unknown when we’re solely responsible for what happens in our tracks? One way is to engage with 

technology whose remit is to throw unpredictable ideas into the mix. NI’s Reaktor is a good example, as is Cycling 74’s Max/MSP. But if 

you’re looking for a freeware alternative, we’d advocate Sapling. It’s easy to use but its sounds are as unexpected as you could wish them 

to be and, in creating a texture, you might hit upon a sound or a loop or an idea which provokes another and another and another. You can 

do anything with the layers you create in programs like this – see them as ‘whole tracks’, or import their audio files into a bigger project.

If you’re struggling 
for new ideas, try 

bringing a movie file 
into your project
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> 
This chord progression couldn’t be more 

‘standard’. It starts with a major chord (C), 

drops to A minor, drops again to F major 

and then resolves back to C. We’ve heard it a 

million times and it’s sounding a little tired. 

However, contained within each chord of this 

progression is the note ‘C’, as the root of the first 

chord, the third of the A minor and the fifth of the 

F chord. Let’s use this note as the key to 

unlocking a more interesting chord progression.

> 
The fourth chord feels like it’s in a hurry to 

get us back to C major and it might be more 

interesting to give our chord progression 

more of a twist before heading back to the first 

chord. Let’s swap it for a C minor but one with an 

E flat in the bass, so that it doesn’t feel quite as 

‘grounded’ as the previous chords. As it’ll still be 

a ‘version’ of a C chord, we can still use the note 

C as a pivot.

> 
Let’s start by swapping the second chord for 

an A flat major. The notes contained within 

this chord are A flat, C and E flat, so we can 

use that C in the middle as a pivot – the 

continuation of that note should ensure that, 

while the chord move is a little more unusual, it 

doesn’t sound completely alien. So, compared to 

the original A minor, both the A and the E drop by 

a semitone to provide the A flat major chord.

> 
This creates a very different mood, partly 

because the chord is minor and partly 

because it’s not rooted in the same way now 

that it’s got the third of the chord at the bottom, 

rather than the root note. This is called a first 

inversion chord, as is any chord with the third at 

the bottom (major or minor). A chord with the fifth 

at the bottom is called a second inversion. You 

can hear the second inversion chord of C minor  

in the tutorial audio clip. 

> 
The third chord is currently F major but we 

can add a slightly darker feel to the 

harmony by switching this to F minor. This 

gives us two notes to ‘pivot’ from; both the C and 

the A flat from the A flat major chord can stay this 

time, with only the top note needing to move up 

to F. This adds a greater sense of richness to the 

progression overall.

> 
It often works well to underpin the central 

note of a pivot chord in your arrangement. 

Here we’ve added drums and bass to flesh 

things out a bit, but we’ve also added an electric 

guitar part which only plays the note C in octaves, 

while also adding another, more sustained electric 

guitar which swells up to each chord change. This 

also only plays C. Reinforcement of the pivot note 

helps to smooth out any ‘unusual’ chord moves 

and glues the harmony together.

The Magic Of Pivot Chords
Stuck in a rut of reaching for the same chord progressions? With a little 
lateral thinking and some ‘pivot chords’, you can bust out of the norm
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On Stage With | Moderat

Moderat
As the Berlin trio complete their 
trilogy of albums, Hamish 

Mackintosh joins them on stage 
to find out why III truly is the 
magic number…
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 W
hen the disparate 

electronic talents  

of Berlin’s 

Modeselektor (aka 

Gernot Bronsert 

and Sebastian 

Szary) first 

combined with 

those of Apparat (Sascha Ring) 12 years ago, the 

protagonists might have been forgiven for not fully 

foreseeing the rich creative playground that Moderat 

would become. New album, Moderat III, is a tour 

de force of intricate electronic components and 

beautifully-crafted songs topped with Ring’s 

heartfelt vocals. 

FM travelled to Brighton recently to speak with 

the band ahead of their sell-out gig at the 

prestigious (and rather palatial) Dome and 

witnessed first-hand some of the fervour currently 

surrounding the band. From the sublime down 

tempo beats of album opener, Eating Hooks, 

Moderat took the spellbound faithful on a mesmeric 

electric trip through the new album and more. They 

really are a band at the top of their electronic game. 

Having previously met Moderat in Berlin to 

focus on their studio operandi, FM caught up with 

them post-soundcheck to find out more about their 

live rig and just how they set about choosing (and 

de-bugging) the tech each of them uses onstage.

FM: Moderat III is wonderful, if a little more 

downbeat/melancholy than the first two 

albums. Was that a conscious decision or just 

how the album evolved? 

Sascha: “I think we hear that with every album… 

[laughs] They always say, ‘it’s more melancholy than 

the last one’, and that makes me scared of where 

we’ll end up if we keep on making albums. Probably 

like Bauhaus or something!”

Are you all still operating out of the Berlin 

Alexanderplatz Modeselektor studio we visited 

you in for the last album coming out? 

Sascha: “[laughs] No…we get a new studio with 

every album!” 

Szary: “We were there four years from 2010. They 

sold the whole property so we had to move out.” 

Gernot: “The club that was there moved to the top 

floor and the rooftop so they’re still in the building.”

Tell us about your new studio space then… 

Gernot: “We found a nice spot in Kreuzberg, which 

is basically an industrial loft and we’ve turned it into 

two rooms of studio. There’s one good-sounding, 

clean room and one… [laughs] smoking area!” 

Sascha: “…and it sounds as it smells!” 

Gernot: “So, there’s one Rock ’n’ Roll room and one 

where you could do mastering if you needed to.” 

So, the whole of Moderat III was done in the 

new place? 

Gernot: “Yeah it was. It was recorded in the main 

room, which is a control room and recording room 

in one so it’s multi-functional and it sounds really 

good. It’s air-conditioned with fresh air too.”

Sascha: “There’s not even that much equipment 

there either as we realised that, in the end, we mostly 

used the computer and we wanted to have some 

space for recordings and setting up drum kits, 

vibraphone or mics. Whenever we wanted analogue 

stuff we’d go into the smoking room.” 

Have you acquired any new synths since the 

last time we spoke? 

Gernot: “These guys, especially Sascha, they go a 

little bit crazy with synths.”

Sascha: “After I had my motorcycle accident my 

mission was to get into the modular thing so I 

ordered a small Make Noise system and I sat on my 

couch figuring it out without actually making any 

music with it. I was pretty much just reading all the 

manuals, which I’ve never done before. Since that, 

I’ve built a small modular set-up but nothing too 

crazy. It wasn’t supposed to be like another 

subtractive synth or something as I wanted it to have 

more crazy shit. So, it’s all sample-based and I have 

one module from Qu-bit, Nebulae, which is a 

granular sampler. I actually used that on stage in this 

tour too.”

So, some of the modular gear has made its way 

from the studio to the live rig? 

Sascha: “Just a very small bit to regenerate some of 

the important sounds onstage. Basically, the 

modular system was used more like a sample 

manipulator we used a lot for the voice. A lot of 

sounds were built out of little bits of voices.” 

I was going to ask how you achieve some of the 

creative effects on Sascha’s voice…

Gernot: “The modular was one way but it wasn’t  

the only way. We used various techniques and ways 

of recording.” 

Sascha: “We used an old Korg Kaoss Pad, which is a 

very classic way of treating the vocals.”

Gernot: “We brought that onstage this time too as 

we decided that on this tour we’d bring some of the 

gear we used to make the record out live with us.”

So talk us through your stage set-ups… 

Gernot: “I’m basically doing what I always did and I 

drive the car! So, I have an MCP40 controller, the 

new, flat one and I control Ableton Live sessions 

with 16 channel outputs. I’ve got a split-signal from 

Sascha’s voice to process it through the Kaoss Pad 

and through some guitar effects. I have a Maschine 

controller from Native Instruments to fire some 

samples out from Ableton.”

Szary: “…and you’re sending MIDI to me.”

Gernot: “I send MIDI and audio-sync to Szary…”

Sascha: “I don’t like MIDI so he just sends me 

audio-triggers… [laughs]. Everybody gets what  

he wants.” 

Gernot: “I don’t have that much gear onstage but 

what I have gives me a lot of options. I have an 

Eventide H9… the one with the wheel. You can 

make your patches with an iPhone so these days you 

call your guitar effect! I have a Stryman BlueSky 

reverb that I use too, which is the best reverb I’ve 

heard in a box the size of a guitar pedal.” 



Szary, you were using Korg Volca 
Beats amongst other things live 
last tour… How has your set-up 
changed now?
Szary: “Now I’m opposite to Gernot and receive 
MIDI from him as well as some side signals from 
both Sascha and Gernot, which go into a little 
mixer. On my table I have two delays: a Stryman 
Timeline, which is a really great hybrid reverb/
delay; there’s also a Tech 21 D.L.A. guitar delay 
that I’ve used since the first Moderat tour in 
2009. It’s new for me but I’ve got an MPC1000 
with JJ O.S. That’s mainly for additional samples 
and sounds, which I play on different tracks. 
There’s also an Akai Rhythm Wolf drum 
machine, which is a fairly limited drum 
machine… [laughs] but the snare drum’s nice!” 
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Are the H9 and Stryman behind some of the 

luxurious reverb textures on the new album? 

Gernot: “I used a reverb called Fluteverb from the 

Native Instruments’ user library. It’s really basic yet 

powerful but needs shit loads of CPU! Back in the 

old days it would kill the computer – even with a 

strong computer you still feel like there’s a plug-in 

running but the sound quality is really good.”

Are you running Ableton off Macs for the  

live shows?

Gernot: “We have two MacBook Pros, which aren’t 

onstage anymore as we’re connected to the side of 

the stage where they are now.” 

Sascha: “There’s a back-up system with switchable 

DI boxes so, if one computer crashes, it switches 

over to the other system. Or if the soundcard dies 

then we have the back-up system.” 

Nice to have that technological safety net given 

how vulnerable laptops were when everyone 

first started using them for live shows? 

Gernot: “Yeah, I know, but when you have a 

complicated system like this then you’re often 

inviting new problem sources for errors that you 

maybe couldn’t find in the first instance.” 

Is there still any sense of vulnerability using so 

much tech for gigs? 

Gernot: “I have a connection from my set-up with 

one single wire to the back-up system and the wire 

died once! We had an optical USB cable but it didn’t 

work so well so we changed it this tour.”

Sascha: “[laughs] There are some situations  

where a little good old-fashioned duct-tape can 

really help!” 

Are you effectively taking the studio sessions 

out in stems for Ableton? 

Gernot: “Not really as we prepare them specifically 

for the live shows. So, I have a couple of drum 

channels, a couple of melody/synth sound channels, 

bass channels and effects/sampler channels.”

Have you left yourselves much space for

improvising during the tour? 

Sascha: “We have moments for that in the set but 

not all the time. Especially because it’s very 

song-based now so at some points we have to stick 

to the concept. We do have a 10-15 minute Techno 

part where it’s really free, which, I guess was 

important for us to do to avoid getting completely 

sick of the set really quickly!”

Any keyboards in the set-up?

Szary: “I have one of the new Korg Minilogues, 

which is a great sounding four-voice synth. The 

Minilogue is connected with MIDI and with

audio-trigger for the arpeggiator and internal 

sequencer. The audio-trigger comes from the 

Rhythm Wolf, which is a convertor.” 

Do you find a lot of the new hardware is 

tailored more towards performance again as 

opposed to just studio use? 

Szary: “Yeah… that new Korg is one of my favourite 

synths. They have really good ideas; not new ideas 

– I mean analogue synthesizers are more than 50 

years old now – but they allow you to connect the 

old world and the new world really well. It all links 

up really well with the modular 

system in the studio too.” 

Could you maybe talk  

us through your live  

set-up, Sascha?

Sascha: “My basic system is 

quite boring actually. Previously 

I used a lot of different things for vocal effects and I 

used to take a Nord Modular onstage. This time I 

wanted to have everything in one piece so I’m using 

Apple Mainstage. I’ve built myself a patch for every 

song so it has the vocal effects already in there and 

all the keys for all the songs. Now, since it works 95% 

of the time, it’s very convenient but it took a fuck of 

a long time to set up! That was mainly because of 

some bugs but now it actually works.

“I’m using the same synthesizers and presets we 

used in the song and I can modulate them – I have a 

Native Instruments Kontrol keyboard and eight 

knobs is enough to deal with the important things. 

We have a 10-15 minute Techno part where 
it’s really free, which is important for us to do 

to avoid getting sick of the set really quickl
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run on MIDI-clock so Gernot basically sends  

me envelopes.”

Reaktor is such a wonderful rabbit-hole…  

but it’s not for the fainthearted using it  

live though? 

Sascha: “I was a little afraid of using it in the live 

set-up – inside Mainstage too, and I worried about  

it getting too messy and buggy but it works really 

well. I also have a back-up system but I haven’t  

had to use it.” 

Gernot: “We’ve become quite well connected  

to all the companies over the years so Native 

Instruments are always  

really helpful.”

Sascha: “Even Apple – I did a 

few Skype sessions with the 

Mainstage Product Manager, 

and the Ableton guys came  

to the studio and helped 

Gernot a lot too.” 

Berlin is a real hub for music tech companies, 

isn’t it? 

Gernot: “Yes, Native Instruments and Ableton are 

both based in Berlin. There were a couple of things 

in Ableton that I couldn’t figure out how to do and 

we invited the Ableton guys along to the studio. 

They couldn’t actually help me do what I wanted to 

do but they liked the idea so helped find a 

workaround. The same with Native Instruments. I 

wanted a special mapping on my Maschine so we 

had to find the guy who wrote the script for 

Maschine and him and a friend of mine helped  

us a lot with it.” 

Do you guys get fed up with all the technical 

problems that arise with new gear or software? 

Gernot: “Of course you get fed up but it’s good 

experience as you grow. We have custom tables now 

and they’re based on an idea we had based on our 

experience. So, we didn’t do a drawing or anything; 

we just talked to our sound guy and he made a little 

metal model of the stage set-up that looked really 

cool. When we got the tables and started rehearsing I 

realised within about five minutes that I was 

standing on the wrong side of the stage because I 

couldn’t play with my left hand. That totally mixed 

up the concept.”

Preferable to finding out it was wrong on the 

first night of the tour presumably? 

Gernot: “[laughs] Yeah but it was bad for Sascha as 

he needs to see me and now he can’t as I’m not on 

his side anymore. So, it’s a little bit mixed up.”

Sascha: “It’s good for my ears though as I’m 

listening more now rather than just looking!”

Gernot: “It’s a lot of trial and error on a certain level 

but we collect the experiences all the time and 

change things if needed.”

Sascha: “Even though we’ve had some people 

helping us with the actual set-up we still had to use 

half of our rehearsal time for technical shit. It took, 

like, two weeks to get everything set up then we had 

two weeks to actually play music together.”

There’s my little modular system and I stole Szary’s 

Arturia MiniBrute, which I’m using for a few songs. 

I re-programmed some sounds we used the 

modular for in the studio. It’s nice because you have 

much more modulation moments. We have one 

part in Reminder, which we call the ‘Chemical 

Brothers part’ as it’s full of modulation.”

Szary: “[laughs] I just call it the Rave part.”

Anything that you’ve had in previous live shows 

that hasn’t made the cut this time around? 

Sascha: “We actually thought about our set-up quite 

a bit and when we got it all together it worked

surprisingly well. I mean, my Mainstage set-up was a 

bit buggy and Gernot had to figure out whether he 

wanted to use a small or big Maschine… There was 

even a thought of him using an MPC at one point. 

But basically what we wanted to do, that idea of 

having more access to the sounds, more pads for 

playing things onstage has all worked out quite well 

and it was all really easy to integrate. 

“Now, everything’s very nicely sync’d together. 

As I said before, Szary wants a MIDI-clock,  

I want audio-triggers from Gernot because I think 

that the clock is never really stable and I hate it!  

So, I programmed Reaktor synths that don’t

Even though we had help, we still had to use 
half of our rehearsal time for technical shit. It 

took two weeks to get everything set up
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Jumping back to the 15 minute 
‘free form’ section you mentioned 
earlier. Given that you’re all 
accomplished DJs and improvisers, 
is it important to have something 
like that in the show to keep things 
interesting for you all? 
Sascha: “Well, once you’ve played a bunch of 
shows, I guess you’ve got to find some new parts 
to keep you entertained. It’s too much of a 
mission to crazily change everything as you have 
to stick to certain things that work. I think you 
have to find the beauty in the details and 
sometimes just changing a pattern slightly is 
enjoyable, then the shows slowly morph until it’s 
a different show after 70 gigs. [laughs] Then you 
think, fuck, we should have recorded that album 
now… but that’s what every band thinks.” 
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more freedom than the last tour where we were 

pretty fixed on timecodes for visuals, video and 

everything and it wasn’t easy for us to stick to it.  

This time we’ve found a system that makes it easier 

for us to work.” 

Any favourite plug-ins or soft synths in the 

Moderat set-up and do you use them live? 

Sascha: “That’s one area where we haven’t changed 

things very much from previously. We weren’t 

looking for new soft synths particularly; also it’s 

been a while since any really ground-breaking 

plug-in was released… something that made me 

think, ‘wow, I really need that’. Now, it’s just little 

shades of things we’re looking for. I just used the 

u-he Beatzille modular plug-in that sounds very 

nice but almost breaks my fucking computer as it 

uses so much CPU! Then, it’s still mostly Reaktor. 

We still love Razor for the basses…”

Gernot: “Diva is great too…”

FM downloaded u-he’s Re-Pro ‘advance ware’ 

emulation of the Pro One and it’s pretty 

brilliant, if a tad CPU heavy too…

Sascha: “Yeah… the great thing about Urs 

Heckmann is he doesn’t make a big thing out of 

that; he just says, ‘it’s meant to be a great synthesizer 

and it needs CPU… get over it!” That’s fine with me, 

although onstage using Mainstage, with very short 

latencies I can’t afford the CPU power.”

So, are we still yet to go beyond CPU worries? 

Gernot: “It’s still an issue…live and in the studio… 

‘system overload’ happens all the time!” 

Sascha: “[laughs] It happens to you all the time…”

Gernot: “[laughs] Maybe I’m doing something 

wrong then…”

Sascha: “We just finally got an Apollo but we’re not 

using too many Universal Audio plug-ins, mainly 

due to the fact that we always have to switch the 

projects. Sometimes we want to be able to open 

things on laptops and it sucks if they’re not native 

plug-ins in there.” 

Gernot: “We’ve stuck with some favourites over the 

years too. I’m really happy with Soundtoys. Every 

plug-in they’ve released is good… they never make 

shit ones!” 

Sascha: “They’re really cool too as one time I wrote 

them saying that I hated iLoks and was there any 

way to use their beautiful software without an iLok? 

They sent back saying, ‘we hear you’, then six 

months later there were Soundtoys plug-ins you 

could use without iLok. It’s still the iLok system but 

it’s native iLok on your computer so you don’t need 

the dongle anymore. So, they actually listen to the 

people too. 

“I’m using an Eventide plug-in onstage that uses 

an iLok so now we have two systems with two iLoks 

and the sound engineer was freaked out in case we 

lose one… It’s like one more burden!” 

Moderat III is much more song-focused than 

your first two albums. Do you still jam the 

tracks as you write them?

Sascha: “It depends, I guess. Some tracks were jams 

in the beginning and one track, Intruder, we even 

used a three-minute piece. It took Szary a night and 

a morning to correct the timing of it and the tuning 

is still wrong but that was a whole session, for 

example. The other tracks, it’s more like they were 

put together out of a toolkit where everybody builds 

a part and we try to fit it together… like Lego! Often, 

we’d find that there was still something missing so, 

Szary would go and smoke a cigarette for two days 

and come back with the missing part. It’s 

construction, really and putting pieces together.”

When FM visited you in Berlin you all had set 

roles within Moderat – has that evolved? 

Gernot: “It’s definitely changed a little bit…

everything changes. Maybe going back to your 

question about song structure and jam sessions, I 

always have an awareness to make sure it doesn’t 

become too ‘Pop’. So, I work from the other side to 

try and keep a little bit of edge in things. I definitely 

got the feeling that we all agreed on ideas and 

changes quicker this time around. Even though, as 

Sascha said, it took two weeks to set everything up, 

we still did a proper rehearsal in a hall for the show. 

We’ve all toured for a long time so we all know what 

it means to play a live show but none of us has ever 

played the set live to an audience prior to the tour 

starting and we worked hard to rehearse the show.”

Sascha: “It was a huge effort to set everything up the 

same in the rehearsal space… the gear, the sound 

system, the LED light show. We did that for a whole 

week, playing the entire show and when we came to 

the first gig on the tour it felt like we’d already been 

playing for ages.” 

Gernot: “It was really good and it saved us a lot of 

energy and nerves! We’ve also got a really good crew 

and sound crew. Mez [Ralf Metzler] who is the 

front-of-house is in charge of all our audio. He’s 

Apparat’s sound engineer too and our Modeselektor 

front-of-house guy is doing all our backline and the 

monitor mix, which is incredibly important for us as 

we all use in-ear monitors onstage. We have the two 

most important jobs in this great crew covered by 

people we trust 200%!” 

This tour has taken everything up several 

notches in terms of the size of venues etc… 

How does that feel? 

Gernot: “It feels unreal!” 

Sascha: “…but you adjust to it really quickly. Once 

you’ve played a few shows in bigger venues then get 

back on a smaller stage you think, ‘oh, there’s no 

space anymore’.” 

Gernot: “When you start a tour and you play a show 

every night then, of course, you begin to enjoy all 

the fine details more and more. For me, I’m always 

back fixing. During every soundcheck I’ll fix this or 

that and after a while you have nothing to fix or 

optimise anymore. So, then you get creative and this 

tour I think we’re very good at this as we’ve fixed 

almost every bug. We set up this show to allow us 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Moderat III is available now on Monkeytown Records. Check 
out http://moderat.fm for more release info and https://
twitter.com/ModeratOfficial for regular updates.
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Techno track, and it uses a lot of the classic drum sounds that I 

use. Luckily it was the first track I sent him, and he said ‘yeah 

we’ll go with that’, so that was cool!”  

Sourcing drum samples
“I get samples from all over the place – freesounds.org, sample 

packs… but a lot of the sample packs are already really heavily 

processed. That’s good if you want to get stuff started quickly, 

especially if you’re a beginner, but it takes the originality out of it. 

Everything will start to sound the same if you’re just dropping in 

sounds. I start from square one with the processing rather than 

choosing samples that already sound big, but starting from the 

beginning and building it up from there. I found a few sounds here 

and there that were a bit limp, and I managed to spice them up a 

bit with some extra processing, which gives it the punch. Then I 

matched these sounds with slightly different, a bit more original 

stuff. I’ve tried to differentiate it from some of the other tracks that 

are out there. Some of the processed sounds you can buy are 

already amazing so it can be good to do that, but with this 

particular track I thought, ‘let’s try something different’.”

R
ising star Kalyde, aka Rich Main, is the protégé of House 

kingpin Huxley and since his debut in 2014 he’s 

released music at a prodigious rate, appearing on 

Toolroom, Skint and Nervous amongst others. We caught 

up with the hot property in his East London studio to find out 

about a track taken from his latest release on Huxley’s No Idea’s 

Original, Pyro.

“It’s called Pyro because it has a sample in it that says ‘play 

with the heat’, and I thought this person might be a pyromaniac,” 

Rich explains. “I already had two tracks that Huxley chose for the 

EP and he wanted a club track to round it off. So it’s quite a rigid 

Kalyde
Pyro
No Idea’s Original, 2016

INCLUDES VIDEO VAULT.FUTUREMUSIC.CO.UK
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“I’ve tried to find samples that
aren’t too processed. I find that
90% of the samples out there are
super processed. That’s really great
if you want to drag samples straight
into your DAW and get rolling, but if
you want a bit of originality it’s good
to go backwards and start with
something a little less processed.”

Kalyde | The Track
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The studio
“I didn’t make it in my current studio, I made it at the start of 

2015 in another near Oxford where I was living for a bit. I’ve been 

all over the place basically. I was born in Kent, and my whole 

geographical background was based around my dad’s job and 

moving where he was. He worked in cars and so we moved to 

Detroit for a few years. I used to go to all sorts of different schools, 

then I went to uni in Bristol and then ended up doing a music 

production course at Access to Music. After that I lived near Oxford 

for a bit before moving to London– that’s where Pyro was made.”

Motor City
“I lived in Detroit for a while, but I’d be lying if I said it gave me 

my love of Techno! I probably didn’t even know what Techno was 

then; I was probably too young to appreciate it… It happens to be 

a bit of a coincidence!

“Do I feel a connection to the city? I kinda do when I see 

documentaries on it. I didn’t live in the roughest part of Detroit, 

I’m not gonna lie, so I can’t really relate to it, but I know the vibe 

there, and I know the way people are. 

Watch the video 
here: http://bit.ly/
fmtrack306
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“My musical sound is more from Bristol I’d say, just from  

being in Bristol and going out loads. It’s got a big reputation for 

bass and D ’n’ B and I was into that, but there are loads of other 

types of music there, and it’s just a cool place to be generally! 

There’s not that much snobbery over there. It’s just about going  

out and having a bit of fun. There are a lot of nights that have loads 

of different types of music, there’s a lot of cross-pollination, so I 

quite rate that.”

Producing Pyro

Pyro was produced primarily in Logic, but the Main man has a soft 

spot for hardware kit too: “Analogue wise I’ve got the Novation Bass 

Station which is a cool, affordable synth that you can get a lot of 

really good sounds out of. 

“I use Maschine a lot, but I don’t use it that much for making 

beats. I use it quite a lot for the effects because, as the controls are 

already assigned to the parameters, you get that hands-on feel, so 

it feels more like a live effect rather than automating one parameter 

at a time with a mouse. I like to get hands-on when I’m making a 

track… I think otherwise it just sounds like you really have made it 

on a computer!” 

The Gear

Hardware:
Apple Mac
Novation Bass Station
Native Instruments Maschine
Focusrite Scarlett 2i2 interface
Focal Alpha monitors

Software:
Apple Logic 9
Rob Papen SubBoomBass
PSP plug-ins
Native Instruments plug-ins
Lennar Digital Sylenth1



06 >
“In this track I’ve tried to make the kick as big 
and bassy as I can, then my bassline – a 
sequenced bass in SubBoomBass – is working 
around it.”

04 >
“EQ wise I’ve added a low shelf to cut off most 
of the sound below 40Hz, and I’ve given it a 
boost around 80Hz to add some punch. Most 
of my kicks and basses I’ll add a dip at 500Hz 
too. I find it adds clarity.”

Adding punch to a 
weak kick sample
Kalyde likes to begin tracks with 
raw samples, but they often need a 
bit of processing to add punch and 
weight. Here’s what he uses…

05 >
“As with a lot of my drum, I send the kick to 

a plate reverb [using Logic Space Designer]. 

It’s slightly tweaked to give it not too long a 

tail. I EQ it too, so I don’t have any low-end 

reverb messing with the kick or the bass. I’m 

merely trying to add a warehouse-y vibe to 

the kick. When you play it out in a club 

you’re hardly going to hear that reverb, but it 

just adds a bit of a vibe to it.” 

02 >
“I’ve also gone down the saturation route. 

I’ve put it through tape saturation with [PSP]

MixSaturator. That gives it a lot more 

top-end. It adds a lot of punch to it and it 

starts to sound quite warehouse-y.”

03 >
“I’ve also gone for a bit of standard kick 

drum compression [using Logic’s 

Compressor]. It’s not fully necessary; I used a 

very similar chain on the lead track on this 

EP, but without the compressor – it just adds 

that little bit of extra punch that I thought 

this track needed.”

01 >
“I wanted to increase the punch and make it a 
fuller kick all-round. I’ve started by using 
[PSP] VintageWarmer; I’ve used one of the 
heavy tape settings and given it a bit more 
drive. It makes it sound bigger and fatter.”

49

Kalyde | The Track
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We’re overwhelmed with endless scope 
and choice in the modern studio 
environment. Simple tasks can be 
executed in a multitude of ways, unlimited 
sounds and instruments can be explored 
at the touch of a button, any imaginable 
piece of gear can be brought up in 
software form, and any musical idea – no 
matter how simple or complex – can be 
saved and recalled instantaneously. 

Thanks to all of these factors, the 
infamous ‘writer’s block’ is now the curse 
of the modern producer. Symptoms 
include overworking a simple musical idea 
into an overblown mess, abandoning 
projects that are 89-90% finished to start 
something new, or cold sweats and 
sleepless nights at the mere prospect of 
turning an eight-bar loop into a six-minute 
record. Some only experience these 
struggles on occasion, whereas others have 
severe ‘loopitis’: a chronic condition that 
keeps the sufferer stuck in an endless 
cycle, preventing them from completing 
anything musically worthwhile.

Can we train ourselves to break out of 
the loop and naturally develop unfinished 
sketches into full-blown masterpieces? 
And can we craft inspiring material that 
will inherently encourage fascinating 
arrangements? The answer is a resounding 
‘yes’: over the next few pages, we’re going 
to take a look at some of the problems 
preventing you from finishing music,  
plus a few solutions for overcoming  
writer’s block.

Finishing
Your Tracks

INCLUDES VIDEO AND AUDIO VAULT.FUTUREMUSIC.CO.UK
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To understand why writer’s block is so 

prevalent amongst computer 

musicians, it’s important to be aware 

that the act of making music was 

once a completely different process. 

Multiple professionals would each 

focus upon one specific role: one 

expert would channel all of their 

efforts into writing the song, another 

would be responsible for tracking, 

someone else would mix the separate 

tracks together, and a final person 

would master the record and deliver 

the finished product. Each individual 

could fully concentrate on their 

assigned task without deviation, 

whether it be creative or technical. 

Fast-forward to today and these 

separate roles now merge into one. 

Solitary individuals try to tackle each 

part of the music making process 

within the same studio session, 

creative tasks are complete. 

Compartmentalise your sessions and 

you’ll be able to tap into the desired 

frame of mind needed for that task.

Set a time limit
It’s a common misconception that all 

great pieces of work must take time 

and effort to produce. Investing 

hours, days and weeks into one idea 

is counterproductive. You’ll get bored 

with the song, add too many extra 

parts, or even completely rework 

everything, wringing out all the soul 

and charm that fuelled the original 

idea. And the more you overlisten  

to a track, the quicker you’ll get 

bored with it! 

Instead, try to catch your brain at 

a particularly creative period and 

funnel that creativity into a quick 

jamming session that manifests itself 

as a record. Set yourself a target of a 

set number of hours, then do 

everything you can to finish a track in 

that time; focus upon speed and the 

‘big picture’ broad strokes; switch off 

from any technical aspect (mixing, 

synth design etc) and keep the 

momentum going as you race 

towards the finishing line. The goal is 

to reach a zen-like state of mind 

where the track pretty much writes 

itself – something that only comes 

through practice and discipline.

jumping from creative processes such 

as sound design and composing over 

to highly technical tasks such as 

EQing, compression and other mixing 

roles. Not only does this jack-of-all-

trades approach dilute the potential 

for us to become a true expert within 

one field, but this conflict also means 

that we’re constantly interrupting the 

creative side of our brain (responsible 

for generating ideas, composing, 

jamming and arranging) by allowing 

the logical/technical side of our 

consciousness to take over. 

To overcome this conflict, be 

aware of your own habits and divide 

sessions into focused ‘jobs’: for 

example, if you’re creatively jamming 

and composing, don’t try to clinically 

EQ and compress each sound there 

and then. Likewise, set aside a 

dedicated mix session once the 

Track-finishing: 
symptoms  
and cures

> 
Start with a track idea in Live’s Session 

View. Test out a few on-the-fly arrangement 

ideas, giving you a feel for how you’d like 

the track to progress, then set up scenes and 

assign relevant parameters to knobs and faders on 

your MIDI controller.

> 
If you’ve got hardware synths in the mix, be 

sure to record-arm their audio tracks, then 

hit record and ‘perform’ your entire track 

live, DJ-style: flick between different scenes and 

clips, tweak assigned parameters and try to lay 

down your track arrangement in one take.

> 
Flip over to Live’s Arrangement View and 

your noodlings will be laid out on the 

timeline, automation and all. From here, it’s 

easy to go through the rough layout and fine-tune 

the arrangement to taste: alter edits, cut out 

boring sections, extend build-ups, and so on.

Finishing Tracks By Performing Live
Get music finished faster by setting up a ‘jam session’ – let’s look at how to
apply this approach in Live…

Our social media feeds are ever filling up with ‘synth jams’ featuring bedroom producers who spontaneously compose and perform entire 

records in just one take. This is an inspiring way to get music finished, as anyone who’s spent time setting up a jam-worthy set-up will 

testify: instead of pushing pixelated blocks around a computer screen, you’re interacting with your studio and instruments to encourage 

happy accidents and creative discoveries. You’re able to instantly respond to a particular musical direction within a few knob tweaks, and 

it’s easy to record your parts onto individual tracks in your DAW for chopping and editing later.

In this quick tutorial we’ll show you how to apply this ‘jamming’ approach using Ableton Live and some basic MIDI assignments.

1
Are you more of  
a gear hoarder 
than an actual 

musician? Too much 
choice can be 
overwhelming, so get 
music finished faster 
by limiting your tools 
to the bare essentials. 

2 
Make the final 
arrangement 
your main goal 

when designing 
sounds. Don’t just 
create one static drum 
loop: instead, generate 
variations, evolutions 
and automated copies 
that can be stringed 
together and change 
throughout the track. 

3 
Many mixing 
and mastering 
engineers use 

professional records as 
a sonic benchmark 
when making 
processing decisions. 
Do the same when 
composing: analyse 
the layout of popular 
tracks and borrow 
ideas for your own. 

4 
Get tracks laid 
out by setting 
yourself a time 

limit. Got an evening 
spare in the studio? 
Set a three-hour timer 
and get to work!

QUICK 
TIPS
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Instead of laboriously crafting incidental elements from 
scratch, use clever automation to send the synth signal 
to returns containing creative delays and reverbs. Use 
this technique to create abrupt, DJ-style changes, or to 
generate coherent build-up FX and organic progressions 
that appear to emerge from the main synth.

Finish tracks in 

record time
Don’t overwork a musical idea for 
weeks – instead, keep the end goal 
in sight from the start and finish 
your tunes faster

03 >
Once you’ve formed a rough layout, use the 

idea to inspire the creation of extra elements 

(eg drums, bass, pads and vocals) to build up 

your arrangement idea. Don’t be afraid to 

save time by using sounds from recycled 

projects, preset libraries or sample packs.

01 >
Begin with a hypnotic synth hook that will form the 
centrepiece of your track. Hit record and print a good 
five to ten minutes of your synth tweakings to audio as 
you twist parameters live, generating potential ideas for 
progressions and structure.

Watch the video 
here: http://bit.ly/
fmtrack306

02 >
Your audio file should contain plenty of 

variations and evolving moments that can be 

used to form breakdowns, build-ups, edits 

and full-on moments. Next, speedily sift 

through the audio file and find magic 

moments of inspiration by splicing together 

the best sections into a logical track structure 

on the timeline.



When you’re in a particularly creative mood, sit 
down and fire out a collection of separate 8- or 
16-bar loops and track sketches. In addition to the 
core elements, lay down plenty of FX, filler parts, 
rhythmic markers and other incidental sounds – not 
only providing ‘ear candy’, but also providing 
potential material for the later arrangement stage. 

Once you’ve sapped your creative juices by 
building up a collection of individual ideas, forget 
about them and do something else. Then, when 
you hit a creative drought in another session, you 
can easily return to these projects: audition through 
them, pick out a favourite, then concentrate on 
finishing its arrangement using the multitude of 
sounds you already prepared. This quickfire method 
is an especially useful tactic when you have a 
forthcoming collaboration planned as you can 
generate a rapid succession of ideas in preparation 
for the session – or even for those times when you 
feel you need a session of ‘arrangement training’.

How to…

Manage Your
Time In
The Studio

>
As producers, there’s nothing

we love more than kicking

back for an evening and

jamming out with a bunch of synths

and drum machines. But where do

you draw the line between hobbyist

and professional? Are you doing this

to make some cool sounds, or to get

actual music out there? We’d advise

you focus upon time management 

and effort. We can all apathetically 

twiddle synths and plug-ins, but it 

takes dedication and planning to 

force tracks out the door and into  

the hands of DJs and labels. Book 

studio time, set yourself deadlines 

and force yourself to finish everything 

you start.

>
A hard drive full of incomplete

projects and eight-bar loops

can be very disheartening, with

each one serving as a reminder of

your failures as a producer. However,

it’s easy to turn this negative into a

positive. Think of every unfinished

sketch as a source for new material

that will fuel your future sessions. Set

aside a studio session and trawl back 

through your unfinished projects, 

rendering out useful audio one-shots 

and loops to your Samples folder – 

being sure to label the filenames with 

key and bpm information. Also save 

synth presets, effects chains and 

channel strips to give you track-

finishing ammo for the future.

How to…

Harvest 
Material For 
Future Sessions

> 
Starting a new track is 

enjoyable, but forcing yourself 

to go back and finish an 

incomplete idea isn’t anywhere near 

as fun. One proactive way to keep on 

track is with a simple notepad and 

pen. Open a half-finished project, 

being sure to approach it with fresh 

ears, then have a single listen 

through and make notes based upon 

your instant impressions. Which parts 

need changing? Perhaps a breakdown 

needs extending or shortening? 

Maybe certain automation sweeps 

need adjusting to maximise tension? 

Write a list, then work your way  

back through it and tick items off  

one by one.

How to…

Improve 
Productivity 
With A Notepad

> 
There’s nothing as depressing 

as realising your hard drive is 

filling up with incomplete 

sketches and abandoned ideas. The 

harder you try, the less music you 

finish, and the track finishing process 

becomes more difficult as time 

passes since your last completed 

record. Set out to break negative 

habits by finishing a track. Any track. 

It doesn’t matter how awful this track 

is, as long as you completely finish it. 

Once that’s done, finish another. And 

another. Eventually, you’ll mentally 

recondition yourself as a ‘track-

finisher’, and you can use this 

positive momentum to improve 

quality as well as quantity.

How to…

Become A 
‘Track-Finisher’

The quickfire 
approach
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Once your rough structure is complete, it’s 
time to turn it into the finished article. Focus 
on finer details, program fiddly edits, tidy up 
rough transitions, perfect automation curves 
and generally hone the arrangement.

Subtractive 
arranging
Don’t build up elements of a track 
piece by piece – instead, start with 
everything you need and take parts 
away to form your arrangement

02 >
Once you’ve nailed a broad idea for a 

structure, copy and paste all the track parts 

throughout your DAW’s timeline for four to 

eight minutes. Next, use your host’s ‘track 

marker’ feature to plot key sections of the 

arrangement (such as ‘intro’, ‘break’, ‘drop’ 

and ‘outro’ sections).

04 >
It’s a good idea to have a bank of 

‘placeholder’ sounds such as FX sweeps, 

crashes and incidental sounds to throw in a 

project. This saves valuable time when you’re 

in a creative mindset, preventing you from 

trawling through endless sample packs or 

synthesizing sounds from scratch.

01 >
Begin with an 8- or 16-bar loop of a track idea 
in your DAW. Listen to the idea on a loop while 
muting and unmuting elements on the fly to 
inspire potential arrangement ideas. Plan 
movement and flow by tweaking synth 
parameters, effects settings and fader levels.

03 >
Bearing in mind your arrangement ideas from 

Step 1, mute or delete regions as you swiftly 

move through the timeline to form the bare 

bones of a track structure. Don’t get bogged 

down with minute details at this stage: work 

quickly and save intricacies for later.
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In The Studio With | Gold Panda

Gold Panda
For his third LP, UK producer Gold Panda 
returned to Japan, his one time home, to soak 
up the environmental surroundings and source 
field samples. Danny Turner finds him in his 
current studio space in the far less exotic 
surroundings of Chelmsford
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 S
elf-confessed video game geek 

and producer Gold Panda’s 

music is a product of his 

environment, whether trawling 

local car boot sales seeking 

vinyl samples or absorbing the 

cultural influences and field 

recordings of stints living in 

Tokyo and Berlin. Before his rise to prominence as a 

producer, Gold Panda taught English while living in 

Japan and returned to the country last year on a 

photography expedition. Inadvertently collating a 

travelogue of audio samples, upon his return those 

captured sounds unwittingly became the bedrock 

for new material. 

The new Gold Panda album, Good Luck And Do 

Your Best – a title inspired by the parting words of a 

Japanese taxi driver – has a strangely discomforting 

yet soothing resonance, driven by his patchwork 

quilt of chopped, manipulated and layered field 

samples and vinyl snippets.

FM: Tell us about your time living in Japan…

Gold Panda: “I got interested in Japan after I 

watched the Japanese animation Akira as a teenager. 

I feel like television was way better when it was just 

four channels in the ’90s, when there was loads of 

Anime on TV and documentaries and foreign films 

being shown. I would tape anything to do with 

Japan and Hip-Hop, went there for the first time 

when I was 19 and always wanted to go back. Then I 

decided to go and live there and teach English, 

although I didn’t feel like that was a career path I 

wanted to follow – it was just so I could see the 

country and drink lots of saké.” 

Did you pick up any musical influences from 

that trip?

“I have quite a large spectrum of influences that 

don’t necessarily manifest in Gold Panda and I make 

lots of different music that I don’t release. When I 

started Gold Panda, I had a name for certain tracks 

that I was making in a certain style, and that’s what 

went out there, so it’s become its own entity in a way. 

Especially on the first album I did, which had a 

stripped down, minimal approach. I remember one 

of the things I recorded was a documentary about 

the Japanese approach to manufacturing. I think it 

was the president of Toyota who said, “In Japan, we 

say that God is big but he can exist in a very small 

thing” – like a semi-conductor. I thought it was very 

interesting that you can get a lot from something 

very small, so I started sampling very small snippets 

of records and sounds. Rather than taking whole 

drum breaks, I would take things that could become 

part of a sound palette rather than a direct sample.”

I wondered if Susumu Yokota was influential 

because I hear similarities in your music?

“Yeah, later on definitely. I had four of his albums: 

The Boy And The Tree was my favourite and Sakura, 

Will and Grinning Cat. I love the way his sounds are 

a collage; a mish mash of different things going on 

that feel like they’re not really going together but 

somehow work, which is something that happens a 

lot with really good House and Techno music, where 

two elements jar against each other and then you get 

the payoff of the nice chords coming through. It’s 

very sad that he passed away – what a genius.”

Your uncle was a music producer – was he your 

motivation to work in the industry?

“No, he provided no motivation whatsoever and 

told me not to do music because it’s a waste of time 

and money, and that I would always be broke and 

should get a decent job. He’s still like that today, 

although he’s a bit more supportive now. I think he 

likes that I’ve kept on doing the same thing and it’s 

come through for me in the end without changing 

anything. He used to work at Strongroom studios 

on Curtain Road in London. I went and made a 

track with my friend in his studio at the time and 

got to hang out when he was making a track with a 

guy called Paul Hepworth, who’s a big producer 

now. I remember them spending three hours trying 

to record a shaker on a tribal House track.”

And you started out by using some old  

Yamaha keyboards?

“Actually, my introduction was an Akai S950 

sampler and an Atari computer, which I’ve still got, 

with a cracked copy of Cubase. I remember going to 

a multi-storey boot fair in Lewisham. They used to 

sell cracked stuff and there was software in there as 

well, not just games. My uncle was using ‘real’ 

Cubase in the studio and showed me what it was. It 

just made sense really, putting blocks of notes that 

you’d played in on a keyboard and arranging them 

to trigger the sounds in the sampler. As a kid, you 

learn stuff really quick – I must have been 15 or 16. I 

also had a Mackie desk, which I used in my uncle’s 

living room for a while doing tunes with a mate.”

When you first started making music, did you 

have a goal in mind about how you wanted to 

differentiate yourself?

“I wanted to make Rap and Hip-Hop, but I couldn’t 

rap and I didn’t like graffiti or beatboxing, so I 

immediately didn’t like half of the Hip-Hip world 

[laughs]. I think what happens when you make 

music is that you see something that’s popular and 

try to make something like that, but that’s never 

going to work unless you’ve got your heart set on 

being a producer. Just through failing and trial and 

error, the way you make music and how your music 

sounds manifests over a period of time. We’ve got 

this phrase now of someone being a producer, 

which means someone who makes electronic music, 

but I think being a producer is an overused term. As 

a producer, you would have had to cut your teeth as 

an engineer in a studio and worked on a shit ton of 

records before you could offer advice on what might 

sound good on a band’s album or what mic to use 

for a vocal.”

You returned to Japan prior to making the new 

album to collate field samples?

“Yeah, I just went and did loads of field recordings, 

and met a girl called Laura – a photographer. 

Originally, the idea was to do some visuals and  
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field recordings of anything we found interesting 

and put them out for free or make a book of photos, 

but I started using them to make tracks again. The 

last two albums were done fairly quickly, the first 

one in a couple of weeks, but this one has been 

created from a selection of tracks that came together 

over a year.”

What sounds do you typically go for and what 

gear do you use to attain samples?

“It’s a little directional zoom HD recorder with a 

couple of good mics. I recorded a vending machine 

and I’ve got a really good recording of a boat that’s 

tied to a dock – the rope is squeaking and you can 

hear the water bubbling; it’s really surreal. 

Sometimes I’ll hear a sound, like a weird machine 

will be pumping out hot air and making a strange 

noise, and I’ll go back and get it; other times I’ll just 

point the mic in different directions and pick up on 

something in the distance. Through recording hours 

of stuff and listening back to it, there are certain 

sounds that I’m definitely drawn to and you start to 

see a pattern in your work of sounds that you like.”

What field recordings can you get in Japan that 

you can’t get in Chelmsford?

“It’s just an excuse to go to Japan [laughs], because 

I’m always interested in the country and did 

Japanese at university and a diploma. I can read and 

write Japanese but I have to go to keep up my skills. 

Also, I’d argue that the amount of sounds going on 

at any one time in a city like Tokyo is way more than 

London. Since I’ve been going to Japan for so long, 

the sounds are very familiar to me and I want to 

capture and archive them.”

What proportion of the album is sample-based?

“Well the first track has a recording from a 

headphone jack on a British Airways flight. It was 

chopped up in Ableton, dumped into a WAV player 

on a modular synth and then triggered on the MPC 

and recorded back in a weird, randomised chopping 

format. Most of my sounds are from a lot of old 

records, more than one per track – maybe 20 – and 

other recordings manipulated in the MPC itself. I 

guess the main way I manipulate samples is by 

changing the pitch, chopping things quite short and 

layering them so you get what people would think is 

a pad sound on a synthesizer. I’m like a really shit DJ 

Shadow; I can’t DJ but I’ve got quite good at putting 

a lot of samples together.”

Is your use of the Akai MPC’s pads where this 

syncopated, stuttering effect in your music 

comes from?

“Yeah, I think so. The pads are really fun to use and 

make me perform the tracks and sequence in a 

certain way. I think that also probably comes from 

listening to a lot of electronic music in the ’90s – 

called Glitch or something – and trying to get clicks 

coming through in the samples.” 

It creates a curious effect – a sense of 

propulsion and forward momentum…

“I think that’s from listening to a lot of Hip-Hop 

and the way the samples are chopped – putting 

different records together in one track. It gives the 

music a nice feel and rhythm. You can use these 

sounds almost as percussion, because they back up 

the drums you’re going to play over them. I haven’t 

really analysed it, but when you’re working with the 

MPC and put a sound on a pad, you’re inclined to 

press that pad in a rhythm-based way.”

When working on new material, how will the 

creative process generally start? 

“I’ll start by using a blank MPC every time. I don’t 

have any sounds saved and there are no drum 

folders that I can drop in. I think that’s really 

important, otherwise you can get lazy quite quickly 

and just load a lot of kick drums and audition one. 

So I’ll press play on the MPC and have a sound 

going on a loop and play other records over the top, 

pitching them up and down on a record deck until I 

get something that might be in tune, and if it’s a 

good sound I’ll sample that, pitch that again inside 

the MPC and build things up from there. I’m 

usually interested in the sound after the main sound. 

A guitar pluck or a piano note reverberation or echo 

can make for a really good pad sound, or your own 

synth sound. You also get the sound of whatever 

you’re recording it from, which is usually vinyl, so 

you’re missing some frequencies but also getting a 

history through the crackle of the record being 

loved, used and listened to.” 

What would we typically find in your  

vinyl collection?

“My tastes are always changing. At the moment it’s a 

lot of spiritual Jazz stuff and bad charity shop finds, 

like a local marching band – loads of records that 

you think look interesting, but there ends up being 

nothing on there that you genuinely like. When I 

started, I was just buying records from charity shops 

and not really caring about them but just trying to 

find sounds; but now I’m trying to have a better 

record collection from which to steal the sounds.”



You’ve got a small modular set-up?
“It’s a Doepfer Case with an oscillator and a Wasp filter in it. I have friends who are using 

modular heavily and their music sounds amazing, but when I try to do it I can’t make 

anything I really like. Again, I’m not a synth person – they’re great for people who want to 

create their dream synthesizer but I don’t really have an emotional attachment to modular 

stuff. But now I’m finding out what I like about modules, I want to get lots of filters so I 

can do weird triggers rather than making synth patches. You can see everything happening 

and be in the moment. It’s silly buying stuff to make a modular synth when I’ve got an  

SH-101, which is already a mono synth.”

What stuff are you currently looking 
to add?
“I just got Clouds, which is a granular sampler thing that you run sounds through to break 

them up – it’s good for Ambient. I’ve got some good drum machine modules, like 

Thunderclap, which I bought in Austin, and a couple of bits that emulate drum machines. 

I really like the ADDAC101 WAV player, you can trigger it with voltages and it’s a good way 

of triggering samples, something a bit different. There’s another one by Qu-Bit Electronix 

– they make a USB sampler for Eurorack called Nebulae, which is also quite good.”

Gold Panda | In The Studio With
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– it just gives you the tools and the freedom to 

develop your own environment. I just don’t find 

Ableton inspiring to work on and never want to sit 

with Ableton and make a track with it, but then I 

don’t use any other DAWs. For me, Ableton is like 

having an eight-track tape recorder; it’s just 

somewhere to put my sounds in.”

You worked with Luke Abbott on the album… 

What was his role?

“Because I don’t have much confidence in my 

music, being with Luke we can spend time mixing 

tracks and I have another pair of ears. When you 

hear my original jams, 

compared to the finished 

product that he’s mixed, there’s 

a clarity that comes through. 

He’s good at audio summing, 

saturating stuff through desks 

and has skills at getting the best 

frequencies out of everything. I 

also mixed a track with Jas 

from Simian Mobile Disco. I like their music and 

like them as people; it’s good to spend time with 

other people who are making music and have 

different ideas and opinions.”

You have quite a bit of Akai gear. Can you  

take us through what you have and why you 

like using it?

“The main one I use in the studio is the Akai 

2000XL. It’s got 32MB of memory, which is about 

three minutes of sample time in stereo. The 3000XL, 

which I’ve also got, is the one that everyone wants, 

but the 2000 is the one I learned on and I still find 

it’s the easiest to use.”

And you’re a collector of Roland synths?

“I’ve got four. A Juno-106, a Juno-6 sitting in a room 

at my parents’ house, a D-50, which is great but I 

haven’t made anything with it, and an SH-101, 

which is brilliant and is used on the record with the 

106. I like the way that nothing is on a menu – it’s all 

achievable through sliders and rotaries. I like 

anything that you can use without looking too 

much at a screen, because I prefer to move the filters, 

the LFOs and the release so I can hear the thing 

moving, like it’s alive.” 

Is the Bel delay an important part of your 

outboard set-up?

“The thing you can do with the Bel is that it’s got a 

really good sample and hold button, so I can capture 

a bit of echo or grab a sample and pitch it up and 

down before recording it into the MPC. It’s just a 

great piece of kit, and slightly broken which also 

makes it good. I recently got a Glensound desk, 

which I use to do live takes – I’ll send a sample 

through one of the channels, just as you would if 

you were making a Dub record I guess, then send 

the reverb and delay out and back in again. 

Sometimes I’ll use them before I go into the MPC. If 

you hit the Zoom quite hard, which is a rubbish 

cheap reverb unit but brilliant for that reason, you 

can get some really crazy results out of it.”

The track Time Eater sounds very exotic. What 

instrument was played on that?

“It’s a hammered dulcimer that I bought in  

Devon, which someone spilled something on and 

had been warped by the sun. It’s a square board with 

wires stretched over it and you hit them with little 

wooden hammers – it’s out of tune, but the sounds 

are really resonant. There’s also a track called I Am 

Real Punk that uses a cheap acoustic guitar, but  

on both that and Time Eater the sounds were 

sampled in mono onto an MPC with a Shure SM58 

mic hanging off my chair and the instruments  

on the floor.”

So, are you still using your Atari ST for  

home recording? 

“I used it on the last record for MIDI stuff but not 

on the new one. I do have Ableton but don’t really 

know what I’m doing in there; I just use it with an 

audio interface so that once I’ve made the tracks 

using the MPC I can record stems into Ableton, use 

a little MaxMSP for sequencing, and take those 

stems and mix them. I’d consider taking a year off 

just to learn MaxMSP, because I think it would be 

really useful. It scares people because it’s just a blank 

page when you start. It’s more about routing stuff 

and working out how to trigger and play back things

I’m like a really shit DJ Shadow; I can’t DJ  
but I’ve got quite good at putting a  

lot of samples together
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You’re a self-confessed computer game  

geek. Do your games consoles play any role  

in your productions?

“I’ve got a Gameboy with Little Sound DJ and I 

make Chiptune-type tracks on that. I just get 

interested in all these different things that you can 

make music on. I play Street Fighter a lot on the 

Dreamcast and other arcade games because when I 

have to record all my stems I don’t want to hear 

those bits of my tracks another 25 times. I’ve also 

got a PS Vita – it’s a portable PlayStation. I think 

they’ve released it here now, but I got it the day it 

came out in Japan. It’s just like an Apple TV for 

streaming, but it’s got an older version of Street 

Fighter that I really like, because I’m a geek.”

The Vermona DRM1 MK3 looks like an 

interesting piece of kit. What do you use  

that for?

“That was also used on the track Time Eater, for 

doing the drums. Some of the hi-hats are basically 

the Roland-606 turned up very loud on the gain 

with the actual machine turned down so it’s just 

bleeding these sounds through. The only thing the 

Vermona suffers from, which a lot of machines 

suffer from, is that it sounds like a Vermona DRM1, 

so you have to be very clever to disguise it if you 

want to. But looking at it, it’s just a load of dials 

where you can manipulate each one without going 

into a menu. That’s what makes it good for 

performing, because you can do things that you 

wouldn’t do if you didn’t have access to change  

the sounds.”

The Sequential TOM also looks fascinating…

“I got it off eBay about five years ago. It’s got a menu, 

which is just two numbers – or maybe four. Two 

correspond to the sequence and the other two for 

other parameters. It’s like a Roland-707, but cheaper. 

It’s got toms, hats, a nice clap and an okay kick 

drum. It sounds great and you can reverse sounds, 

which is amazing. It takes cartridges – I think there’s 

a tropical cart you can slot in.”

Is it true that your Korg Electribe ES1s keep 

breaking, so you have a collection of them?

“After I got my MPC, the Korg Electribe was the 

second bit of kit I bought because my friend was 

making Techno and he had one. It’s really easy to use 

and I don’t think they’ve made a better one. The 

main thing is that everything is on the front panel 

and there are hardly any menus, so if you want to 

reverse a sample or change the pitch, you can select 

sample and do it immediately. They made a bigger, 

better one with a valve compressor in it, but because 

they gave it more effects and buttons it got too 

complicated. I’ve been using that for my live sets  

for the past six years now. It doesn’t travel too well  

if it’s not flight-cased and padded, but I just wrap it 

in a T-shirt.” 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Good Luck and Do your Best is out now via City Slang. For 
the latest news, release info and tour dates head to www.
iamgoldpanda.com

“I suppose most
people are using this
for bass or drum
sounds, but it makes
a really good 
awkward synthetic 
piano sound too.”

“I do everything on
this. I love how it
sounds and I love the
swing settings. The
way I approach
making music has
been inspired by
this machine and
its layout.”

Roland SH-101

Akai MPC 2000XL
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“The snare channel
on this thing is the
best and it makes
for a really lovely
kick drum.”

“I learned to make
music on this and an
Atari. The pre-loaded
sinewave/test tone is
great for subby bass. 
It sounds amazing  
if you sample 
something really fast 
and pitch it down.”

“I got this recently
after years of using
Mackie desks. I
never realised how
gentle you need to be
when mixing – a
subtle change makes 
a big difference.” 

“This is not only
great for delay but 
also making little 
loops with the 
sampler/hold button, 
which you can then 
pitch up and down.”

“I just stand there
and play it while
looking out the 
window. It sounds 
even better when you 
run it through a tape 
machine or tape 
delay. There might be 
better polysynths,  
but this is pretty 
versatile and really 
simple to use.”

Vermona  
DRM1 MK3

Akai S950

Glensound Desk

Bel BD80  
Digital Delay

Roland Juno-106
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T
he original Disting was quite

a thing, with 16 algorithms, 

covering a range of useful 

audio and CV applications 

including pitch quantisers, wide- 

ranging VCO, clockable delay, 

clockable LFO and wavefolder, to 

name but a few. Imagine if you were 

merrily patching and realised, for 

example, that you suddenly needed a 

ring modulator – you set your Disting 

to algorithm 1B and you had one. 

While it was technically possible to 

hack original Distings to make them 

perform new functions, the lack of a 

way to do this conveniently kept it 

from ever happening.

The MK3 incarnation, however, 

sees the Disting built to expand, with 

multiple banks of functions, and a 

micro SD card slot on the PCB 

allowing for even more algorithms 

and more banks to be added in 

future, with nothing more special

than a micro SD card, reader and 

computer. Indeed, updates are 

already here, with the 3.3 firmware 

adding Music Thing Radio Music-

inspired looping stereo WAV file 

playback modes (requiring no special 

conversion to non-standard format) 

and more. The module does 

exclusively boot to ‘SD Card Playback 

Mode’ when a card is detected on 

power-up, so you have to physically 

remove it to use the standard Disting 

algorithms. But Expert Sleepers say it 

may become possible to achieve this 

without needing to physically remove 

the card in a future firmware update, 

and that micro SD extension cables 

are cheap…

Other changes in the MK3 

hardware are that it’s shallower 

(42mm, so now can fit into Moog 

‘Mother’ Eurorack cases, new Make 

Noise Skiffs or 4ms Modular Row

Thin cases for example), it uses half 

the power and critically features push 

button knobs, allowing a new menu 

system for navigating banks of 

algorithms, plus additional control 

over the algorithms themselves.

The module itself is dead simple, 

with two push button knobs at the 

top (the S knob is a detented 

encoder, the Z knob a smoothly 

sweepable pot), three audio or 

modulation inputs (Z, X, Y) and two 

audio or modulation outputs (A & B). 

A little matrix of 16 LEDs indicates 

the currently selected algorithm, 

aspects of its settings, and allows for 

navigating the menu structure using 

blinking LEDs, which we found does 

take a while to get used to: reading 

the online manual is essential. What 

is also essential is to print the little 

‘algorithm guide’ to keep next to your 

modular as it details the layout of 

each algorithm, its particular I/O 

features and pot functions, in a 

handy graphical way. Alternatively, 

Google for Muffwiggler user Bob 

Borries’ excellent Disting cheat 

sheet, updated for 3.3. 

Disting’s most striking visual trait 

is its eye-catching Christmas-tree-like 

sockets. These illuminate red and 

blue to show the polarity and 

intensity of input and output voltages 

and, given the changeable nature of 

the machine, are more than just 

decoration – they make it a lot easier 

to understand what certain 

algorithms are actually doing, and 

quantify what voltages you’re feeding 

it. It’s crystal clear when you’ve 

accessed a triangle LFO for example, 

as you can simply see the activity as 

gently pulsing blue and red light. If 

you are blind or partially sighted 

however, it should still be possible to 

orientate and use a Disting thanks to 

the detented menu navigation knob.

A complaint some users made 

about previous editions is that its 

custom sockets held jacks rather 

loosely. The original Distings 

definitely suffered from this, but the 

MK3 feels improved. It feels quite 

similar in terms of tension to Doepfer 

sockets, perhaps ever so slightly 

looser, but this is very hard to 

quantify. Bottom line: no cables 

popped out during our review. We did 

notice some audible clicks in the 

output when turning the S knob in 

certain algorithms, for example when 

changing octaves when it’s acting as 

a VCO. Expert Sleepers advise this 

would be simple to remove in 

firmware, with one caveat. The clicks 

come from Disting automatically 

saving its state while the user adjusts 

settings, so would require that the 

user manually save if they wanted to 

return immediately to the same 

algorithm/settings after power cycling 

(it does this automatically at 

present). We were happy as is, but 

the choice would be good.

Be advised that it’s important you 

do have certain modules handy to 

modulate it, particularly a DC-offset 

generator, eg MATHS, ALM O/A/x2, 

Doepfer A-183-2 (cheapest option)… 

or indeed another Disting. This is 

actually required to control the Z/X 

inputs etc in certain algorithms, such 

as sweeping waveshape of the VCO, 

or sweeping cutoff in filter 

algorithms. Also, material you feed 

the pitch tracker benefits from being 

Expert Sleepers Disting  
MK3 | £124
Expert Sleepers’ multi-function wonder has had an upgrade to Mark 3, and 
now does more than ever. Let’s wiggle dat ting…

INCLUDES AUDIO

FM | MODULAR MONTHLY
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E
xpert Sleepers were

originally known for 

making free and paid-for 

VST plug-in instruments 

and effects, but started getting 

known for hardware control due to 

their incredibly popular Silent Way

software suite, which let compatible

audio interfaces spit out and receive

analogue CV. In recent years they’ve

become hardware manufacturers

too, with a range of Eurorack

modules for dedicated interfacing

with Silent Way, with the FH-1

(which connects USB controllers to

Eurorack) and the multifunctional

Disting, plus a range of glow in the

dark patch cables!

Who are Expert Sleepers and what’s

the company philosophy?

“Expert Sleepers is just me, Andrew

Ostler, aka ‘Os’. I design the products

at home in Letchworth, and they’re

made in Portsmouth. Our PCBs and

metalwork are also done in the UK.

“The company philosophy has

generally been to make stuff that I 

would personally find useful to 

make music with, but sometimes  

I like to do stuff that just solves a 

hard problem other people are 

having. For example, the USAMO is

a box which generates sample-

accurate MIDI, even though I

currently use no MIDI gear at all in

my own music.”

What’s the genesis of the Disting

MK1? What sparked it and did it

evolve a great deal from the original 

idea during development?

“The Disting sparked from an idea 

for a digital linear/exponential 

converter, which has been one of the 

Disting’s modes since MK1. Over 

time it became a broader ‘what can 

you do with a microcontroller and a 

codec?’ project, and then ultimately 

it became a vehicle for my 

illuminated red and blue jack 

sockets – I’d had this cool idea for 

the sockets, but at the time had no 

other new module to put them in!”

What are  

your favourite 

modes and 

tricks on the 

Disting? How 

are you  

using it?

“I like the 

clockable 

delays 

especially, but 

I’m most often using it as a clocked 

LFO. The new sample playback 

modes are a lot of fun though. I’m 

especially enjoying putting drum 

loops or field recordings in there 

and slowing them down massively, 

also rhythmically retriggering them 

with sequenced and/or random  

start points.”

Can you talk about the voicing of 

the Disting’s effects – how they’ve 

been arrived at?

“The tape delay, phaser and Voltage 

Controlled Delay Line algorithms 

are based heavily on the Expert 

Sleepers plug-ins Augustus Loop, 

Phaser (free) and Warbler. 

Otherwise it’s a matter of coding 

something up and tweaking it until 

it sounds right. I do all the 

development on the hardware itself, 

rather than, say, making an effect in 

software on the Mac and then 

porting it over. I think it’s important 

to take the whole module’s sound, 

and how you can interact with it, 

into account from the start.”

You’ve been actively canvassing for 

new Disting algorithm ideas. What 

can we expect to fill these empty 

placeholders, and future banks?

“Everything that’s been suggested so 

far has been logged, and any or all of 

it might get done eventually. Some 

more modes using the SD card are 

likely to appear first, but I’m keen to 

do some CV sequencers too…” 

TheWizard of Os
We chat with the father of the Disting, Andrew 
Ostler of British brand Expert Sleepers…

bandpass-filtered pre-input for the 

most accurate results (and MK3 

includes a range of filters).

Visit the Expert Sleepers site for 

the complete laundry list of all its (at 

time of writing) 43 algorithms, noting 

their tricks and abilities, because 

there are literally too many to discuss 

anything but the highlights here, and 

of course this list will only grow. It’s 

bordering on ridiculous the breadth 

of functions Disting MK3 offers, 

covering a range of specialised and 

powerful CV and audio tools and

sound generators, which in practice

all work well, take modulation well,

and sound surprisingly good. It is a

very, very impressive collection,

especially following the 3.3 update.

Some standout algorithms for us

are the clocked delays, now joined by

funky clocked stereo ping pong

delays, and a darker, vibey-sounding

Tape Delay which is excellent,

especially when modulated to add

even more warble. The Phaser

sounds sweet and liquid; the filters

also. The Resonator is an excellent

bass drum generator. The VCOs

sound ballsy and track over wide

range (though some aliasing is

apparent). The Wavefolder sounds

excellent, very ‘classy’, and now has

the remarkable Z knob recorder built

in to record your own automation (for

up to ~14 seconds). There is an

excellent pitch quantiser with

multiple scales included. The new

12-band Vocoder sounded fantastic.

The inclusion of Dual AR generator is

a great example of the power of this

module; we’d been needing that to

slot into our live system, but didn’t

have room – lo and behold, in a few

menu clicks Disting provided it. For

another track we needed a Phaser,

and Disting provided it, and so it

goes. The joke is that you could make

a viable Eurorack system solely from

Distings alone. You really could. And

it’d give you Disco lighting to boot.

SPECS

4HP Wide, 42mm Deep, 70mA Total Power
Consumption

CONTACT

Who: Expert Sleepers

Web: http://expert-sleepers.co.uk

VERDICT

Unquestionably the most useful 

module in Eurorack. We don’t think 

there’s any system that wouldn’t 

benefit from having at least one. 

9.5

I had this cool idea 
for the sockets, but 

had no module to 
put them in!

Os from Expert Sleepers performs
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T
his month we’ll be exploring

the E350 Morphing

Terrarium and accomplice

the E355 Dual Wavetable

LFO, both from Synthesis Technology.

The E350 is an audio oscillator that

will drop into LFO territory and the

E355 is a Dual LFO that happens to

go up into the audio range. So both

cross each others’ paths nicely and

we’ll be making use of them together.

First things first, what is a

wavetable? Well, a wavetable is, as

the name suggests, a table of

waveforms. If these were all just sine,

triangle, square and saw then it

would be a pretty pointless use of the

technology as plenty of basic

analogue oscillators offer those

common shapes. So, instead, these

‘tables’ are filled with all sorts of

audible delights that we can scan

through either manually or with CV.

Wavetable synthesis was

developed by Wolfgang Palm in the

late ’70s with the PPG and has been

the primary synthesis method in all

PPG and Waldorf products since. It’s

of waveforms we could simply use a 

crossfader and get similar results. 

But the E350 has 192 waveforms 

and its real power comes in the 128 

‘in-between’ waveforms it 

interpolates, turning those 192 

waveforms into over 24,000 

individual timbres. With so many on 

offer, modulation through these with 

envelopes or LFOs provides us with 

gorgeously smooth and glitch-free 

morphing that seems to offer the user 

a near infinite range of tones. 

There’s as much praise to give to 

the selection of waveforms on offer 

and their order within the wavetable. 

Paul T Schreiber from Synthesis 

Technology told us that, “Musician 

Robert Rich did most of the 

wavetables and the exact ordering of 

them, which is just as important. 

Robert understands the musicality of 

hardware, and the X & Y grid 

progressions are very carefully crafted 

to be harmonically related.” And… 

it’s definitely incredibly musical! 

also common among soft synths such

as NI’s Massive and Xfer Records’ 

Serum. If you’re familiar with either 

of those soft synths, you’ve no doubt 

grabbed the wavetable position knob 

and scanned through the table of 

waves. Moving between the various 

waves is usually completely smooth, 

offering gentler changing tones as 

opposed to ‘clicking’ in and out of 

each wave selection. 

The E350 offers the most 

gorgeous wavetable scanning we’ve 

heard in the Eurorack format and the 

way it scans between the waves is 

called interpolation. Donning our 

geek cap for a second, interpolation 

is creating new points of data 

between two values. Taking off our 

geek cap and speaking in terms of 

simpler synthesis… if we have two 

points in the wavetable, one a sine 

wave and the other a square wave, 

interpolating between those two we’d 

get a new waveform that was 

perfectly shaped between a sine and 

square like crossfading 50/50 

between the two. With just a couple 

Exploring a sea  
of waves!
This month we play dress up… Sporting our 
favourite explorer outfit, we prepare to get lost in 
over 24,000 waveforms in the E350

INCLUDES VIDEO

> 
To start with, let’s use some simple sine 

wave LFOs from the E355 to morph 

between the X and Y positions in our 

wavetables. We’ll patch the LFOs into attenuators 

and slowly raise the signal to see what effect 

we’re having on the morphing.

> 
The E350 has two outputs: the XY and the 

Z. Both have individual wavetables and 

morphing. Let’s create a dual stereo drone 

patch with different modulation and patching to 

create a wide ambient drone. We can further 

process each output for added tonal differences.

> 
Let’s take a look at using wavetables as a 

modulation source. With an oscillator 

patched into a filter we can modulate the 

filter’s cutoff with the wavetables at LFO ranges. 

Modulating the wavetables will give us varied 

movement of the filter’s cutoff.

> 
Eurorack excels at complete freedom to 

modulate anything from anything else. So 

try modulating the wavetable morphing with 

audio rate sources such as an analogue oscillator. 

By sequencing the E350 and modulation 

differently we can cover even more sonic territory.

Making The Most Of Wavetables
There’s one word we need to remember to make 
the most of wavetables… modulation 

To make the most of any wavetable we need a way to animate the sound. We do this by 

using modulation. Whether that comes from envelope generators, LFOs or random sources, 

there’s no doubt you need modulation to make the sounds really feel alive. But wide 

voltage ranges that we get from something like an LFO will morph through such a huge 

range of tones within the E350 that the end result might not be that great. As with many 

modules, attenuation is the key. Make sure you have plenty of attenuators around for the 

morph inputs as you’ll want to scale back wide-ranging voltages so you can morph more 

subtly between a handful of waveforms in the wavetable… rather than spanning thousands 

at one time.
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In The Studio With | Matrix & Futurebound

Matrix & 

Futurebound
Despite burgeoning solo careers, Jamie Quinn 
and Brendan Collins accelerated their success 
by forming Matrix & Futurebound and became 
forerunners of the Drum ’n’ Bass scene. Danny 

Turner meets the duo in Quinn’s home studio
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 A
s solo artists, Drum ’n’ Bass 

duo Jamie Quinn and 

Brendan Collins already had 

their own records labels, with 

Quinn (Matrix) starting Metro 

Recordings in the late ’90s as 

a vehicle for his own releases 

and others, and Collins 

(Futurebound) forming the Liverpool-based Viper 

Recordings with Jaquan in 2003.

The pair decided to collaborate after performing 

respective DJ sets at a nightclub in Belgium, 

releasing the single Strength 2 Strength (2005) the 

same year. A flagship for the burgeoning genre, 

their debut album Universal Truth touched a nerve 

with Drum ’n’ Bass fans, received critical acclaim 

from their peers and massive support from 

numerous renowned Radio 1 DJs, including Annie 

Mac, Zane Lowe and Pete Tong. 

Merging labels, the hits soon began to pile up as 

the pair achieved crossover success into the 

mainstream singles chart throughout the next 

decade with All I Know, Magnetic Eyes and the Top 

10 banger Control. Now gearing up for a raft of new 

releases, Matrix & Futurebound have signed a deal 

with Parlophone sub-label FFRR and recently 

released Happy Alone – a Soul-tinged/Drum ’n’ 

Bass effort that proves the duo still have their 

fingers firmly on the pulse. 

FM: What got you hooked on music?

Brendan Collins: “For me, it was leaving school and 

falling straight into the Rave scene, going to early 

Jungle parties and stuff like that. I was always a fan 

of Electro growing up and Breakdance music. I 

loved House as well, but once Fabio and 

Grooverider started pushing that Breakbeat sound, 

that was the route for me.”

Jamie Quinn: “I remember one of my brother’s 

friends bringing round some vinyl from Warp 

Records. I think it was Nightmares on Wax. That 

was the first Rave-type record I’d heard and one of 

my first entry points into the whole world of 

underground music that you didn’t hear on the 

radio. It sparked my interest in going to record 

shops and becoming a vinyl junkie. I used to go to a 

club called the Lazerdrome in Peckham, which was 

one of my regular haunts. They had an airport 

security-style metal detector at the door – always a 

worrying sign when you’re going for a night out.”

BC: “I’ve been to some shady clubs in Liverpool but 

Lazerdrome was something else. I used to religiously 

go down to The Eclipse in Coventry. Liverpool has 

always been House-dominated and still is to this day, 

so we went there for Drum ’n’ Bass and used to 

travel down to the deepest, darkest fields to listen to 

Rave music.”

When did listening to the music translate into 

wanting to make it?

JQ: “Production-wise, my first dabble was when a 

kid at my school gave me a disk with some 

computer games on for my Commodore Amiga. It 

had a football game and a little basic music program 

on it, like a tracker program, which had ridiculously 

terrible sound quality. You had to type in a load of 

numbers to write out your beat patterns, but it was 

my first experience of trying to make music. I 

started experimenting with that, sampling noises 

and playing them at different pitches – at the time it 

was quite mind-blowing. Then I remember 

clubbing together with two guys at school to buy a 

second-hand Akai sampler for about £300.”

BC: “Going to those early parties was like a new 

world to me. I’d just left school and heard all these 

stories in the newspaper about the evils of ecstasy. I 

was really intrigued by it and started buying the 

records people were playing at these parties. To go 

and see a DJ controlling that amount of people,  

and the way he was mixing the records together 

made me want to be a DJ. I took to it like a duck to 

water, and the natural thing from there was to 

experiment and discover how to make the music.  

All of my friends were producing on an old Akai 

S950 and I was excited to learn more about the 

production side.”

Did you have jobs?

BC: “We both went to university and did all our 

studies. Jamie did a politics degree, although I 

couldn’t see him as a politician [laughs], and I was 

forced into building studies by my dad because he 

was a surveyor. He said you’ve got to get an 

education, and I was like, ‘No dad, I’m going to 

make it in this music game’. Up until five years ago, 

he was still saying the same thing, but in my mind 

this was what I wanted to do.”

How did you meet and did you have a clear 

idea of the style of music you wanted to make?

BC: “We met each other in Music House, which was 

a cutting place for dubplates just off the Holloway 

Road. It was the place to go and a massive factor in 

Jungle turning into Drum ’n’ Bass to become what it 

is now. If you went there for several days, you’d meet 

every single person involved in the Drum ’n’ Bass 

scene. We were cutting our early records there and 

you’d have Roni Size, Goldie and Bryan G going in 

– so we’d see all our heroes. That was the first time I 

shook hands with Jamie.”

JQ: “At some point, we both ended up playing at the 

same gig in Belgium. We went to an after-party, 

beers were drunk and we talked about doing some 

music together. We both had a couple of tracks on 

the go and felt like we were on a similar page. We 

liked the idea of things being quite melodic but with 

the toughness of the harder-edged stuff out there.” 

BC: “It felt like there was a big gap in the scene, and 

it was very segregated. Both Jamie and I love all 

types of music, and all types of Drum ’n’ Bass, but 

we wanted to put our signature on it by bridging 

our two styles together so it would work on the 

dancefloor but also have big melodies. We hit it off 

straightaway; within the first couple of releases 

everybody was jumping all over our music, from 

our peers in the Drum ’n’ Bass scene to Annie Mac 

and Pete Tong. It was like, wow, something’s 

happening here, so we just kept it going and thought 

let’s do an album together, which became Universal 

Truth, and that went down really well.”
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How come you’ve not released another album?

JQ: “We’ve been more focused on doing singles and 

when we make a record we just want to put it out. 

The way people get their music is slightly different 

now. In the past, you’d sell a vinyl album, but with 

digital music it’s a lot more about people picking up 

single tracks.”

BC: “I think the moment’s got to be right as well, 

there’s got to be a good feeling within the camp. We 

did Universal Truth within the space of a year and 

were not even thinking about doing an album, so 

for us, it’s kind of got to happen like that again. We 

do aim to do another album, but we just fell into the 

whole Top 40 world where our records were 

crossing over.”

Your style has changed slightly… Universal

Truth had guitars and a slight Rock element, 

but your latest single Happy Alone is  

more dancefloor?

JQ: “We go wherever the vibe takes us. We did have 

quite a guitar vibe going on when we did Universal 

Truth, and I actually bought a guitar recently. But 

the next thing we’ll release will be on our own 

Metro/Viper label, which will be a more club-

focused record, not a vocal record like most of the 

stuff we’ve done recently.”

BC: “Going back to what you were saying about our 

music shifting a little bit, that can depend on some 

of the vocals that come in as well. The Happy Alone 

vocal with V Bozeman was very soulful and 

uplifting, almost Motown, so we just tried to create 

an instrumental around that vibe.” 

Is DJing now a priority over making records?

JQ: “I wouldn’t say it’s a priority. When you’re 

making club records, it’s very valuable to be out 

there seeing how people respond to different things, 

and it’s difficult to make club records if you’re not in 

that environment all the time.”

BC: “In the old days, you’d need more than a few 

tunes under your belt to get going, but these days 

one or two big tunes and you can be out there and 

high up on the bill. It’s very rare nowadays that 

someone is a successful DJ and not a producer. If 

you take your foot off the gas and stop producing

you can very easily fall behind. We still have the

fire to want to make new music and go round the 

world DJing.”

What’s your live set-up these days – is it 

different to your DJ sets?

BC: “We’ve done Radio 1’s Live Lounge, but we’re 

strictly DJs when we go out performing. The Live 

Lounge was our debut live appearance, but we loved 

it. We had backing singers, a drummer, guitarist and 

keys player and we weren’t just twiddling knobs – it 

took about three solid days of rehearsing. For our DJ 

shows, we use three CDJ-2000 mixers and either a 

Pioneer mixer or an Allen & Heath XONE:92, which 

we like a lot.”

JQ: “In terms of artists we like, we’re big fans of Sub 

Focus, and in the world of Drum ’n’ Bass, 

Wilkinson’s great, Noisia, The Prototypes and 

Dimension are doing some great stuff.”

BC: “We were one of the last Drum ’n’ Bass acts to 

be using vinyl. We were playing CDs at the same 

time, but Jamie gave up and said he’s not doing it 

anymore. There is something about the buzz of 

using vinyl that I like. I’m going back to using a little 

bit of hardware in the studio because I’m sick of 

looking at this box, and it’s the same with DJing – I 

want to move about. I’ve had some of the best 

nights of my career DJing with vinyl – not just 

because of the vinyl, but the whole process of 

mixing with it.”

Jamie, we understand  

that you’ve recently moved 

into a new studio…  

Can you tell us what 

precipitated that move?

JQ: “Well, the studio’s in my 

house so it was obviously based 

around that. Finding a house 

that had a nice spot to turn into a studio was 

important. I used to go to a studio for about ten 

years, because I had a smaller house and a much 

bigger volume of gear, but I got to a point where I 

started to move over to making music on a 

computer and found myself never going to my 

studio but sitting and making music on the dining 

room table.”

BC: “Same with me… I used to rent a room in Parr 

Street Studios in Liverpool. A lot of acts passed 

through there to mix albums and stuff, so it was a 

good environment to work in. Like Jamie said, in 

those days you needed lots of different outboard kit, 

but as times changed I also found myself working 

from home.”

90% of the final mix will be done in a couple 
of days, but the last 10% can take months 
with 100 versions bounced out of Cubase



So how do you combine to make 
music working from your own 
studio spaces?
JQ: “I guess the process is pretty 50/50. We 
often have these very embryonic ideas that might 
be thrown together in half an hour, like drum 
loops or a couple of little riffs and send them 
back and forth. Some might be forgotten about 
and sit on the hard drive for a year, then you 
discover them one day and they turn into tracks. 
There is no set way – some of our records will 
start with drums, a chord pad or an acapella of a 
vocal and we’ll build a track around that.”
BC: “I always find the best tracks are when 
you’ve started an idea and think you’ve had a 
wasted day, forgotten about it and in six months’ 
time what you did turns into something hot.”
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I presume you both use the same DAW?

BC: “We’ve always used Cubase, right from entry 

level. I went to Logic and for some reason I tried out 

Pro Tools and Reason, but when I started working 

with Jamie he convinced me to work within Cubase. 

It was probably the best advice he’s ever given me, 

although to be honest it all boils down to your ears. 

If you’ve got a good ear for music, no matter what 

DAW you’re using it will always come out right.”

JQ: “It really doesn’t matter which one you use; it’s 

more important how well you know it. You’re always 

hearing how certain other DAWs have this or that 

new feature, but I‘ve got years and years of doing 

stuff in Cubase. Because I’ve learnt it inside out, I 

can do things ten times as fast as in anything else.” 

What are some of your favourite synth plug-ins 

at the moment?

JQ: “The latest exciting one in terms of synths is 

probably Serum, and Sylenth is one that we’ve 

absolutely hammered. It’s good for melodic 

elements in our tracks, and when you want to reach 

for that sort of synth it’s very quick and easy to 

program and you don’t have to think too much 

about how to route something because the interface 

is very good. We’ve used Reveal Sound’s Spire 

software a lot recently as well. Those three are the 

most commonly used, and Kontakt for twisting the 

sounds that we’ve made.”

Are you careful not to stray too far from your 

signature sound?

JQ: “Funnily enough, sometimes when you’ve used 

some of your tried and tested techniques several 

times before on a track, you’ll promise not to do 

those things again and go in a different direction, 

but when you see people commenting about  

your tracks online they’ll say, ‘This is not Matrix  

& Futurebound! What are they doing?’ Every 

producer definitely has a signature sound; 

subconsciously there’s certain ways that you mix 

things down or treat your drums that give it your 

sound. We just both try to make something we 

enjoy ourselves and not think about who is going to 

like it or where it’s going to fit in. Some of our most 

successful records have been the ones where we’ve 

questioned how people are going to think of it. 

When we did American Beauty, which was one of 

our really early tracks that put us on the map, it has 

a minute-long ambient piano breakdown at the 

beginning and I remember thinking, no one’s really 

going to go for this in a big rave, but they did. So you 

always know to some degree whether something 

you’re working on is really good or not, but you’re 

never sure to what degree people will like it until you 

get it out there.”

Despite moving into the box, you still have  

a couple of pieces of synth hardware  

littered around…

JQ: “The Sequential Circuits Pro One, which I’ve 

had for years and years, is a great analogue synth. We 

use that to make bass sounds and then resample 

them; it’s got really cool modulation possibilities too. 

That’s the only actual out-of-the-box synth that I 

Are you fast workers?

JQ: “Usually, the main elements of a track will be 

done very quickly. If you trace it to the final mix, all 

those early ideas are there, but it can take a long time 

going from that to the final product. I’d say 90% of 

the finished product will be done in a couple of 

days, but the last 10% can take months and there 

could easily be 100 versions bounced out of Cubase.”

BC: “You also have the process of getting a vocalist 

who sounds right for the track, which can change 

how we mix the track. In our old studios, we’d have 

an Emu Systems E64 sampler and a Mackie 8-buss 

24-inch desk – it was the industry standard and 

sounded amazing, but life’s got so much easier now.”

JQ: “That’s one of the differences. If you’re working 

on analogue hardware that doesn’t have recall, you 

make the track, come in the next day and if it 

sounds about right you tweak it a bit and then it’s 

off the desk and you start something new; you can’t 

enter the mixdown again. But working within the 

software domain, you have the luxury of listening to 

something you’ve been working on and a couple of 

weeks later making miniscule adjustments. It’s a 

double-edged sword, because you can keep coming 

back to it but also get sucked into this world of 

endless tweaking. When you’ve reached the point of 

doing 100 different versions but really can’t hear the 

difference on version 97, that’s when it’s finished.”
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use to be honest. The other two are controller 

keyboards, the Korg MicroKontrol and a Nektar 

Panorama. I bought that because, as well as being a 

keyboard, it has DAW-control stuff on it, but now I 

have the Avid S3, which is in another league in terms 

of how you can control your software. It’s a 

controller for Cubase, so it doesn’t pass any audio 

through it, but you have hands-on control for your 

EQs or send levels, or to edit your plug-ins and do 

automation. I’ve used loads of different control 

surfaces over the years, like the Mackie MCU, some 

Steinberg ones and the Avid Artist controller– but 

Avid are definitely the best ones.”

BC: “I’ve gone with the same set-up as Jamie, but 

lately I’ve wanted to try some different techniques by 

going out of the box through a bit of hardware and 

back in, whether it’s resampling a break or a bassline 

or pulling the whole track out of it and going 

through an EQ compressor. I did a little research 

and found the Antelope Orion 32 is a really good 

audio interface for going out and back into the box, 

and I’ve bought this Zahl EQ thing that should be 

arriving any day now. When you distort inside a 

computer it can sound pretty harsh on the ears; 

there’s only so far you can go with it before it starts 

sounding nasty.”

Will you always join up for the mixing stage?

BC: “Yeah, while I’m down here we’ll finish two new 

tracks for release on Metro/Viper. The competition 

is very stiff these days; it’s always moving on and 

some of the people that are producing at the 

moment make you wonder if you can stay ahead of 

the pack or get ahead of them – that’s why we go 

round in circles. A bit later these walls will have 

blood on them.”

JQ: “Mixing is very satisfying when you get to the 

end of it. The whole process of making a record 

starts with the quick bit – getting that vibe you’re 

excited about, which is a lot of fun, but there’s 

definitely a bit in-between that involves a lot of 

tearing out of hair and stress, so I wouldn’t call  

the journey fun, but I’d call the beginning and the 

end fun.”

Do you have many disagreements?

BC: “Yeah, of course, but disagreements can make 

agreements happen. Wouldn’t it be a wonderful 

world if no one argued? You’ve always got to try new 

ideas. Jamie might suggest something and I’ll go,  

‘oh, I don’t’ know about that’, but you’ve got to try 

them because you never know what can come  

out of it.”

JQ: “We get down to debating things like the level of 

the hi-hats; that’s another sign that the track should 

be finished. But we’ll broadly agree on the main vibe 

of a track. Making electronic music generally 

involves sitting in a studio together for potentially 

massive amounts of time, so if you don’t get on well 

you might make good music for a year, but you 

won’t last very long.” 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Hear the latest from Matrix & Futurebound at www.
soundcloud.com/matrixandfuturebound



Where do you usually get the 
records mastered?
JQ: “A lot of the time, we’ll send them to get 
mastered but don’t always actually use the 
master and decide whether we prefer our own 
master or not. Whatever you send some 
mastering engineers, you can guarantee they  
will make it even louder and add more top  
by default.”
BC: “Most of the time it’s the club records that 
we master ourselves. Stuart Hawkes from 
Metropolis is someone that we always go to and 
he’s fantastic because if he doesn’t think it’s 
broke he won’t try and fix it. But I get where 
they’re coming from; they’re in a paid position 
and trying to make a name for themselves, so 
they can’t say, ‘I can’t do anything with this’.”
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Dreadbox Modular 
G-System $2,795
Never one to resist the allure of a patch cable, Bruce Aisher gets 
stuck into the new modular system from Dreadbox

CONTACT WHO: Nova Distribution TEL: 020 3589 2530 WEB: www.dreadbox-fx.com KEY FEATURES The Primary System includes: Modular 
Case Bundle (with PSU and patch cables), Alpha MIDI/envelope module, Omikron Dual VCO and audio interface module, Lamda Filter module, Delta Lo-fi Delay 
module, Theta Dual LFO, S&H and Clock module, Gamma Harmonic VCO and Filter module

INCLUDES
AUDIO
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F
M readers will need 

no introduction to 

modular synthesis. 

What started as a 

way of formalising 

the connectivity and 

interfacing of 

separate audio generators and 

processors over five decades ago, has 

seen a surge in popularity in recent 

years. This has gone hand in hand 

with a new wave of boutique 

hardware developers offering their 

take on older designs, or new ideas 

bundled into a modular format.

modular G-System comprising six 

Dreadbox modules placed in one of 

their custom cases. There are eight 

Dreadbox modules available, with 

three other pre-configured systems 

from which to choose.

The system comes in its own 

padded carry case and is attractive, 

imposing and solid – in shades of 

black, cream and real wood grain. 

Although the 3U 122HP case fits 

the Doepfer Eurorack standard – and 

is far more than a rack with power 

(see Modular Case Bundle) – 

Dreadbox suggest you only populate 

it with their modules. In any case 

there is no free space available on 

this configuration, so we’ll consider 

it a closed shop. Power is provided 

by an AC wall-wart PSU and there 

are 16 (all grey) patch cables 

included to get you going. To be 

honest though, you will need more.

So what does each module bring 

to the table? Omikron and Gamma 

are the two primary sound generator 

modules. Omikron is the more 

conventional, featuring two 

completely independent multi-

waveform oscillators, each with 

The allure of a new module has, 

to some, become an addiction – and 

modules bought on their own can be 

relatively cheap. Things get a little 

trickier, and more expensive, if you 

are making your first steps into the 

modular universe.

Dreadbox are based in Greece 

and, despite only creating hardware 

effects and synths for four years, 

have garnered a name for themselves 

in the analogue community. Recent 

synths include the standalone 

Erebus and Hades. Up for review 

here we have a ‘pret-a-porter’ 

THE PROS&CONS

+
The case is good-

looking, solid and 

offers useful extra 

utility features

Most modules offer 

something more  

than just their 

headline function

The Gamma  

module is weird  

and unpredictable

-
The Gamma  

module is weird  

and unpredictable – 

it doesn’t play nicely 

with pitched material

There are other 

combinations of 

modules that might 

be more suitable to 

your needs 

This complete 

system is not for the 

shallow of pocket
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course and fine-tuning, pulse width 

plus two separate CV inputs, and 

separate outs for each of the four 

waveshapes. Oscillator B can be 

sync’d to oscillator A, though the 

panel area to the left takes things 

further in this regard. This so-called 

‘audio interface’ area has a sub wave 

generator, audio to gate generator 

and audio sync convertor. The idea is 

that any audio source can be fed in, 

and with the three resulting signals 

available at different outputs (and 

controlled by a level trimmer and  

two pots). 

Sadly, I couldn’t get the LED to 

flash whatever I pumped in and I 

therefore decided to dive behind the 

front panel for further clues. 

Removing the panel revealed rather 

loose, and easily displaced power 

connectors – not ideal for portability, 

but not the problem here. Pots and 

sockets are mounted on one PCB, 

with other components on a second 

parallel PCB behind. There was 

some movement in the connector 

Quirky sounds
Gamma is a more unusual and 

unruly beast based around six 

parallel sawtooth wave generators. 

By default three of these are 

enabled, but oscillators 4 to 6 can 

be added to the mix via a set of 

switches. The output of this section 

is routed into a resonant 12dB/

octave filter via a VCA. A second VCA 

is fed direct from the VCO section. If 

you’re expecting classic detuned 

‘supersaw’ action then you’ll be very 

disappointed, as this sound source 

between the two – more than one 

PCB spacer would have definitely 

helped here – but overall the 

component quality appeared high. 

Sadly, the secondary features of this 

module still refused to play ball, 

though on paper they look promising. 

Incidentally, most of the modules 

have trimmers on their rear for 

calibrating various features. In each 

case, the manual for each module 

describes what they do, and whether 

or not it is a good idea to fiddle  

with them!

DREADBOX MODULAR CASE BUNDLE

The Dreadbox case is sadly only sold as part of one of their complete systems. This is a

real shame, as it is more than just some nicely engineered, painted metal with wood

slapped on the sides.

In fact, you get a lower panel section that offers some very useful functionality – the

kind of things that other modular systems require you to use up valuable HP space (width)

to achieve. This includes five attenuators, each with an in, out and control knob. One of

these is positioned on the far right of the case and gets promoted with a bigger knob –

perfect for overall volume duties. Being somewhat picky, it would have been great to

have had a dual in/out,

single knob (dual gang)

attenuator for stereo

levelling duties, as the

Delta delay is the perfect

mono to stereo device.

You also get four-way

CV splitters and mixers as

well as a simple 5 into 1

audio mixer.

The final flourish is a

triangle/square wave LFO

generator with rate and

depth controls that feeds

the back panel wave logo

LED backlighting – the

faster the LFO, the more

stroboscopic the lighting!

THE ALTERNATIVES

Roland 
System-500 
Complete Set 
£1,699
With an undeniable 

heritage, this new 

modular system from 

Roland is alluring  

in both retro looks 

and features.

www.roland.com

Doepfer A-100 
BS1 Complete 
System £1,589
Lots of modules to 

get you started and 

with many options 

for expansion. 

Doepfer systems 

represent very good 

value for money.

www.doepfer.de

Dreadbox 
Erebus £389
There are many 

semi-modular  

synth systems, 

including this one 

from Dreadbox 

themselves, that 

provide a cheaper 

and more self-

contained way of 

experimenting with 

synthesizer patching.

www.dreadbox-fx.

com

Each module has multiple 
functions and, if the features 

of the case are included, 
there’s a lot on offer
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FM VERDICT

8.0
A solid system with some

quirks that can be both

alluring and frustrating. It

won’t please everyone, but it

covers quite a bit of ground.

GOINGMODULAR

Speak to any modular synth owner and they will soon

confess that it is an addiction not easily cured. Once you

take the plunge, there is always the temptation of ‘just

one more module’, after all what’s the point of having

empty space in a modular rack?

The hardest part is deciding on where to start.

Eurorack modulars are popular, but certainly not the only

game in town. Do you choose a complete system from

one manufacturer or go custom style? There are also now

an increasing number of semi-modular systems that

interface with ‘proper’ modules.

Perhaps the best answer to most of these questions is

to start small, and speak to other modular addicts. They

may try and put you off with tales of modular junkiedom,

but at least you’ll still go for that first taste as a better

informed novice.

falls much more readily into quirky 

sound design territory – and to such 

a degree that it is playable 

chromatically only in the lower 

reaches of its range. The Harmonics 

switches are somewhat 

unpredictable in their behaviour, 

with their effect varying considerably 

on the overall tuning, and appear to 

create non-harmonic sidebands 

rather than specific elements in the 

harmonic series. The filter is full, 

and with bite, though passes into 

self-oscillation over a very short 

control range.

The main filter module on this 

system is the Lamda, an 8-pole 

(48dB/octave) state variable affair 

that also offers 2-pole low-pass and 

4-pole high-pass modes. It would 

have been nice to see a 4-pole 

low-pass here, which would have 

allowed some ‘classic’ ground to 

have been covered as well, but the 

filter has an unusual feature up its 

sleeve. The 8-pole modes allow you 

to tune a second resonant peak 

above or below the first using the 

Post Cut control. Its effect only really 

comes in to play at higher resonance 

settings, though it did a great job of 

turning the notch filter into 

something more formant-like, and 

works well with the mod wheel 

controlling cutoff – delivering a 

supremely nasty lead synth tone. I 

couldn’t get the cutoff CV input to 

track at 1 volt per octave, so turning 

the self-oscillating filter into a 

musical oscillator was out, though a 

special mention here should go to 

the post-filter drive circuit which 

sounds great, and adds real depth.

The last part of the equation in 

terms of full-on audio processing 

comes from the Delta delay module. 

Although of the digital variety, it 

leans very much towards the lo-fi 

end of the spectrum. Delta consists 

of two parallel delays, each with their 

own mix, delay time offset and 

feedback controls. There is a 

centrally placed master delay time 

knob for real-time tweaking, but you 

also get individual wet-only outputs 

and CV inputs for modulating the 

delay times. Routing an LFO to the 

CVs makes the creation of chorus or 

other modulation effects pretty 

straightforward. It would have been 

great to have had a simple onboard 

filter or EQ in the feedback path, and 

the possibility of even shorter delay 

times (sub 15ms), but overall this is 

a useful inclusion.

Clock on 
Moving on to the less glamorous side 

of things we have Theta, a dual LFO, 

noise and sample-and-hold module. 

The two independent LFOs output 

triangle or square waveforms with a 

frequency range of 0.04-50Hz. Each 

has a variable depth control, but I 

wish there were more (or variable) 

waveshapes. The lower half of the 

module has a dedicated white noise 

source and clock pulse generator 

with variable width control. The two 

are also hardwired to a sample-and-

hold generator. The clock might find 

many other uses, and features tap 

tempo, but not potential for MIDI 

clock sync. Unusually, the clock rate 

decreases when twisted clockwise.

Finally, the Alpha is the most 

important module if you want to play 

your Dreadbox from a MIDI-equipped

keyboard or DAW. Alpha has a MIDI

to CV/Gate converter and two 4-stage

envelope generators. The unit

produces a single gate trigger, but

offers two separate pitch volt/octave

CVs with independent glide. A back

panel DIP switch determines

whether they output the same

voltage or enables duophony

(separate voltages for highest and

lowest notes played). The envelopes

are straightforward positive or

negative, dual rate generators (the

slow setting offering an AD/R cycle

of up to 45 seconds).

The big question when buying a

complete modular system such as

this is whether it will deliver in sonic

terms, but this has to be placed in a

monetary context. You get massive

flexibility here, but £2,000 could

also buy you a bunch of sonically

complementary, and modestly-priced

standalone synthesizers. However, in

many respects that misses the point

of modular – everything can be

connected, and in numerous ways.

Looking at comparisons to this

Dreadbox system in the modular

world one can now turn to Roland’s

new/old System-500, the wide-

ranging and good value offerings

from Doepfer, as well as many

others. There is also the question of

expandability, and whether you

might be better creating your own

multi-manufacturer system.

However, each Dreadbox module

often has multiple functions and, if

the features of the case itself are

included, there’s a lot on offer.

Perhaps the only way to judge if it’s

for you is to demo one. It won’t be a

quick process – modular never is –

but you may be surprised at the

results, and it could be just what you

need to liberate you from that

dreaded mouse… and a few

thousand pounds!

ALPHA MODULE If you want to play 
the Dreadbox over MIDI, this is where 
you plug in – turning digital note on/
offs into analogue control voltages. It 
also allows you to play the Omikron 
twin VCO module duophonically 
should single notes feel too limiting.

LAMDA MODULE This is a powerful
filter that goes from conventional
2-pole low-pass duties to 8-pole
(48dB/octave) dual resonance notch
nastiness at the flick of a switch. The
Drive control saturates the signal
post-filter in a very nice way.

GAMMA This is an odd beast –
perhaps that explains the colour
change. Gamma outputs up to six
sawtooth waves and runs them
through a 12dB/octave low-pass filter.
Great for drones, sound effects and
general weirdness – not very playable
in a sensible chromatic way though.

DREADBOX CASE The lower part of
the case is filled with useful patching
utilities such as attenuators, CV
splitters and mixers, a simple audio
mixer and LFO. Why a lovely LFO
here? Because it also drives that flash
rate of the rear panel logo!
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XILS-Lab StiX Virtual x0x 

Drum Machine €179
Having impressed us with their synths, XILS-Lab now enter the 
world of drum machines. Stuart Bruce steps in time

CONTACT WHO: XILS-Lab WEB: www.xils-lab.com KEY FEATURES SYNTHESIS: 10 fully featured synth engines PRESETS: 2,000 in total 
and more available soon SEQUENCER: x0x-style with multi- and single-line editing modes COMPATIBILITY: 32- and 64-bit (Mac & PC), VST, AAX, RTAS, AU
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D
rum machines 

haven’t changed 

much in the way 

they look since 

the 808, and with 

little introduction 

you can get 

straight into programming. But StiX 

has plenty more under the hood…

There are plenty of presets to 

start with to get a feel for what you 

can do. The ten pads along the top 

access the controls for each sound 

and in the Easy section (as opposed 

to Advanced) you can manipulate 

reset to the basic sound and if you 

are happy but want to tweak on the 

Advanced page then you can Freeze 

the Easy edits so that the Advanced 

controls reflect them.

We are the mods
Next comes the step modulation 

section. Here you set the sources 

and mod amounts for the two Mod 

controls in the Step Time sequencer. 

Mod 1 can affect two parameters 

simultaneously and Mod 2 just one. 

You can then adjust mod amounts 

for every step of a sequence. Finally 

you get the PolyStep Modulator. This 

is an XY axis onto which you add up 

to eight red balls which you can 

place anywhere on the axes. These 

steps have up to four parameters, 

two vertical and two horizontal (each 

ball shares the same settings). These 

balls cycle round the sequence steps 

in order and remain static in Lock 

mode and move randomly in Move 

mode. All these modulators are great 

for adding some natural sounding 

variation into parts and they can be 

as subtle or extreme as you like.

The step sequencer looks simple 

enough and in its basic form (the 

multi page) it is. Step entry, as you 

would expect, is done by clicking on 

the individual squares and all ten 

pads are laid out in front of you. If 

you right-click (on a Mac shift-click) 

any pad you can then change the 

number of triggers per pad from one 

to six – a quick way of entering 

triplets or any number of odd glitchy 

sounding FX. The number of bars 

displayed is set in the patterns 

window but it’s the other pages in 

the step editor that unleash its 

the sounds via the Cutoff, Pitch, 

Res, Stretch and various velocity 

sensitivity options, as well as via two 

quite sophisticated Macro controls 

that can be programmed with up to 

four sources each. Stretch and Pitch 

adjust all envelopes and oscillators 

respectively in a relative manner 

while cutoff and res work as offsets. 

To the right of the velocity controls 

you see a Drum Preset section where 

you can load and save individual 

sounds to and from the selected pad 

plus alter the volume. If you are 

unhappy with your edits you can 

THE PROS&CONS

+
Excellent sounding 

synthesis with highly 

detailed sound 

editing capabilities

Fantastic groove 

control and 

incredible 

polyrhythmic 

possibilities

PolyStep modulation 

delivers subtle, 

humanised grooves, 

as well as insane 

soundscapes

-
No numbering in the 

PolyStep Editor

Step display  

doesn’t flash on the 

relevant beats in 

SNGL edit mode 

when using multiple 

beats or rhythms

ADVANCED EDITING

You’ll find all the sound shaping possibilities on the

Advanced page. There are two oscillators and one noise/

sample source. For samples you can use the library or

import your own. There are seven filter types and

individual envelopes for VCA, filter and pitch. Envelopes

can either be a standard ADSR or XILS-Lab’s R-CLAP

envelope which makes multiple Attack-Decay stages

(up to five) – great for claps and rolls. There are two

polyphonic LFOs each with six waveforms to mix and

match that you can free run or trigger and set to tempo.

The Mod Matrix allows quick links from the LFOs and

Osc 2 to the osc pitches, waveforms and filter cutoff,

while the two Macro Mods give more flexibility in setting

up complex modulations from a variety of sources.

The enormous polyrhythmic 
possibilities set StiX apart 
from many other step-
based drum machines

XILS-Lab StiX | Reviews
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power. These are selected using the 

Mult/Beat/Single buttons to the right. 

Polyrhythmic power
Switching to beat allows you to set 

the number of beats per bar of each 

individual pad. While you can do the 

obvious multiples (4, 8, 16) for 

straight programming, you can also 

set a different number of beats for 

each pad. The polyrhythmic 

possibilities are enormous and are 

one of the things that set StiX apart 

from many other step-based drum 

machines. Add that to the multiple 

triggers on individual pads and you 

can see that there are very few 

rhythmic variations that you can’t do. 

Then comes the Sngl page. 

Whichever sound is currently 

selected on the upper pads comes 

up here with all its programmable 

variations. You get velocity and gate 

time, plus the two mod options, and 

you also have position. This moves 

the trigger point backwards/forwards 

giving you an infinite set of variations

from straight swing through to some 

extreme shape changed grooves to 

satisfy the most hardcore rapper.

Below the sequencer section and 

starting on the left you have a very 

straightforward mixer section 

covering level, pan, solo and mute, 

and next to that is the FX panel. FX 

are set for each individual sound and 

are divided into two sections. The 

first is a set of three sends which go 

to a global Delay, Reverb and a 

Phaser that are edited on the next 

panel along, and the Distortion/Bit 

Crusher that works directly on the 

individual sounds. This has controls 

for Distortion amount, Bit Depth and 

display which shows incoming MIDI

and the transport controls.

From the first look I liked StiX.

With a minimum of manual reading

you can get up and running quickly

and there are enough good preset

sounds available to satisfy most of

your basic creative requirements. As

you feel your way into it there are

plenty of sound and groove sculpting

options which make it an instrument

that you will return to over and over

again. It’s right up there with

XILS-Lab’s other excellent products

and we heartily recommend it.

FM VERDICT

9.1
If you love the sound of 

synthesized drums but like 

to humanise sound creation, 

this is one of the best drum 

machines out there.

Sampling Frequency and does what 

you would expect, although I would 

like the distortion to be capable of 

far more extreme settings.

Finally, to the extreme right is the 

Effect and Transport area. Effects are 

delay, reverb and phaser and each 

has a set of control parameters 

which are easy to edit and sound 

good. Below them is a MIDI note 

MIDI IMPLEMENTATION

It is possible to externally trigger sounds via MIDI (C1 to

A1) but you can also swap patterns (C2 to B2) and mute

and unmute individual pads (C3 to B3) opening up the

possibility of using StiX as a live improvisational tool.

You can also assign individual controls to CC numbers.

As there are so many of them, each drum pad has its

own MIDI channel (1-10) and it makes for incredible

controllability. There is also an option to send MIDI out

from StiX but I couldn’t get this to work in my system

and I would prefer to be able to drag and drop to a MIDI

track to make defining individual patterns really simple.

THE ALTERNATIVES

Arturia Spark 
2 €169
An analogue 

modelling/sampling 

hybrid. The one to 

consider if samples 

are more your thing 

but you still want  

the feel of a  

drum machine.

www.arturia.com

NI Maschine 
£439
With its excellent 

hardware controller, 

this is an incredibly 

powerful beat 

production system 

with a huge sample 

library plus multiple 

drum synth options. 

www.native-

instruments.com

Logic 
Ultrabeat 
Included in 
Logic X
A great hybrid with 

plenty of sound 

manipulation 

possibilities. It may 

not reach the levels 

of sophistication of 

StiX or others, but it 

is very powerful and 

comes with Logic X.

www.apple.com

SINGLE LANE EDITOR This is a
great editor for fine-tuning every
beat of a groove. Everything can
be adjusted individually or you 
can gang parameters together for
quick relative adjustments.

STEP EDITOR Putting together
the polyrhythmic possibilities of
the Step Editor with the multiple
hit pad option and the R-CLAP
envelope, you can build pretty 
much any beat you can think of.

POLYSTEP EDITOR The onboard 
modulation controls and MIDI 
CC options are vast, but it’s the 
random nature of the PolyStep 
Editor that imparts the most 
human feel to the machine.
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Don’t miss our Ultimate Production Tips 2016. It’s packed with our greatest ever features  

and comes loaded with video, tutorial files and more. Available in print and digital now!

www.computermusic.co.uk
Available digitally on these devices

THE VERY BEST OF ON 

SALE

NOW



Lindell Audio
254E $149
This is a remarkably accurate

emulation of the Neve 2254

compressor limiter. I grew up using

the hardware original as they were a

staple of major UK studios in the

’70s and ’80s and that unique

combination of an unforgiving, fat

sounding limiter and the pumping

power of the compressor made it a

real favourite on drum busses,

poking hard edged basses, and fat

rhythm guitars. Back it off a bit and

it goes more transparent and, with

the limiter just holding the peaks,

the highs come through putting a

real sheen on the sound while

adding some solid energy. The 254E

does exactly that. When cranked it is

highly coloured and works well

directly on the sound (or buss) and

has an advantage over the original

as there is a mix control. Used

subtly it will smooth out a signal

while adding warmth and depth. A

compressor with character, and a

great one at that.

www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 8.5

Lindell Audio  
6X-500 $99
This is a pretty faithful emulation of 

the Lindell hardware of the same 

number which is essentially a  

simple channel strip with a few 

excellent extras. With its separate 

input and output levels you can 

push the input to the point of 

distortion. It never gets savage but it 

does get fat and warm, which is very 

useful on drums or slightly harsh 

sounding acoustic instruments. 

Plugin Alliance 
Compression & EQ
The Plugin Alliance range just keeps getting bigger as 
more companies enter the fold. Stuart Bruce looks at 
some of the latest EQ and compression offerings

Brainworx bx_pan EQ 
$299
bx_pan EQ is essentially a three-band fully parametric EQ where each 
band is full range (40Hz to 20kHz) and can have a near surgical Q right 
through to a broad bell. The trick is that you can infinitely pan each 
band across the stereo and independently adjust their stereo width from 
a mono point to full stereo width. The result is an EQ which lets you pull 
out and tame notes in a piano part, bring up a buried crash in the drum 
overheads (or loop) and correct stereo imbalances in synths or simply 
put a whole new slant on a stereo picture. Corrective and creative, it’s a 
real must-have. 
www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 9.2

FM | STUDIO ESSENTIAL!
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ACME Audio 
Opticom XLA-3 
$299
The XLA-3 has optical circuitry 
with three compression 
responses that treat sounds in 
totally different ways, each of 
them highly usable. Add to that 
the ability to push the input into 
focused harmonic colouring and 
beyond into powerful sounding 
distortion, and you have a 
compressor/limiter capable of 
everything from subtle warming 
of a signal to full-on cranked 
mayhem. The emulation sounds 
fantastic, adding colour and 
texture. You can unlink it in 
stereo, plus there is a mix 
control. Like the original you 
can also use it just as an amp 
without the compression circuit. 
Every DAW set-up needs at least 
one compressor that inhabits 
this world, and this is one of the 
best we have ever tried.
www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 9.8

There are high and low shelving 

EQs, which sound smooth and 

powerful and work on three fixed 

frequencies (LF: 100, 60, 30Hz, 

HF: 16, 10, 6kHz). Think of them 

as great sounding tone controls and 

do your surgical work elsewhere. The 

filters are quite stunning. With five 

slopes ranging from 6 to 36dB/oct 

and 20Hz to 20kHz ranges you get 

great tone shaping through to a 

savage narrowing of the frequency 

spectrum. Great on anything but 

particularly useful in electronic 

music. Don’t be fooled by its 

apparent simplicity – it’s powerful.

www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 7.8

Lindell Audio  
PEX-500 $99
This is an emulation of Lindell’s 

transistorised hardware emulation of 

the classic valve Pultec PEQ… The 

Pultec is renowned for its sweet but 

powerful high-end enhancement and

its solid fat bass. The Lindell 

hardware goes a long way to giving 

those sweet sounding curves in a 

transistorised (and massively 

cheaper) form. This emulation gives 

you pretty much exactly that. The 

dual abilities to add crazy amounts 

of delicious smooth high-end 

without harshness and deep bass 

without it sounding boomy are here 

in spades, and you can still do the 

old trick of adding and subtracting 

simultaneously in the LF for that 

semi-parametric effect beloved  

of many Reggae producers. In 

addition there is a mid/side facility 

which allows you to have two 

completely different settings across  

a stereo image. The Pultec has 

always been the ultimate tone 

control and the PEX-500 delivers a 

lot of those goods without the  

hefty price tag.

www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 8.2

Lindell Audio  
7X-500 $99
Once again it’s a software version of 

a Lindell hardware emulation, this 

time of the classic Urei 1176. You 

would expect that real FET slap and 

you get it. While there is a smaller 

spread of ratios than in the original 

(4:1, 12:1 and 100:1), they have 

been wisely chosen and for attack 

and decay you get two options, either 

three-way switches (short, medium 

and fast) or the classic continuous 

pots. With the pots you can really get 

into that incredible transient shaping 

and groove manipulation of the 

original, with a bit of added control 

as it includes a sidechain filter (off, 

100Hz, 300Hz). But the icing on 

the cake is that you can unlink when 

used in stereo, in effect giving you 

two mono compressors, or when 

linked you have the option of a 

continuous percentage of linkage. 

Great when you want a bit less 

control of the stereo image.

www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 8.9

Lindell Audio Channel 
X Bundle $249
This bundle gives you the 7X-500, 

PEX-500 and 6X-500 individually, 

plus Channel X – not something in 

the high numbers on your Freeview 

box but the three plugs combined. 

It’s quite a channel strip with plenty 

of filtering, EQ and pre-pushing 

overloads, plus you can put the three 

units in any order which adds 

massively to the tonal variations 

available. A great value way to get 

your hands on all three plugs with an 

added and very useful bonus.

www.plugin-alliance.com

VERDICT 9.2

FM | MUST-HAVE! 
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Aston Microphones 
Spirit £299
Aston Mics’ Spirit is big sister to the Origin, 
but is the acclaimed smooth sound 
genetic? Robbie Stamp checks the DNA

CONTACT WHO: Sonic Distribution TEL: +44 (0)845 500 2 500 WEB: www.astonmics.com
KEY FEATURES TRANSDUCER: Condenser, POLAR PATTERNS: omni, cardioid and figure-8,
SENSITIVITY (1kHz into 1k ): 23.7mV/Pa, MAX SPL (for THD 0.5%): 138dB, PAD: -20dB/-10dB,  
LOW-CUT FILTER: 80Hz, Weight: 547g
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A
ston Microphones 

may only have two

mics, but their 

wave-shaped 

spring mesh and 

stainless steel 

casing mark them 

out. The Spirit moves on from the 

shorter Origin adding switchable 

polar patterns (cardioid, figure-8  

and omnidirectional) and an extra 

10dB of pad, on top of the 80Hz 

low-cut filter.

The Spirit has a solid build that 

seems like it will survive the beating 

that work-a-day mics can receive. It’s

not that heavy, but a counterweight 

can be necessary for safe boom 

stand extension. The built-in 

5/8-inch stand mount socket is fine 

for sessions where there is little floor/

stand noise and the low-cut filter can

be engaged. For other situations I’d 

recommend a quality shockmount 

(diameter = 54mm). The review 

model was supplied with the new 

Aston USM cradle, which performs 

very well and, with screw braces, can 

accommodate a whole range of mics.

Though I didn’t have the Origin 

for side-by-side testing, it is one of 

those responses I can recall, and the 

Spirit displayed the same smooth 

mid range and high top, but there is 

an additional brightness. For vocals 

and many acoustic instruments this 

is a good thing, counterbalancing the

low-mid proximity presence a little 

more when close micing. This 

brightness is not harsh or peaky, just 

for balancing room and source on its

own, and as part of a larger set-up.

The Spirit is 50% more

expensive than the Origin, which I

feel is reasonable. It is a slightly

different mic with a more upfront

condenser sound and would actually

make a good partner in an m/s

pairing. I’d factor in the expense of a

shockmount, like the Aston USM, to

get the most out of the Spirit. It will

not disappoint. 

a little more present. I found the 

Spirit an easier mic to position on 

acoustic guitar, for example, with an 

instant quality tone in all three polar 

patterns. The figure-8 was a great 

match for the old Epiphone acoustic 

at my studio, and adding a double 

track using omni (to trim back the 

proximity-effect LMF tilt) was very 

pleasing; I would recommend the 

same technique for vocals and BVs, 

with cardioid on the former.

The Spirit is at its best on vocals 

and acoustic instruments, but with 

the switchable polar patterns and 

low noise characteristic it also suits 

room mic and distant micing roles. 

The figure-8 makes it a good 

candidate for a clear ‘side’ in a mid- 

side pair arrangement. The proximity 

effect response of the Spirit is not as 

strong as many condensers, making 

it a good mic for up-close vocals/

voiceovers in cardioid and figure-8 

patterns. Luckily this does not carry 

through into an overly thin omni 

mode, where proximity no longer 

dominates, and I found it a great tool 

THE PROS&CONS

+
A smooth frequency

response with a

nice touch of

peak-free brightness

The three polar

patterns (cardioid,

figure-8 and omni)

add flexibility for an

array of recording

situations (close and

distant/room micing,

multi-voice figure-8,

etc) and set-ups

(eg m/s pairs)

-
Will need a quality

shockmount to get

the best out of it

FM VERDICT

8.8
It is in C414 all-rounder

territory, with its switchable

polar patterns, a good

balance of smooth low-end

and detailed upper regions.

The Spirit displays the same
smooth mid range and high
top as the Origin, but there is

an additional brightness

Aston Microphones Spirit | Reviews
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Moog Model 15 App 
£22.99
The company that first popularised the modular synth redefines 
it yet again with a powerful iOS app. Scot Solida plugs in

CONTACT WHO: Moog Music Inc TEL: +1 (828) 251-0090 WEB: www.moogmusic.com KEY FEATURES: Fully patchable semi-modular 
synth for iOS 9.3, Inter-App Audio/Audiobus/Ableton Link support, MIDI Bridge/Audio Bridge support, Support for AudioCopy, AudioPaste, and AudioShare

INCLUDES
AUDIO
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 M
odular 

analogue 

synthesis is 

bigger than 

ever with a 

multitude of 

boutique and 

big name manufacturers getting in 

on the action. Moog recently joined 

in with limited reissues of its Model 

15, 35, and 55 systems, albeit at 

prices only a few can afford – the 

smallest system, the Model 15, 

comes in at $10,000. Moog’s latest 

product brings that same Model 15 

Panel discussion
The Model 15 offers a basic but 

serviceable collection of synthesizer 

modules consisting of a handful of 

oscillators, filters, envelope 

generators, mixers and modulation 

options. Unlike a hardwired synth 

like the Minimoog, the Model 15’s 

various components may be patched 

together as you see fit by means of 

virtual patch leads. Interestingly, 

where the original system was strictly 

monophonic, the Model 15 App 

allows four voices of polyphony. 

The Model 15 App would better 

be described as ‘semi-modular’ since 

the number and type of modules 

available is fixed. We’d like an option 

to switch out or add modules, 

perhaps as in-app purchases.

The entire cabinet can be 

displayed in portrait mode and you 

can zoom and scroll using the usual 

gestures or via the bar on the right.

So what modules are included? 

To start with, there’s Moog’s 921A 

Oscillator Driver and a pair of 

associated 921B Oscillator modules. 

Users of Moog’s modular systems or 

its many clones will be familiar with 

this arrangement, wherein the 921A 

offers various control inputs, a 

master frequency and pulse width 

control to which the 921B oscillators 

are slaved. Additionally, there’s the 

self-contained 921 VCO independent 

of the others. All oscillators offer 

their own frequency and range of 

options (low frequency oscillation is 

possible) as well as individual 

outputs for saw, sine, triangle, and 

pulse waves. The 921Bs offer 

‘Synch’ inputs with weak or strong 

synch modes, as well as AC and DC 

mod inputs. The standalone 921 

provides auxiliary output with a 

selectable waveform and level 

control, as well as frequency inputs 

and a Clamp Trig input that can be 

used to restart the wave when an 

incoming trigger is received.

Naturally, Moog have included 

some of their famous filters. A 904 

low-pass filter is the classic 24dB 

resonant job, with selectable 

frequency range and a trio of mod 

to iOS devices for the considerably 

lower price of £22.99.

Moog’s software engineers have 

pulled out all the stops to recreate 

both the sound and appearance of 

the real deal, drawing upon Apple’s 

Metal graphics acceleration 

technology to ensure the interface’s 

authenticity. This means it’ll only 

work on 64-bit devices including 

iPad Air and later, iPad Pro, iPhone 

5s or newer and iPod Touch 6 and 

up. The App Store lists a minimum 

requirement of iOS 9.0, but in fact 

9.3 is necessary to install Model 15.

THE PROS&CONS

+
Impressively 

authentic  

audio quality

Easy on the eyes

Excellent inter-app 

interfacing options

Costs 333 times  

less than the 

hardware version!

-
Doesn’t work with 

older devices or 

anything but the 

latest iOS 

No ability to swap 

out modules

TAKECONTROL

A virtual set of keys is included, complete with pitch and

mod wheel, along with Glide and Volume controls. Moog

have also brought over the awesome customisable

touchplate controller from Animoog. Both keyboards

offer aftertouch in the form of vertical key position.

There’s a virtual recreation of Moog’s famous ribbon

controller, along with a simple eight-step arpeggiator that

looks like a scaled down Moog 960 sequencer module.

The Model 15 is fully capable of being controlled over

MIDI and provides comprehensive MIDI CC mapping.

Maps can be saved and reloaded as needed.

Bluetooth MIDI devices are supported and the Model

15 will transmit and receive poly and channel pressure.
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inputs. A 1U 923 module contains 

simple low and high-pass sections, 

along with white and pink noise. The 

907A Fixed Filter Bank has low and 

high-pass shelves and eight 

additional fixed bands.

Dual voltage control amplifiers 

with linear or exponential curves are 

provided, and there are a pair of 

four-stage envelopes that retain 

Moog’s potentially confusing 

tradition of putting the Sustain 

segment at the bottom.

Utility modules come in the form 

of Attenuators, Reversible 

Attenuators, four-input Mixer, and a 

Controller Output module. Two sets 

of four interconnected Multiples are 

included as well.

Modules not found in the 

hardware cabinet provide audio and 

MIDI bridging to the outside world, 

more Reversible Attenuators and 

simple amplifiers, plus a Recorder 

that can loop and overdub anything 

you play, as well as sharing it via 

email, AirDrop, and with other apps. 

A delay with modulatable time and 

feedback is a welcome inclusion.

Follow my lead
Audio and control sources and 

destinations are interconnected via 

patch cables. You can choose any of 

six colours and double-tapping will 

render the cables semi-transparent. 

Cables are created and connected by 

tapping a jack and dragging the lead 

to its desired destination. Helpfully, 

all allowable destinations for a given 

output are highlighted and vice 

versa. Double-tapping source and 

Great sounding synths encourage

learning and the Model 15 is exactly

that. It’s too bad that so many of the

presets are drenched in delay, since

it can mask the often breathtaking

beauty of the raw sound. We weren’t

able to compare it to a real Model

15, but it held its own against a

restored Minimoog Model D, giving

that familiar full-bodied Moog tone.

It fared especially well in the low

registers – where clones often fall

apart. The oscillators have all the

oomph of vintage hardware and the

filters sound utterly convincing.

There are other iOS modular

synths, some far more complex and

flexible, but the Model 15 is one of

the few that just might satisfy the

retro-fetishist.

FM VERDICT

9.2
An excellent recreation, 

the Model 15 App brings 

the raw sound quality of a 

vintage analogue synth to 

iOS users for a great price.

destination alleviates the need to 

drag a cable. 

We won’t pretend that patching a 

modular is easy – this is advanced 

stuff, and it’s a brave soul indeed 

who taps the ‘New Preset’ button. 

Thankfully, Moog have provided 160 

excellent preset patches in a variety 

of categories, along with 20 

templates and a couple of tutorial 

patches (more presets are available 

as in-app purchases). A thorough 

manual is also included.

INSIDE OUT

Moog’s Model 15 may be the friendliest app yet, with all

manner of inter-app communication and integration

supported. AudioCopy, AudioShare, and AudioShare are

here, as is MIDI Bridge and Audio Bridge support. It will

sit in any AudioBus position – great for those who’d like

to route other apps through its excellent filter and delay

modules. Ableton’s Link compatibility is provided; the

Moog will link and sync with any compatible software.

There’s a Share button on the Recorder module and

users can choose to transfer audio with CD quality or

‘Highest quality’. Presets can be shared, as can MIDI CC

maps. If you come up with a nifty arpeggiator pattern

you’d like to send to a collaborator, you can do that too.

THE ALTERNATIVES

Pulse Code 
Modular Free
Offers a small 

selection of modules 

for free, with more 

available, bundled 

for £6.99 or 

individually for 

£0.79 as in-app 

purchases. You can 

mix and match 

modules to create 

your ideal system.

www.pulsecodeinc.

com

Bitcount
AnalogKit 
$9.99
iPad-only, with 

Bitcount’s AnalogKit 

users can build 

complex synthesizers 

and effects 

processors from over 

50 core components 

that can be patched 

together as you like.

http://analogkit.com

TOUCH CONTROL A virtual recreation of Moog’s 
ancient ribbon controller is included, alongside the 
terrific touchplate keyboard from their Animoog 
iPad app – just two of the Model 15’s many 
performance options.

SEQUENCING Looking like a cut down version 
of Moog’s legendary 960 sequencer module, the 
Model 15’s arpeggiator provides eight steps with 
two rows of knobs for gate offset and velocity 
offset. You’re given control over gate length, step 
size, direction, pattern length and a lot more.
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Hercules P32 Advanced 

DJ Controller £200
Alex Blanco lifts the lid on this Herculean hardware/software 
hybrid box of DJing tricks. Easier done than said!

CONTACT WHO: Hercules TEL: +33 (0) 2 99 08 08 80 WEB: www.hercules.com KEY FEATURES I/O: Stereo phono out, 1/4” stereo 
headphone jack and USB CHANNELS: Four COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE: DJUCED 40° (included), Virtual DJ, Cross DJ, DJAY and Traktor
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T
he last time I got my 

hands on a bit of 

Hercules kit it was 

their Control Steel in 

2009. A lot has 

changed in DJing 

since then. CDs have 

all but disappeared (with vinyl 

coming back), syncing has become 

almost as ubiquitous as it is reviled, 

NI’s Stems are trying to gain enough, 

ahem, ‘Traktion’ to become an 

industry standard, but most 

importantly the shift has very much 

gone from simply playing two tracks 

remix decks. Everything is responsive 

and well laid out, albeit a little 

unsexy to look at, and integration 

with the hardware is tight. Critically, 

almost everything (except settings 

and a few calibration/modification 

settings) can be handled via the 

hardware, so the GUI just has to look 

clear enough, which it does!

Getting hard…
The hardware is a USB-powered 

MIDI control mixer and audio 

interface with dual 16-pad trigger 

sections. It’s billed as four-channel, 

which is a fancy way of saying there’s 

a stereo phono output and a 

1/4-inch stereo headphone jack (no 

inputs at all), which clearly marks 

P32 out as entry-level, on a 

technical level at least.

The two-channel mixer section 

offers useful key controls – channel 

faders, crossfader, monitoring 

controls, three-band EQ and browser 

(via buttons and push-button rotary) 

and a large Record button – but it is 

basic. Push buttons for headphone 

monitoring volume and no master 

volume control make this a much 

together to finally delivering those 

bona fide ‘performance’ sets that our 

booking agents have been (mostly) 

bullshitting promoters about since 

the ’90s. And it’s this market the 

P32 DJ is designed to cater for.

There are two components to the 

package: the hardware controller/

audio interface and the latest 

DJUCED 40° software. For details 

about the software see above (the 

rundown of the hardware controls 

gives a large hint as to the features 

too), but essentially it’s a four deck 

affair with two of those serving as 

THE PROS&CONS

+
Nearly all controls 

can be accessed via 

the hardware

Small lightweight 

controller, perfect for  

small venues and 

house parties

Bundled content

from Loopmasters

-
No inputs

Lack of auto-pitch 

detection in DJUCED 

No master  

volume control

SIP THEDJUCED

Though P32 can be MIDI mapped to work with other

DJing apps and, to some degree, DAWs (a Traktor map is

available from the Hercules site), it’s designed to work

right out of the box with DJUCED 40° and you probably

need to run that software to make the most of it.

DJUCED revolves around a very familiar layout with

four decks – two track slots and two 16-slot sample

players with a mixer in the middle, effects at the top and

browser at the bottom.

Each of the remix decks is split into four sets of four,

each with its own volume control. It’s not as powerful as

some systems (NI’s Stems and Remix decks spring to

mind) but the simplicity makes for a shallow learning

curve and instant fun. Some kind of auto-pitch detection

and display for loaded loops is maybe asking a little too

much, but I’d like to see it anyway!

And speaking of loops, there’s some nice content

from Loopmasters bundled with the software. They cater

for a variety of styles, such as Trance and Deep House,

and they are handily organised in the pad matrix in the

following categories: Drums, Bass, Melody and FX.
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less viable crowd-facing option. The 

DJ-deck performance controls are a 

bit better, with both channels 

offering three assignable effects 

(with on/off buttons), dry/wet dial 

and Macro options. There’s also a 

push button looper rotary with an 

old-style LED readout and a push 

button rotary for channel filtering. 

This all works nicely and is 

almost as functional as my NI X1 

Mk2 controller. At the bottom of 

each channel there are also transport 

controls (Sync, Play, Cue etc) and a 

Shift button offering DJUCED users 

access to a number of multi-function 

controls, and, most importantly, 

when held, all channel mixer 

controls for A and B instead control 

C and D, respectively.

One thing I do like is that there’s 

no space (or budget) wasted on jog 

wheels. It’s a contentious position 

but I count myself among the ‘With 

auto-syncing, what’s the point of jog 

wheels unless they are big enough 

and sensitive enough to scratch 

properly with?’ camp.

Gutter press
So what takes up all the free space 

on the P32 DJ? It’s those large and 

pretty-looking pad matrices! They 

feel loose and rubbery to the touch 

which is nice (stop that sniggering at 

the back…) and as they are simple 

triggers without velocity sensitivity it 

doesn’t affect performance 

(seriously, get your head out of the 

gutter). They are multi-colour backlit,

and a nice size allowing very 

comfortable hands-on control. 

Functionally pads perform four 

roles (accessed by four dedicated 

function buttons): Hot Cue, Loop, 

Slicer and Sampler. The first is 

self-explanatory, offering 16 user- 

definable hot-cue points – enough 

for any normal human. Loop splits 

the pads into two groups, the top 

acting as momentary looping triggers 

and the bottom as on/off toggles for 

the corresponding values (both from 

1/16ths to eight beats). Slicer 

automatically slices up a section of 

your track and assigns slices to pads,

allowing user-definable length values 

(from 1/32 per pad up to one bar per 

slice. A Slip mode button can keep 

your track playing in the background 

while playing with both.

The fourth mode, Sampler, is 

used for triggering up to 16 sampled 

loops (up to four each for decks C 

and D) and automatically snaps the 

lack of touch-strips and pitch-faders,

but for me it ultimately comes down

to the hardware. In addition to the

lower-spec audio interface, the build

quality, though solid for the price,

doesn’t convince me I’d still be

touring this kit in ten years.

However, if you are just starting

out and planning a few gigs on a

budget, or if you simply want to try

something different to mix up your

performances, you could definitely

add P32 DJ to your shortlist.

FM VERDICT

7.4
Not a serious pro  

option but nevertheless 

a fun product that offers 

plenty to beginners and 

occasional performers.

ROTARIES Push button looper 
rotary with an old-style LED 
readout and another for channel 
filtering per channel.

PADS Depending on the mode, 
you can trigger up to 16 loops 
per channel in Sample mode, or 
assign hot cues.

INTERFACE Both the software 
and hardware interfaces are 
straightforward and tightly 
integrated with one another.

launch to the nearest beat (braver 

users can assign launch quantise 

values down to 1/32 notes). It’s not 

as powerful as something like Akai’s 

APC40mkII and Live, which allows 

you to assign launch timings up to 

eight bars on the fly (direct from the 

hardware), but it will at least stop 

your beats from clattering mercilessly 

because you accidentally hit the 

button on the off-beat!

There’s a fair bit to recommend 

the P32 for the home user and 

occasional performer. In particular I 

really like the pad functions and 

layouts – they are definitely the 

highlight of the whole package for 

me and make me wish the hardware 

was a little better specified and 

generally more rugged. That could 

have been a real tempter. Truthfully, 

though, there’s not quite enough to 

lure me away from my higher end 

performance kit, such as Push, 

APC40 and Launchpad Pro for the 

live performance and NI’s series of 

Traktor controllers and mixers for 

performance DJing. There has been 

some talk on t’internet about the 

THE ALTERNATIVES

Native 
Instruments 
Kontrol S8 
£999
A different league  

in price, build  

and performance 

potential but, in 

terms of basic 

functionality, the gap 

isn’t nearly as wide.

www.native-

instruments.com

Numark NS7III 
£1,049
If the no jog wheel 

thing bothers you, 

this beast features 

proper phat turntable 

platters for Serato 

scratching. Version 3 

comes equipped 

with performance 

pads too.

www.serato.com

Novation 
Launchpad Pro 
£275
If performance and 

live remixing are 

more your forte, this 

– with the included 

Live Lite –- offers a 

great package and a 

powerful intro-DAW.

uk.novationmusic.

com
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iZotope VocalSynth 
Plug-In £139
A source of classic vocal synthesis and effects sounds in an 
easy-to-use bundle? Si Truss goes full Kraftwerk…

CONTACT WHO: Time + Space (iZotope) TEL: +44 (0)1837 55200 WEB: www.timespace.com/www.izotope.com KEY FEATURES Plug-in with 
four vocal resynthesis modules – Polyvox, Vocoder, Compuvox and Talkbox. Also features pitch correction, plus five effects processors – Distort, Filter, Transform, 
Shred and Delay FORMAT: VST2, VST3, AU, RTAS
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 V
ocalSynth, is a 

four-part vocal 

synthesizer and 

multi-effect 

processor which 

combines a range 

of corrective and 

creative tools within a single 

package. It is built around a quartet 

of modules each offering a different 

flavour of vocal synthesis effect: 

Vocoder, Talkbox, Polyvox – a vocal 

harmoniser and formant shifter – and 

Compuvox, which creates digitised 

speech synthesis sounds. These 

A Key selector allows users to define 

a specific set of notes, which comes 

stocked with a range of preset scale 

types, a custom mode for selecting 

user defined scales, and chromatic 

mode if you want to make all notes 

available. MIDI mode, meanwhile, 

takes its note information from a 

user-defined MIDI input, which can 

be switched between mono and poly 

modes. Finally, SideChain mode 

mutes the built-in synthesis engines 

in favour of an external carrier signal 

routed into a sidechain input, which 

is then modulated by the main 

modulator input.

This global section also features 

built-in pitch correction, with range 

and speed controls for tailoring the 

effect to suit the incoming audio, 

along with a strength dial to adjust 

pitch correction. Generally, these 

pitch analysis and correction tools 

did a solid job in our tests – it’s not 

going to replace something like 

Melodyne in your plug-in arsenal, but 

within the context of these kind of 

vocal effects it’s reliable and flexible.

Vox pop
Below the global controls sit the four 

main engines, laid out in that 

two-by-two grid around a central 

mixer. Positioned in the top left is 

Polyvox, the simplest of the four core 

modules with just three parameter 

controls – Formant, Character and 

Humanize. Essentially, Polyvox takes 

the main incoming audio signal and 

duplicates it, creating harmonies 

based on the melodic information 

coming from the global pitch 

section. As such – for creating 

harmonies at least – it’s arguably 

best used in MIDI mode, allowing a 

simple monophonic vocal to be 

fleshed out into a full chord 

progression of voices. The three 

controls then alter the quality of the 

created voices. Formant shifts the 

formant pitch, creating an effect 

ranging from chipmunk-like squeaks 

to the sort of pitched-down sounds 

that are currently ubiquitous in chart 

House tracks. The Character control 

adjusts how much the new voices’ 

formants are altered by their new 

modules have been built with 

simplicity in mind. Each offers just 

three parameter rotaries plus a mode 

switch and preset drop-down in the 

case of everything except Polyvox.

These four re-synthesis devices 

are fed by a global pitch/scale 

section controlled via the top part of 

the UI. VocalSynth has three 

operating modes – Auto, MIDI and 

SideChain – selected and controlled 

in this section. In the default Auto 

mode, the synthesis engines will 

select what notes to play based on 

an analysis of the main audio input. 

THE PROS&CONS

+
Easy of use makes 

this a great source of 

instant inspiration

High quality, 

versatile sounds 

Flexible and very 

tweakable UI

-
Lacks the depth of 

some dedicated 

vocoder/talkbox/

tuning plug-ins

AFTER EFFECTS

Beyond the core processors, VocalSynth offers five

effects, placed in series along the bottom of the UI.

There’s a distortion with four available characteristic

types, a multimode filter, Transform (a convolution

speaker modelling effect), Shred (a syncable rhythmic

glitch effect), and a syncable delay. Finally, at the top of

the UI is a window switchable between a dynamic

waveform view and an assignable X/Y pad. The X/Y pad

allows any combination of two parameters to be assigned

across its axis, and is completely automatable, making it

a great tool for adding live interest or dynamic effects.
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pitch, while Humanize adds subtle 

pitch and timing variations to give 

the effect a more natural quality.

Directly below Polyvox is the 

Vocoder. Here an Osc drop-down 

menu offers a choice of synth 

presets from the vocoder’s wavetable 

engine (assuming there’s no 

sidechain carrier signal overriding it). 

There’s a nice range to the presets 

here, offering plenty of sounds well 

suited to classic vocoder effects, 

from the more subtle to the outright 

abrasive. The Vocoder also features a 

trio of parameter knobs: Shift, for 

altering the timbre of the resulting 

sound, Contour, which works like a 

simple EQ, and Scale, a control that 

alters how clearly vowel sounds are 

represented. There’s also a mode 

switch, offering Vintage, Hard and 

Smooth characteristics, which add a 

nice extra layer of sonic variation.

Compuvox is a vocal synthesis 

tool based around linear predictive 

coding. Again, an Osc menu offers a 

range of wavetable synthesis presets 

to act as the carrier signal. Here a 

trio of parameters labelled Bits, 

Bytes and Bats dial in digital aliasing

artefacts, elongated vowels and a 

deep, gravelly quality respectively. 

Plus a mode selector offers Read, 

Spell and Math characteristics. 

Finally, Talkbox offers a range of 

wavetable patches – here more 

geared towards ‘classic’ instrument 

sounds. Of the three parameter 

rotaries, Drive and Speaker are fairly 

straightforward, offering classic 

overdrive and speaker emulation. 

Formant, meanwhile, adds a formant 

shifter to the module, which takes 

VocalSynth beyond the realms of 

this central section users can also

control the polyphonic qualities of

Auto mode.

I’m impressed with VocalSynth; it

is simple, making classic sounds

very easy to achieve, but there’s a lot

of depth once you start combining its

elements, automating parameters

and getting creative. I also tried the

various modules on drums, synths

and other instruments and ended up

with plenty of unique, inspiring

results. In short, there’s a lot of sonic

power here for a reasonable price, all

in a well designed package.

FM VERDICT

8.9
A wealth of instant vocal 

processing power in an easy-

to-use package – and all for 

a very reasonable price. A 

big thumbs up.

traditional Talkbox sounds. Finally, a 

three-way mode selector offers Dark, 

Classic and Bright tonal variations.

All four modules are impressive 

in isolation, but VocalSynth comes 

into its own with its ability to blend 

all the processors, along with the dry 

signal, via the central mixer. Fading 

modules in and out is a great tool for 

creating on-the-fly vocal interest. In 

YOU HEARD IT HERE FIRST

Differentiating between types of vocal synthesis can

sometimes be a little tricky, so it’s handy that iZotope

provide some musical reference points to help you get

your head around the plug-in’s four processor types.

Want the classic sound of 2Pac’s California Love or Daft

Punk’s Around The World? Then head for the Talkbox.

Want the rich layered vocals of Imogen Heap’s Hide and

Seek? Then you’ll be wanting Polyvox. After the digitised

vocal sound of James Blake’s Lindisfarne or the Beastie

Boys’ Intergalactic? Then you’ll need the Vocoder…

Check out the iZotope site for more useful examples.

THE ALTERNATIVES

Roland JD-Xi 
£359
Roland’s budget-

friendly analogue/

digital hybrid 

features an 

impressive built-in 

vocoder and auto-

pitch effect. 

www.roland.com

Antares AVOX 
$399
This plug-in bundle 

from Antares – the 

creators of Auto-Tune 

– offers a whole  

host of impressive 

vocal processors, 

albeit in a more 

expensive and less 

convenient package.

www.antarestech.

com

TC-Helicon 
VoiceLive 
Touch 2 £265
A hardware vocal 

effects processor 

that combines  

ease of use with a 

decent range of 

onboard effects.

www.tc-helicon.

com/en

VISUALISE IT A dynamic 
graphical waveform offers handy 
visual feedback on the shape of 
your resulting sound. There’s an 
output gain control nearby too. 

BLENDING SOUNDS 
VocalSynth’s central mixer allows 
users to dial in any combination 
of its four modules at once, along 
with the original dry sound.

X/Y PAD The X/Y pad can be 
assigned to control any two 
parameters, allowing for dynamic 
effects sweeps and easy  
creative automation.
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Make great music 

Computer Music is the magazine for musicians with a PC or Mac. It’s packed with tutorials,  

videos, samples and exclusive software to help you make great music now!

www.computermusic.co.uk
Available digitally on these devices



4Tascam VL-S3
£76

Powered 3” 

Monitors
When space is an issue, it’s time to think 
small and powered monitors don’t come 
smaller than the 3” range. They may 
be dinky, but they don’t have to sound 
that way and can provide an effective 
monitoring solution for a range of budgets

2

3

1

Samson 
MediaOne BT3
£85

M-Audio AV32
£70

Genelec 8010A
£199 each
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1  
Like the Eve Audio SC203s,

the low-end extends further 

than you’d imagine, though 

it seems more like a psychoacoustic 

trick on the Genelecs. Plenty of 

power, but it is the sound that makes

these the clear winner. The stereo 

imaging and sound staging is a cut 

above, revealing a dimensionality 

that makes mixing easy. Transients 

are clear, the bass is tight, and the 

mid range is well articulated and free

of phase shift problems. They sound 

like a much larger nearfield monitor. 

Overall the voicing is better to my 

ears than the Eve Audios. They are 

also individually powered, making 

them useful for surround set-ups too.

genelec.com

VERDICT 9

2  
Like the M-Audio and 

Mackies, these have 

3.5mm aux and phones 

sockets on the front, and like the 

M-Audios this is my favourite part. 

They lack any real presence in the 

7kHz-10kHz range, though there is 

some airy hiss audible higher up. 

They have that ‘in-a-sock’ sound and 

battle the M-Audios for last place.

samsontech.com

VERDICT 5

3  
These are not really suitable

for music production. The 

low frequency range is 

dominated by a hump around 120Hz

that effectively masks all around it 

making the low mids hard to discern.

The high frequency range is narrow 

and equally misbalanced.

m-audio.com

VERDICT 5

4   
These are the smallest of 

the 3” monitors, and in 

many ways they sound it, 

but this is not a criticism; they are 

realistic with regard to size and 

price. The best sounding of the 

sub-£100 models by far, with good 

mid range articulation and a well 

detailed HF/transient response. They 

roll off significantly below 100Hz, 

but there’s no compensating low/

low-mid bloat as exhibited by some 

of the others. There is also plenty of 

volume for the size. 

tascam.com

VERDICT 8

5  
These are a powerful pair 

with a reasonable MF to HF 

response, and their small 

box ‘boom’ is nowhere near as 

pronounced (bad) as the M-Audio 

AV32s. The bass-end may be larger 

than the Tascams, but the overall 

sound stage is less realistic or pure, 

with more audible resonant peaks 

(poor phase response). They’ve got 

plenty of SPLs before cracking up.

mackie.com

VERDICT 7

6  
Do you get what you pay 

for? Hell yeah! Quality 

transient response with a 

nicely balanced mid range that lets 

you hear what’s going on, which is 

what you need for tracking and 

mixing. The bass-end is impressive, 

reaching down surprisingly low 

(thanks to the non-ported rear 

passive radiator design) without 

booming or sounding boxy. The front 

mounted rotary switch opens up a 

good range of functionality that is 

normally accessed via fiddly rear 

panel DIP switches, which makes 

set-up and adjustment easy. There 

are USB and optical digital inputs, 

besides the RCA analogue, as well as 

a Sub out. These are nice to work on, 

with enough adjustability.

eve-audio.com

VERDICT 8.5

FM VERDICT

THE BEST VALUE Tascam VL-S3: A compact powered 

monitor that eschews artificial low-end bloat, focusing 

instead on a well-balanced frequency response. 

THE STAR PERFORMER Genelec 8010A: Excellent 

soundstaging and clarity make these ideal for tracking 

and mixing in small spaces or on the move. 

6

5 Mackie Creative 
Reference CR3
£79

Eve Audio SC203

£389
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fact, you could argue that Universal 

Audio’s UAD systems are the last of a 

dying breed, yet they seem to go from

strength to strength.

These days, this has more to do 

with the quality and range of powered

plug-ins that the platform offers. Yes, 

it’s nice to be able to offload some 

CPU usage, but we suspect that most 

UAD customers are more concerned 

with increasing their range of 

high-quality processing options. If 

you want cracking emulations of 

classic analogue outboard hardware, 

for example, a UAD system could be 

right up your street.

to consider whether spending money 

on a UAD system will have long-term 

benefits for your workflow and, 

ultimately, your music.

How do I add variety to 
my chord progressions?

>
Once you’ve come up with a 

chord progression you’re happy 

with, it’s tempting to paste this 

across your entire DAW project and 

leave as is, building the rest of the 

arrangement around it. However, 

there are only so many times that 

listeners want to hear exactly the 

same loop going round and round.

Fortunately, there are ways to 

spice up your progressions, and they 

don’t necessarily require too much 

effort or musical knowledge. One 

obvious thing to try is changing the 

sound that you’re using to play the 

chords at various points – by 

replacing a piano with strings, for 

example – or doubling the original 

sound up with a different instrument.

Also, play with chord voicings. 

Don’t just settle for three-note chords 

in their root positions: try moving the 

root note to the top of the chord, or 

even adding other notes to chords at 

various points. It does help if you 

know some music theory, but there’s 

nothing to stop you experimenting by 

clicking and dragging notes in your 

DAW’s piano roll.

Similarly, you can transform a 

chord sequence by changing the bass 

notes that play underneath it. If your 

bassline just follows the root note of 

each chord, the progression will 

sound ‘right’, but you could create an 

entire alternate section by going off 

piste and experimenting. Again, 

music theory knowledge comes in 

handy when you’re doing this, but 

trial and error can work, too.

Finally, if you’ve got some 

keyboard skills, try recording the 

chords for the whole track again in 

Would you recommend I 
buy a UAD system?

>
Once upon a time, there were 

several DSP-powered plug-in 

systems on the market, and it 

was easy to see why such a market 

existed. Producers would frequently 

run out of CPU headroom when 

working on larger projects, meaning 

they had to ‘freeze’ tracks temporarily 

or fully bounce them down.

As computers have become more 

powerful, far fewer of us run out of 

CPU grunt, and it’s no coincidence 

that the demand for DSP systems 

has correspondingly diminished. In 

That said, such a system is by no 

means an essential purchase, and 

many pro producers get on perfectly 

fine without one (there’s definitely 

something to be said for being able 

to keep everything truly in the box, 

particularly if your studio is mobile). 

As with any other purchase, you need 

What’s ‘chord mode'?

> 
Chord Mode is a thing of amazingness! It’s 
almost like live sampling but onboard a 
vintage polysynth. In most instances you 

play a chord and hold it while enabling chord 
mode, then the synth remembers the chord and 
it can be re-triggered and transposed on the fly 
by simply pressing any note.

FM | ADVICE

Alesis Andromeda A6 – safe 
to purchase?

>
As an older complex analogue poly, the 
Andromeda isn’t the greatest for future-proofing 
as it uses a complex OS and an array of 

proprietary chips that are no longer manufactured and 
spares are already scarce. Regardless, it’s an 
incredible synth and generally they are pretty reliable, 
with a great support community (http://electro-music.
com/forum/forum-90.html). Remember too, as a 
16-voice synth, even if two voices die you still have 
14 left! Test any unit thoroughly before purchase.
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Your Production Problems Solved | Advice

>
Option 1: Direct Double Tracking. There are

a couple of ways to do this. Record two

mono passes (direct) of the same sound and

pan them left and right; the slight differences

between takes will add to the feel. Then process

the parts together on a buss in your DAW.

>
Option 3: Amped Double Tracking. This is

like Option 1, but instead of running direct,

mic/amp up the synth in mono, then record

two passes of the part you want to make stereo

either manually, or via a MIDI part. You can even

blend this option with Option 1 and get creative!

>
Option 2: Use mono in/stereo out effect

pedals. If you have a mono input/stereo

output FX pedal then you can use the effect

(reverb, chorus etc) to make the monosynth audio

appear stereo. Some pedals will split the mono

signal L/R even when the effect is bypassed too.

>
Option 4: Combined direct/dual-mic

tracking. The easiest way to do this is to

track your monosynth into your DAW, grab a

pair of mics (SM57 or 58 will do), press play on

your DAW and mic your studio monitors closely or

at any desired distance, to stereo-fy the recording.

Stereo-fying monosynths
What’s the most effective way to make 
monosynths sound wider without plug-ins? 

While running synths in mono is generally the way forward for bass sounds (in order to 

keep the low-end punchy and mono compatible on club systems/vinyl/mono speakers), it’s 

always worth trying to have leads, pads and more mid-to-high range sounds in stereo to 

add interest and a more lifelike image in this very important frequency area. The obvious 

way to make monosynths stereo is to just throw on a stereo-widening plug-in; but there are 

other tricks to try that can provide altogether more musically exciting results…

still restricted by their iOS operating

system – the fact remains that you

can’t run your full desktop DAW and

plug-ins on an iPad, so it can’t really

be considered a direct laptop

replacement. It’s something different.

If you’re a Windows user, the

situation is different: if you buy a

Microsoft Surface Pro 4 or Surface

Book, for example, you can run

Windows 10 on it, thus opening the

door to full-on desktop music

making. So, while the iPad is still the

best tablet for music making, if you

want to recreate the experience of

using a laptop as closely as possible,

Windows models have the edge.

real time and varying the notes and

timing of the progression as you go.

Sure, you might make a few

mistakes, but stepping away from the

‘quantise, copy, paste’ model and

actually recording a proper

performance will make your track

sound more interesting and human.

Can any tablet replace a
laptop for music making?

>
There’s been a lot of talk about

the iPad Pro having the

potential to replace your laptop,

and Apple’s latest tablets certainly

have plenty going for them (not least

oodles of power). However, they’re

CustomorDIY synthpanels?

>
A few companies supply replacements for
damaged synth panels, or to give your synth
a new look. www.s nth raphics.com provide

high-quality lexan overlays for pimping various
synths, or www.styleflip.com allow you to upload
your own graphics to a range of synths. Or there’s
the excellent non-DIY www.customsynth.co.uk.

Got questions that need answering?
Send your queries to us at futuremusic@futurenet.com and 
our team of experts will endeavour to solve them

Is Firewire  

still relevant?

>
Yes indeed! Firewire (aka IEEE 
1394), although old 
technology, is still a solid 

interface for audio/peripherals but 
it’s outdated compared to its much 
faster replacement, Thunderbolt. 
Thankfully Firewire is backwards 
compatible, so if you do buy a 
Thunderbolt-equipped Mac, you 
can still use Firewire devices. 
Certainly, Firewire 800 is more 
solid/faster than USB2 for audio, 
although USB3 now offers much 
improved speeds/stability.
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AFFORDABLE SYNTHS

Novation Circuit | £250

Review FM299 A broad range of sounds with a

fluid and intuitive workflow makes Circuit a

winner. Its sequencer is absolutely killer too.

Yamaha Reface DX | £347

Review FM298 Finally we have a new DX with

an intuitive interface that helps bring FM to life.

It’s well built, portable, has an improved 4-op

engine with FX and it sounds suitably DX-y!

Moog Mother-32 | £499

Review FM302 It can be a standalone synth, or

you can plug it into any number of gadgets to

create a modular monster. With a Mo

under your arm, the world is your oys

Waldorf Pulse 2 | £406

Review FM273 Being a sound module without a

keyboard, it’s not quite a ‘go anywhere’ synth.

Roland Boutiques | From £229

Review FM303 Despite lacking the voice counts 

of the hardware they’re based on, each Boutique 

does a decent job of recreating the sound and 

vibe of the classic polys that inspired them.

Arturia MicroBrute | £230

Review FM273 The MicroBrute certainly lives up 

to its name. It’s a fantastically gritty monosynth 

that is easily compact enough to bundle in your 

rucksack along with a laptop. 

MeeBlip Anode | £110

Review FM284 It’s just a synth mod

need to add your own keyboard/sequencer, but

the MeeBlip is a great little synth that’ll fit in the 

palm of your hand. It packs a great filter too. 

Review FM303 They may be fiddly, but the POs

remain a great-value source of inspiring sounds 

and sonic fun.

Korg Volca FM 
£129
Full Review: FM305 
A great-sounding box of classic FM sounds. It 
might lack the polyphony of the DX7 but, apart 
from that, the sound is bang on. Its motion 
sequencing is seriously powerful too.

Korg Minilogue
£435
Full Review: FM302 
Four-voice polyphony, killer sound, flexible 
features and great build quality. We’re not sure 
how Korg pulled this off for the price, but they’ve 
nailed it. An essential purchase!
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But for our money this is the most power ’ll

find in a small package for the price.
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Essential Tools For Music Making | Gear Guide

M-Audio Trigger Finger

Pro | £299

Review FM280 In combination with the bundled

software, it is an inspiring, creative hybrid

sequencing platform.

Ableton Push 2
€699
Full Review: FM302
Push and Live were already a great combo, but
version 9.5 and Push 2 raise the bar for one of
the best hardware/software experiences around.

Native Instruments Maschine

Studio | £799

Review FM273 A great package for creative

beat-making with excellent hardware control.

NI Komplete Kontrol S61 | £599

Review FM285 A beautiful hardware and

software package that just works. Now works

with third-party plug-ins too.

Akai Advance 49 | £389

Review FM293 Combined with Akai’s VIP

software, the Advance controllers remove the

disconnect between controller and DAW.

HYBRID CONTROLLERS

ROLI Rise 49
£949
Full Review: FM304 
Coupled with the excellent Equator software and 
the new Noise app, ROLI’s unique, multi-
dimensional controller is an appealing package. 

Novation Launchpad Pro | £195

Review FM296 The Launchpad Pro’s Live 

control isn’t quite as extensive as Push, but it’s 

more compact and works standalone too. Easily 

one of the best controllers around.

Arturia KeyLab 88 | €799

Review FM301 A top keyboard controller, and 

the addition of all those sounds makes it one of

the best synths on the market too.

Arturia MiniLab | €99

Review FM269 Proof that small can be beautiful 

and the hybrid hardware/software alliance is still 

going strong.

M Akai MPC Touch | £499

Review FM301 The addition of a touchscreen

narrows the gap between software and hardware, 

bringing an all-round more tactile and integrated 

creative experience.
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Antelope Orion Studio | £2,345 

Review FM304 A comprehensive multi-channel 

interface with 12 quality mic pres, onboard DSP 

and very flexible I/O options.

Focusrite Clarett 
4Pre | £500
Full Review: FM304 
The whole Clarett range is excellent, and this 
punches well above its weight in audio quality, 
functionality and ease of use.

Universal Audio Apollo 8 

Thunderbolt | £1,699

Review FM293 The Thunderbolt connection 

adds near latency-free data transfer to UA’s 

already exceptional Apollo package.

Universal Audio Apollo             

Twin | £565

Review FM278 UA’s most accessible Apollo 

combines two high-quality ins and built-in DSP 

in an attractive, desktop-sized package.

p g

Thunderbolt | £1,999

Review FM294 Excellent sound quality, flexible 

I/O and some very clever re-amping capabilities 

make this a great high-end interface.

THUNDERBOLT INTERFACES

Electro-Harmonix 

Clockworks | £150

Review FM294 A simple clock divider rather 

than full sequencer. Rough and ready fun.

Koma Elektronik  
Komplex | £1,299
Full Review: FM304 
Komplex by name, complex by nature. Koma’s 
sequencing beast is a real quality bit of kit that 
offers a ton of flexibility. 

Arturia BeatStep Pro | £185

Review FM296 Arturia’s sequencer bridges the 

gap between MIDI and CV, and is easily the most 

versatile device you’ll find at this price.

Analogue Solutions         

Oberkorn 3 | £600

A classic-style rack-mounted analogue 

sequencer. Straightforward but quality.

Korg SQ-1 | £106 

Review FM290 Korg’s compact sequencer is one 

of the most budget-friendly CV tools out there, 

but it’s still got a decent amount of flexibility.

CV SEQUENCERS

Apogee Ensemble      
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DAWS

FL Studio 12
From £64
Full Review: FM294
Despite bringing mostly functional updates,
version 12 is great. Like fine wine, FL Studio
improves with age and is a superb production
environment for any level of user.

Propellerhead Reason 8 | €369

The update to version 8 was more about

interface and workflow improvements than new

tools, but regular users are likely to appreciate

this latest incarnation.

Bitwig Studio | €299

Review FM278 Recent point updates just

continue to make Bitwig stronger and more

refined than ever. 18 months on from its release,

it continues to impress.

Steinberg Cubase Pro 8.5 | £448

Review FM301 A solid update, built on strong

foundations, with some genuinely useful new

features. 8.5 is here now too, adding even more

features and an overhaul to Retrologue.

Logic Pro X | £139

Review FM270 Version ten of the popular DAW

revamps the interface and introduces some

long-awaited MIDI effects plugs. And let’s not

overlook that price – wow!

Tracktion 6 | $60

Review FM293 More comprehensive and well

implemented than you might think, Tracktion 6

is a well-rounded budget DAW worth trying.

Pro Tools 11 | £550

Review FM269 Pro Tools 11 sees much of the

new tech from 10 finally bedding down and

making sense. It’s now caught up with other

DAWs for fast workflow to match its power.

Sonar X3 | £419

Review FM275 A well-bundled package that 

features an audio-engine that beats some of its 

rivals on paper. Most certainly a heavyweight 

contender with enough extras to lure new users.

Ableton  
Live 9 | £315
Full Review: FM265 
Version 9.5 has just arrived as a free download 
for current users. The overhauled Simpler is 
fantastic. Plus Suite owners get a trio of new 
Max synths to play with.

PreSonus Studio One 3 

Professional | £279

Review FM295 Studio One 3 is stable,  

reliable and capable of sating any music 

production need. 
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Rob Papen 
Blue II | £109
Full Review: FM282
Papen’s newly-revamped Blue is a must-have 
with myriad synthesis options, assignable 
routings and extended modulation capabilities.

Native Instruments  

Massive | £169

One of the most widely used synth plug-ins on 

the market, Massive has a cutting-edge sound 

with a sonic size that lives up to its name.

Cakewalk Z3TA+ 2 | £79

A popular plug-in ever since version one was 

released in 2002. With its well-designed 

interface, powerful mod matrix and flexible 

sound engine, Z3TA+ 2 is a must-try synth. 

AAS Ultra Analog VA-2 | $199

Review FM281 Version two of Ultra Analog is a 

top-shelf piece of virtual kit. It’s easy to use, 

sounds great and features a huge range of 

presets to get your teeth into.

LennarDigital Sylenth1 | £168

Sylenth1’s classically-minded feature set might 

not be that flashy, but its warm, gorgeous sound 

makes it a must-try virtual instrument for any 

computer musician.

Eisenberg Vier | €99

Review FM288 An excellent synth, the lack of 

mixer section notwithstanding, with a very 

distinctive tonal colour.

SOFT SYNTHS

Synapse Audio Dune 2 | $169

Review FM284 Extreme oscillator stacking, 

packed wavetables, endless modulation, 

gorgeous filters and great effects – undoubtedly 

one of the best out there.

Spectrasonics 
Omnisphere | $499
Full Review: FM294
Version 2 of Omnisphere is a must-try. Audio 
import is the standout new feature but dig a little 
deeper and there are improvements in all areas.

XILS Lab XILS 4 | €179

Review FM283 A fantastic emulation inspired by 

the classic VCS 3 modular synth, and proves to 

be far more than the sum of its parts.

PPG WaveMapper 2 | €99

Palm’s best yet, WaveMapper 2 has made  

the transition from iPad to desktop. It is 

immensely powerful, hugely enjoyable to use  

and truly unique. 
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FabFilter Pro-C | £114

Review FM297 New features make this a 

stunning plug-in compressor with as much 

flexibility and capability as you’re likely to need.

ACME Opticom 
XLA-3 | $299
Full Review: FM297 
Every DAW set-up needs at least one compressor 
of this style and this is one of the best we have 
ever tried.

UAD-2 Shadow Hills Mastering 

Compressor | $299

Review FM261 Another highly-coveted  

hardware ‘legend’ undergoes a successful  

UAD transformation.

Slate Digital Virtual Buss 

Compressors | From $99

Review FM270 A highly versatile and 

characterful set of stereo compressors which  

will enhance any genre.

Brainworx bx_pan EQ | $299

Review FM306 A three-band fully parametric EQ 

where each band is full range (40Hz to 20kHz) 

and can have a near surgical Q. Corrective and 

creative, it’s a real must-have.

COMPRESSOR PLUG-INS

DJ CONTROLLERS

NI Traktor Kontrol 
S8 | £829
Full Review: FM287
Whether you use Stems or not, the S8 is hands-
down the best Traktor controller money can buy.

Pioneer DDJ-RZ | £1,529

Pioneer’s flagship controller, designed for their 

recently expanded rekordbox system, combines a 

quality controller with a four-channel mixer and 

plenty of booth-friendly I/O.

Numark S7 III | £1,049

Numark’s flagship four-deck controller is an 

impressive and classy DJ device. It’s not cheap, 

but its build, feel and feature set are great.

NI Traktor Kontrol S4 | £419

Review FM234 It may be a little overshadowed 

by the S8 these days, but for those who want  

jog wheels, Stem/Remix Deck control and extra 

inputs, the S4 is still a great package.

Hercules P32 | £200

Review FM306 Not a serious pro option but 

nevertheless a fun product that offers plenty for 

beginners and occasional performers.

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY
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Korg Electribe  
Sampler | £329
Full Review: FM295 
Not the perfect sampling solution, but fun to use
and a creative alternative to the ever-present 
DAW. It’s great for live use too.

SAMPLING TOOLS

Review FM289 A great starter sampler and

does basic sampling and sample playback well. 

It’s easy to use and works as a basic pad 

controller over MIDI.

Elektron Octatrack | €1,240

Review FM244 Elektron’s reimagining of 

hardware sampling results in a unique approach 

to sample-based composition and performance.

tive Instruments

Kontakt 5 | £339 

A good update rather than a mind-blowing one, 

but, taken as a whole, Kontakt is still the 

ultimate sampler.

Korg Volca Sample |£119

Review FM286 It’s not without its faults, but the 

Sample’s workflow is exceptionally fluid. If you 

want a fun, flexible and inspiring instrument for 

little outlay, look no further. 

Akai MPX16 | £130

Maroon Audio MT100 | £375 

Review FM221 An impressive looking and 

sounding mic with versatile strengths at a 

competitive price.

Sontronics  
Aria | £1,100
Full Review: FM278 
The Aria delivers a silky smooth response  
with a touch of valve flavour thrown in for  
good measure.

Lauten Audio Horizon | £649

Review FM213 An all-purpose tube microphone? 

A rare and glorious thing. The Horizon is worth 

every penny.

sE X1T | £275 

Review FM281 Adding valve circuitry to  

the X1 offers a slightly different but pleasant 

tonal perspective.

AKG Perception 820 Tube | £520

Review FM219 A great way to get your hands  

on a tube mic from a respected brand at an 

affordable price.

VALVE CONDENSER MICS
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